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Overview of this book
Each chapter, in brief

Introduction
In September 2020, First Minister Nicola Sturgeon announced plans for an
independence referendum. Amid a rise in support for independence in opinion polls,
she pledged to publish draft legislation on the timing, terms and question of a new
referendum prior to the May 2021 elections. Voters in Scotland could once again be
asked to reflect on the pros and cons of independence versus staying in the UK, and what
this means for Scotland’s economy, society, and politics. Yet, the need to manage the
Covid crisis and the challenges it presents has left little space to explore independence
and its possible consequences.
This collection begins to fill that space. It builds upon the success of a previous e-book
produced in advance of the 2014 independence referendum. Then, as now, we do not
take a stand on the question of whether or not Scotland should be an independent
country. Instead, we have drawn together leading experts to examine the key issues,
opportunities and challenges surrounding the prospect of independence. Much has
changed since the 2014 referendum – most notably, the UK’s decision to leave the
European Union. By providing factual information and impartial analysis, we hope that
the book can support citizens to engage in debates and make up their own minds about
Scotland’s future.
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Chapter 1 – Constitutional pathways
In December 2019, the Scottish Government set out its case for a second independence
referendum in the document Scotland’s Right to Choose. The document did three things.
First, it set out a democratic case for holding a referendum, based on the sovereign
right of the people to determine their own future, in addition to a ‘material change in
circumstances’ since the 2014 referendum – that is, Brexit. Second, it made the case for
a second referendum to be held on a consensual basis, and for co-operation by the UK
Government in putting its legality beyond doubt. And third, it set out draft amendments
to the Scotland Act to secure the necessary transfer of competence for a referendum.
This chapter considers why the legality of a referendum – and, by extension, the
process of becoming independent – matters. If a second independence referendum is to
take place and be effective as a means of achieving independence, it is crucial that it be
conducted on a proper legal footing. We also consider the UK Government’s dismissive
response to the request to hold a second independence referendum, and the options that
may be open to the Scottish Government to secure a lawful referendum.

Chapter 2 – Public participation
Public participation in the 2014 referendum was ground-breaking, not just because of
the 85% turnout, but also because of the high quality of public deliberation in the two
years before the ballot. Myriad conversations sprung up, up and down the country, from
communities to institutions, from pubs to churches, from neighbourhoods to digital
spaces, and from workplaces to kitchen tables. There was much to think about and
therefore plenty to talk through.
‘Talk’ often gets a bad rap, as popular expressions go: ‘talk is cheap’, ‘talking shop’, ‘less
talk more action’. But without certain forms of talk, including dialogue and deliberation,
democracy cannot thrive. Talk without action may be pointless, but action without
talk can be senseless. When thinking about the possibility of a second referendum, a
key lesson from the first one is that public participation must be central. There must
be civic spaces where people can meet across differences, seek to understand diverse
perspectives, and engage in productive conversations. These spaces are different from
the partisan forums created by the Yes and No campaigns. This chapter reflects on
the characteristics of such civic spaces and the need to multiply them so that any
future referendum conversations are not just shaped by partisan rhetoric and political
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marketing. Placing Scotland in international context, the chapter also argues that
democratic innovation is crucial to counter the global democratic recession.

Chapter 3 – Lessons from abroad
As demands for a second Scottish independence referendum intensify, we look abroad
to learn from the experience of nations which have held second votes on independence.
In this chapter, we look to Quebec, which held referendums in 1980 and 1995, and to
Catalonia, which held a non-binding vote in 2014 followed by a referendum in 2017.
Quebec offers valuable insights about a second referendum that was state-tolerated,
while Catalonia provides lessons about a second vote that was state-opposed – and,
in fact, actively repressed after being declared unconstitutional. Together, these cases
capture two contrasting experiences of constitutional referenda to the state-sanctioned
Scottish referendum of 2014 and offer important insights for Scotland as it discusses its
constitutional future.

Chapter 4 – Sovereign statehood
The Scottish Government has stated that it is committed to ‘an agreed, legal process...
which will be accepted as legitimate in Scotland, the UK as a whole, and by the
international community’. But, even so, a Yes vote in an independence referendum would
not immediately transform Scotland into an independent country. While some areas
(e.g. education, health, much of the legal system) are already within Scotland’s authority,
regaining Scottish sovereignty over other areas would take time. There would need to
be negotiations with the UK over this to, first, put Scotland’s independence into effect
(untangling a 300+ year old union), and second, to negotiate the future relationship.
This chapter examines the potential shape of these negotiations, the division of
liabilities and assets between Scotland and the rest of the UK, the possible creation of a
new Scottish constitution, and the legislation required for independence to occur. It finds
that, while the constitutional path to securing a legally valid referendum is as yet unclear,
following a Yes vote, a constitutional path to fulfilling independence can be followed. The
negotiations might not be simple, but there would be no insurmountable legal obstacles.
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Chapter 5 – The economy
The economy was one of the principal battlegrounds for the 2014 independence
referendum. A lot has changed since then. This chapter is written in the form of a letter
to the incoming Finance Minister of a newly independent Scotland. It addresses the issue
of how to stabilise the economy in both the short and the long run post-independence,
partly drawing on the work of the Sustainable Growth Commission.
It argues that, even though political independence may have been achieved, economic
powers are always limited by the necessary interactions between governments and
markets. Raising tax revenue is likely to be important to maintain public services and,
while one might hope for sufficient growth to generate desired increases in revenues, it
may be necessary to widen the tax base to drive these increased revenues. The letter also
touches on the issue of government borrowing, how Covid-19 has changed thinking
on this issue, and how, for an independent Scotland, borrowing and choices around
currency will interact. Nevertheless, it points out that many countries less developed
than Scotland seem to manage stabilisation issues successfully.

Chapter 6 – Public revenues and spending
The debate over Scotland’s public finances will be at the heart of any future independence
referendum. What scope would an independent Scotland have to make different choices
over taxes and spending, and what constraints would it face?
In 2014, the fiscal policy debate was often mired in an acrimonious argument over
whether Scots would be ‘better’ or ‘worse’ off under independence. Since then, the
framing of the debate has changed as a result of Brexit, the fall in oil and gas revenues,
changes in the Scottish Government’s policy aspirations, and the Covid-19 pandemic.
This chapter revisits the 2014 debates in the light of these changes. It argues that whilst
the framing of the debate has evolved, the conclusions are similar. Scotland and the UK
both face major fiscal challenges over the long term, and there is no doubting that an
independent Scotland would be financially viable. But an independent Scotland would
face a more pronounced set of fiscal challenges and constraints in the short to medium
term on account of its larger structural deficit and the challenges of transition. Whilst
it is understandable to talk of aspirational policy objectives for a ‘new Scotland’, the
practical reality of delivering fiscal sustainability cannot be ignored.
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Chapter 7 – International trade
A free country can decide for itself how to manage its external trade policies and which
strategic partnerships to forge. When a country achieves independence by breaking
out of a larger country or community, the newly acquired freedom is accompanied by
the loss of old benefits, since the breakout fragmented a previously integrated market.
Positive strides in international trade are possible, but there is immediately some lost
ground to make up.
The UK has left the EU single market and will be able to pursue trade deals with
other countries – and with the EU itself. If Scotland leaves the UK, it will leave the UK’s
internal market, and will have control over its post-independence trading arrangements
with other countries, including the rest of the UK. The uncertainties surrounding
the future course of UK-EU relations, and the UK’s international trade agenda more
broadly, reverberate on the future of Scotland. This chapter maps out a series of future
constitutional scenarios for the UK and Scotland and their implications for international
trade matters, including the trade implications of a second referendum leading to
Scotland’s independence.

Chapter 8 – Currency options
There is no easy option for a currency to be used, to the benefit of households and
businesses, in a post-independent Scotland. During the 2014 independence referendum,
the Scottish Government proposed the continued use of sterling, in a formal currency
union with the rest of the UK. That option has been ruled out by the UK Government
and dropped by its Scottish counterpart.
Three possibilities remain: (1) ‘shadowing sterling’, in an unofficial currency union;
(2) moving to adopt the euro; or (3) creating a new Scottish currency. The first of these
would require some combination of high interest rates and tight fiscal policy to achieve
credibility, not least in the financial markets, but would have the benefit of maintaining
currency parity with our major trading partner – the UK. Adopting the euro could only
be achieved in the longer term if Scotland entered the EU, and again would require tight
policies. A new currency would need time to be established, to secure credibility and
to avoid very high borrowing costs for Scotland in international markets and/or major
currency volatility posing problems for businesses in particular. The least bad option
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could be shadowing sterling for an (extended) period until sufficient credibility had been
achieved to launch a new Scotland-specific currency.

Chapter 9 – Policymaking and
political structures
Many commentators suggest that Scottish independence would have a major effect on
Scottish politics and policymaking. These changes could be based on the argument that
the Scottish political tradition has more in common with the consensus democracies,
often associated with the Nordic states or Switzerland, than the UK’s majoritarian and
adversarial tradition. To cut the UK tie is to embrace a new political system.
However, major political reforms were not a central feature of the push for Scottish
independence. The SNP was more likely to emphasise the adequacy of the Scottish
Parliament and the competence of the Scottish Government, suggesting that Scottish
independence would be built on existing political structures and policymaking
processes. Therefore, their operation since devolution in 1999 gives us a strong
indication of their operation under Scottish independence. This chapter highlights
the key features of these existing arrangements and the potential for mild reforms to
accommodate a new political reality. First, the Scottish Parliament is a venue for political
party competition rather than more participatory or deliberative innovations. Second,
the Scottish Government’s ‘policy style’ will remain largely in the UK tradition, in order
to seek sufficient consensus between policy participants and react to events rather than
engage in long-term preventive policymaking.

Chapter 10 – Identities in Scotland
In this chapter we unpick various patterns of national identity in Scotland, in particular
the proportions of people in Scotland who describe themselves as Scottish and/or
British. We explore the importance of country of birth to a sense of Scottishness, and
also the extent to which being Scottish and being British can be complementary to
each other. These identities are examined in light of support for Scottish independence:
while we do find that such support is highest amongst those who have strong Scottish
identities, the relationships here are complex. We also find, for example, a substantial
number of pro-independence Scots who feel both Scottish and British. These identities,
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then, are not necessarily at different ends of the debate – they need not compete with
each other. Finally, we consider the complicating factors of views on Brexit and, in
particular, how this may play out in any future referendum amongst Scotland’s minority
ethnic voters.

Chapter 11 – Social and equality policies
Scotland was offered the choice in 2014 of voting for an independent nation that would
be ‘fairer’: that it would reverse unpopular UK policies, for example by diverting funding
away from nuclear weapons towards childcare. These promises were predicated on the
idea that the Scottish electorate was substantially in favour of progressive social policies
and would therefore vote for a vision of independence that was seen to be ‘fairer’ than
remaining in the UK.
This chapter examines how the Scottish Government has used its policy-making
powers since then in the areas of disability and care, key areas for equalities. How
progressive has Scotland been? Is it a fairer country than the rest of the UK for disabled
people and carers? Prior to the 2014 referendum the 1999 devolution settlement had
given the Scottish Government power over health and social care policy, and the Smith
Commission devolved a number of social security benefits to the Scottish Government.
Despite now controlling a large swathe of social policy for disabled people and carers, the
Scottish Government has not taken the opportunity to be radical in developing policies
to improve equality. It would take independence and the full range of legislative powers
to make significant progress in this area.

Chapter 12 – Immigration
The proposed approach to migration in Scotland remains divergent from the trajectory
of UK policy. This has been expressed with increasing clarity and consistency by the
Scottish Government in recent years. Both the Covid-19 crisis and Brexit have the
potential to effect significant change on how immigration issues will play out in the
run-up to a second referendum. However, the size and shape of such changes remains
uncertain at this time.
This chapter outlines the factors that would determine these changes. It notes that
much will depend on the demand and supply of labour under an economic recovery
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and the extent to which the UK’s proposed new immigration system will adapt to
accommodate that. It also outlines how Brexit changes the legal landscape regarding the
border issue. Without a Schengen opt-out, it is difficult to see how Scotland can be part
of two differently delineated open border areas, retaining membership of the Common
Travel Area while (presumably) seeking to re-join the European Union. However, while
these issues have become more complicated, there is still scope for flexible solutions.

Chapter 13 – Climate change
An independent Scotland may not single-handedly tackle climate change, but it could
put Scotland in a better position as the resulting constitutional and legal clarity would
facilitate more bespoke and ambitious climate change aims. As a policy area, climate
change is currently shared between, and often contested with, Westminster. This oftencompetitive relationship between Westminster and Holyrood has spurred some ambition
to outdo one another on climate change and independence would certainly give Scotland
a chance to navigate more freely and without competitive distraction.
We are, however, currently in a period of fundamental change and uncertainty: as
well as the impacts of Brexit, we are also dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic. Both
unprecedented events no doubt will leave their mark on Scottish politics and society,
including climate change. While political actors are currently calling for a ‘green
recovery’, Scotland’s climate change policy may benefit from a comparatively strong civil
society and relatively favourable political landscape. It is therefore likely that we will see
a more ambitious drive in that direction.

Chapter 14 – EU membership
If Scotland became independent, could it and should it then join the European Union?
In the 2016 Brexit referendum, 62% of Scottish voters backed ‘Remain’, so it’s likely that
an independent Scotland would want to join the EU. Is that possible?
Well, EU rules say any independent European state can apply to join. Since the EU
was founded in 1957, twenty-two states have joined the original six countries and one
(the UK) has left. So, in principle, an independent Scotland could join too. Scotland
already meets most of the EU’s rules – though by the time of independence that could
change. Concerns have been expressed about the need for Scotland to have its own
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currency, to have a low fiscal deficit and to commit to joining the euro. If all these
issues were dealt with, Scotland could re-join the EU probably within 4-5 years of
independence. Unlike in 2014, given Brexit, this would mean the Scotland-England
border would become an external border of the EU. Some argue that Scotland should
join Norway in the European Economic Area (EEA) but this could create a democratic
deficit with little say in EU laws, and there would still be border issues with the UK.

Chapter 15 – Human rights
This chapter examines the implications of the UK’s departure from the EU’s human
rights framework for Scotland, and the challenges and opportunities of independence.
Human rights are not necessarily tangible ‘end goals’ that can be ticked off once
achieved. Instead, they must be actively protected in order to exist.
When we say ‘we have human rights’ what we really mean is, ‘we are entitled to
have our rights respected’. The process of respecting human rights largely depends on
actions and events driven by political pressures and historical precedent. For instance,
governments can support upward processes in building human rights standards within
their territory and internationally, but they can also instigate downward spirals by
diluting or removing human rights. This chapter explores major ‘upward spirals’ in
human rights standards in the UK, EU and Scotland since devolution. It also tracks
potential ‘downward spirals’ in human rights in the UK post-Brexit, with the reduction
or removal of advanced EU human rights obligations.
By remaining within the Union, Scotland would continue to be bound by the
UK-wide commitments on human rights that are passed by the UK Parliament. If
it chose independence, Scotland could re-commit to EU human rights standards,
reaffirm commitments to the European Convention of Human Rights, be a signatory
to international human rights treaties and draft a written constitution that enshrines
human rights.
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Chapter 16 – Defence and security
During the 2014 referendum campaign, the Yes and No sides advanced opposing defence
policy arguments. The Yes side approached the question from a small state perspective,
envisaging Scotland as an independent European state embedded in collective security
systems such as NATO and the EU. The No side took the opposing view, arguing that the
UK’s position as a global power provided Scotland with a defence and security guarantee
that would be hard to replicate if independent. After all, Scotland was already embedded
in these organisations; it was the prospect of independence that put membership at risk.
A lot has changed since 2014. The result of the 2016 referendum on UK membership
of the European Union has raised a new set of questions about what would happen if
Scotland became independent. Does Brexit make defence and security planning easier
or more difficult for an independent Scotland? Will the UK’s exit from the EU lead to
isolation from European defence and security initiatives, making it harder to maintain
current levels of defence spending and military capability?
Just as the Yes-supporting Scottish Government will be required to demonstrate its
competency in defence matters in any second independence referendum, so will the Nosupporting UK Government have to demonstrate that Scotland’s defence and security is
still best served in the Union after Brexit.

Chapter 17 – International role
Debates during the 2014 independence referendum campaign focused predominantly
on the effects of Scottish independence on the economy and on public services. Yet,
one of the most significant changes that independence would bring is the capacity
of Scotland to develop its own foreign policy. Although the Scottish Government
currently engages in external affairs, it would have greater opportunities to attempt to
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influence international politics and promote its own policy preferences and values as an
independent – albeit small – state with a distinctive foreign policy.
This chapter begins by considering the Scottish Government’s blueprint for a postindependence foreign policy, which was contained in its 2013 White Paper,
Scotland’s Future. The discussion then considers some of the factors that determine the
success or failure of small state foreign policies, drawing on examples from other cases.
A vote for Scottish independence is likely to be followed by several years of work to
establish a new state, involving the creation of new diplomatic institutions and joining
international organisations, treaties, and agreements.
It would then take many more years to have the international impact equivalent to
the Nordic states or New Zealand. But, with a willingness to prioritise – alongside some
patience and a lot of hard work – an independent Scotland could develop a successful
and distinctive role in international affairs.

Chapter 18 – Interdependence
In the 2014 independence referendum, the Scottish electorate was asked: Should Scotland
be an independent country? But what does it mean to be an independent country in an
interdependent world? And can it mean the same thing now as it did in 2014, given all
that has changed in between?
Ahead of the 2014 vote, the SNP Government’s White Paper, Scotland’s Future, offered
a vision of independence where Scotland would take its place alongside the UK as a
European Union member state. At the same time, independence was to lead to a new
‘partnership of equals’ with the rest of the UK, with open borders, shared markets and,
in some areas, shared institutions. Many commentators called this ‘independence-lite’.
But the UK has now left the European Union, and the current UK Government appears
determined to chart its own course. That means that, if an independent Scotland were
to re-join the EU, the border between England and Scotland would also be a customs
and regulatory border between the rest of the UK and the European Union. This would
require new structures and processes of border management and could have a negative
impact on trade and mobility across the Anglo-Scottish border, just as it re-opens
opportunities within the European Union.
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Chapter 19 – View from England
The Scottish Referendum of 2014 was one of the few constitutional events in the last
half century – other than Brexit – to leave a deep impression upon the English mind.
Winding forward to a future IndyRef 2, and the prospect of a majority of Scots voting
for independence, the feelings of the English will be one of the factors that shapes and
constrains negotiations on the future relationship between the two countries.
Polling conducted at the time of the first referendum indicated that a fairly trenchant
approach would be favoured by most people in rUK – the English included. Many
people in England have been on an unheralded journey, during the course of the past
two decades, towards a new sense of nationhood – still British, but with a new, more
decidedly Anglo accent. Brexit provided an occasion for the political expression of
this vein of national sentiment, but it also revealed a deep internal division within the
English psyche. As Brexit wanes from the political horizon, there is a good chance that it
is on questions of domestic governance and the UK’s own constitutional order that the
conflicting politics of English identity will play out. And any assessment of the territorial
and political implications of IndyRef2 will need to factor in the changing feelings
towards Scotland and the union that are apparent south of the border.

Chapter 20 – Small states
Former SNP leader Alex Salmond used to talk about the ‘arc of prosperity’, the string of
small, independent and prosperous states from Finland to Ireland. After the financial
crisis of 2008, his opponents dubbed it the ‘arc of insolvency’. Both characterisations are
simplistic. The argument for small states is that, in a globalised world, they can do better
than large ones. They have the flexibility, dynamism and social cohesion to prosper in
world markets while sustaining generous public services.
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In practice, there are two types of small state. Some have grown by cutting taxes
and public spending, deregulating their economies and tolerating growing inequalities.
Others maintain high levels of public spending, which they see as social investment
and a means of reducing inequality. They have correspondingly high levels of taxation.
It is not possible to combine both models or to pick and choose items from different
countries. Scotland could do well as a small independent state, but being small and
independent are not enough. It would have to make difficult decisions about spending
and taxes and long-term planning. External change – becoming independent – would
have to be matched by internal reforms so that Scotland could match the successful
Nordic states.
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Introduction

Scottish independence
after Brexit
Eve Hepburn, Michael Keating and Nicola McEwen
This book provides a guide to anyone seeking to navigate the issues involved in holding
a second referendum on independence. The first referendum in September 2014 resulted
in 55% voting against independence. Seven years on, the Scottish Government is drafting
plans to invite voters to decide on Scotland’s future once again.
Many of the questions remain the same as in 2014. For instance, what would be the
currency of an independent Scotland? Would an independent Scotland be in the EU?
What would it mean for our economy, our society, our public services, or our security?
Yet much has changed since 2014. Most notably, the UK’s decision to leave the
European Union (EU) profoundly affects the context in which independence would take
place, and the relationships an independent Scotland could have with its neighbours.
The Covid-19 crisis, and the enormous health, economic and social challenges it has
created for governments across the globe, also shapes the background against which any
decision on Scotland’s future would take place.
The aim of this book is to provide some clarity on the issues, the opportunities and
the challenges surrounding the prospect of independence for Scotland in the light
of these changes. It builds upon an earlier initiative ahead of the 2014 referendum
developed by the Future of the UK and Scotland programme in partnership with the
Hunter Foundation and the David Hume Institute: Scotland’s Decision: 16 Questions
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to think about for the referendum on 18 September (Jeffery and Perman, 2014). Then,
we provided impartial, authoritative analysis on key issues to help voters steer their way
through the competing claims of the campaigns. In this volume, we have asked scholars
to revisit these and other issues in the changed context in which the independence
debate is taking place.

Scotland’s first independence referendum
First, a recap. On 18 September 2014, people in Scotland participated in a referendum
that asked them to vote Yes or No to the question ‘Should Scotland be an independent
country?’ With a record turnout of 84.6%, a majority (55.3%) voted No while 44.7%
voted Yes.
How did the 2014 referendum come about? After the SNP won a majority in the 2011
Scottish Parliament elections, it asked the UK Government to empower the Scottish
Parliament to hold a referendum. After lengthy negotiations, the two governments
reached an accord in 2012, known as the Edinburgh Agreement. This included a
commitment to (temporarily) transfer powers to the Scottish Parliament to pass
legislation for a referendum on Scotland’s constitutional future (UK Government, 2012).
The Agreement set out some of the terms of the referendum, including that: there be one
question only; the franchise would be similar to that used for Scottish Parliament and
local elections; and it would be guided by the rules on campaign spending, the conduct
of the referendum and oversight by the Electoral Commission that are set out in the
Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 (PPERA). But, otherwise, the final
say on key issues, including the wording of the question and extending the right to vote
to 16 and 17 year olds, was given with the Scottish Parliament.
Crucially, the Edinburgh Agreement committed both governments to respect the
outcome of the referendum, whatever the result. This meant that, in contrast to other
independence debates, for example in Quebec or Catalonia, few people challenged the
right of Scots to decide their constitutional future. Instead, the focus was on the merits of
independence against maintaining the Union with the rest of the United Kingdom.
The question posed in the 2014 referendum was disarmingly simple: Should Scotland
be an independent country? Yes or No? Beneath the clarity of the question, however,
lay considerable uncertainty about what it meant to be independent and what the
consequences of Scottish independence would be.
Campaign groups debated the virtues of being a small independent country versus
part of a larger one. There were sharp disagreements over the Scottish Government’s
proposal to share the Pound Sterling. Protagonists lobbed claim and counterclaim about
the value of North Sea Oil and the economic prospects of an independent Scotland, and
what independence would mean for public finances, personal wealth and wellbeing.
Both the Yes and No sides claimed ownership of the welfare state and promised that it
would be more secure in their hands. Both sides were committed to remaining in the
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European Union, but the No side suggested that an independent Scotland would find
it difficult, if not impossible, to join the EU. Issues of security and defence policy were
raised, including whether Scotland could join NATO while removing nuclear weapons
from the Clyde (Keating and McEwen, 2017).
These often-heated debates provoked intense public interest, and a hunger for
information from impartial sources. In Scotland’s Decision: 16 Questions, academic
experts evaluated the claims made by the Yes and No camps and provided their own
assessment of what was at stake. That ebook represented a valuable contribution to wider
debates and citizen engagement evident across the country as a record number of voters
prepared to cast their vote.
One of the legacies of the 2014 referendum was a public that had educated itself
on the issues involved in determining Scotland’s future. Of course, then as now, many
voters already had a strong conviction that independence represented the right path
for Scotland, while many held the opposite view. Others came to a view after hearing
the issues debated in the 2014 referendum, and they may have held fast to that position
today. Yet there are many who remain uncertain about Scotland’s future, and uncertain
about how the choice they might face in a future referendum is affected by the changes
that have taken place since 2014.

Brexit
Perhaps the biggest change of all is that the UK, including Scotland, is no longer a
member of the European Union. The UK withdrew from the EU on 31 January 2020 and
in December 2020, at the end of an 11-month transition period, the UK and EU finalised
negotiations on a Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA).
The UK-EU trade deal amounts to a ‘hard Brexit’. It ensures tariff- and quota-free
trade in goods, but does not represent a comprehensive free trade agreement, nor
does it include the wider provisions of the single market. It does little to facilitate
trade in services or create a wider partnership framework around justice and home
affairs cooperation, security and defence. The UK has also opted to leave some EU
programmes, including Erasmus, the student exchange and mobility scheme.
The UK Government has agreed not to relax environmental and labour laws. This is
not legally enforceable but could trigger retaliatory action, after arbitration. Nor does the
trade deal require the UK to keep in line with any EU enhanced rights and standards in
the future. Instead, it allows either side to take ‘rebalancing’ action if they consider that
divergent rules affecting employment, social and environmental standards or sustainable
development have a detrimental impact on trade and investment. This might discourage
UK governments from drifting too far from EU rules. Nevertheless, the ‘thin’ deal means
that trade between the UK and the EU is now more complicated, will take longer, involve
more bureaucracy and more costs. Some of the disruptions that we have seen since
January may ease once traders and hauliers get accustomed to the new rules. And the
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rules themselves may change if there are further negotiations in the future. But the UKEU deal points to a much weaker economic and political relationship between the UK
and the EU in the years to come.
These changes alter the context of in which the Scottish independence debate is taking
place. The new challenges it presents for the prospects of independence movement will
be explored in the chapters that follow.
The Brexit process has also affected the politics of independence and union. The 2016
Brexit referendum saw 52% of people across the UK vote for the UK to Leave the European
Union, while 48% voted Remain. That narrow majority for Leave provided the mandate
for the UK Government, first, to negotiate the terms of exit from the EU then seek
agreement on the future UK-EU relationship. In Scotland, the picture was very different:
62% of Scottish voters supported remaining in the EU, while 38% voted Leave. This led
First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, to claim that Scotland was being taken out of the EU
‘against our will’, arguing that this represented ‘a significant and a material change of the
circumstances in which Scotland voted against independence in 2014’ (Sturgeon, 2016).
In the months that followed the Brexit referendum, the Scottish Government stressed
the importance of remaining in the EU single market. If that prospect were ruled out by
the UK Government for the UK as a whole, it looked for ways in which Scotland could
retain single market membership or a special status within the EU even as the pro-Leave
parts of the UK severed ties. These proposals were rejected by the UK Government for
Scotland, although the influence of the Irish Government and the shared desire to avoid
a hard border on the island of Ireland resulted in Northern Ireland remaining within the
EU single market for goods, albeit at a cost of hardening the sea border between it and
the rest of the UK.
The Brexit process has also brought new challenges to the way the UK is governed,
creating uncertainties about the future of devolution. Until now, EU laws and regulations
have limited the opportunities for the UK and devolved governments to follow different
paths, for example, in rules around food safety, environmental standards or animal
health. In that sense, the EU single market rules have helped shape the internal market
within the UK.
In the context of Brexit, the UK Government has been seeking ways to ensure
that removing EU regulations does not create new barriers to trade among the four
territories of the UK. It has worked together with the devolved governments to develop
UK ‘common frameworks’ to replace EU legal frameworks. The UK Parliament also
passed new legislation to support the UK’s internal market. The UK Internal Market Act
(2020) does not prevent the devolved legislatures from passing their own laws in pursuit
of social, health or environmental goals by, for example, requiring manufacturers and
service providers to meet certain standards. But the Act means that these rules would
no longer apply to traders that were based in, and subject to different regulations, in
another part of the UK. As a result, it weakens the authority of the devolved institutions.
In contrast to the ‘common frameworks’ programme, the Internal Market Act was passed
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without the consent of the devolved parliaments, and despite their vehement protests,
contributing to a deteriorating relationship between the UK and devolved governments.

Covid-19
The Covid-19 pandemic has also altered the economic and political landscape. The
public health and economic crises it has generated might have been expected to reduce
support for independence. In the early months of the pandemic, the Union of England,
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland appeared to be working more efficiently and
collaboratively than it had done for many years.
Although responsibility for public health is devolved, other parts of the response
are reserved. Ministers from the devolved governments worked closely with their UK
counterparts in the early months of the pandemic to forge common policies in pursuit
of a ‘four-nation strategy’, including in scientific collaboration, approaches to lockdown,
and procurement of personal protective equipment. The UK Government has been able
to mobilise massive resources through borrowing, a power not available to the devolved
administrations. The largest expenditures – including the Job Retention (furlough) scheme
to underpin wages, temporary increases in Universal Credit and working tax credits, and
initiatives such as ‘Eat out to help out’ – relied on the powers, responsibilities and resources
of the UK Government. In a reprise of the arguments from 2014, unionist politicians
argued that only the broad shoulders of the United Kingdom could bear this burden. There
was also an effort to mobilise sentiments of national unity and a wartime spirit.
However, cracks have also appeared. As emergency Whitehall committees were
disbanded in favour of a smaller decision-making circle, the devolved governments
were left out of the loop and increasingly pursued their own Covid strategies, adopting a
more cautious approach to easing the lockdown. The Scottish First Minister (supported
by a circle of ministerial colleagues and clinicians) assumed ownership of the response
policy in Scotland. The Scottish Government’s Covid-19 strategy, and the First Minister’s
handling of the crisis, has largely won the support of people living in Scotland, while the
UK Government and Prime Minister have been found wanting. These perceptions held
irrespective of whether those polled had voted Yes or No in 2014, or Remain or Leave in
2016 (Curtice, 2020).
Although it is not possible to prove a causal link, views regarding the respective
governments’ handling of the Covid-19 crisis may help to explain the increase in public
support for independence in Scotland over the course of 2020. There had already
been a rise in support for independence over the course of 2019 as the UK negotiated
its exit from the EU, with polls suggesting, on average, that 49% would vote Yes were
an independence referendum held then. This increase in support for Yes was driven
primarily by those who had voted No to independence in 2014 but Remain in the
2016 EU referendum (Curtice, 2019). But from June 2020 until the end of the year, 16
opinion polls carried out by six different polling firms, all suggested majority support for
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independence, ranging from 51% to 59%. This represents the most sustained majority
support for independence ever seen in Scotland.
Yet, like Brexit, Covid-19 has created new challenges to the case for independence,
especially with respect to the economy. The massive increases in Covid-related
spending have been financed by increased UK borrowing and increased UK debt.
Economic recovery is expected to be slow, with declining tax revenues (amid increased
unemployment) at least in the short term, and some measures to pare down the
mounting debt. These economic challenges are expected to have a detrimental impact
on devolution finances (Scottish Fiscal Commission, 2020), but bring added risks to the
economic case for independence as well.

Politics
When the 2014 independence referendum was held, the SNP had a parliamentary
majority in Holyrood, but 41 of the 59 MPs that represented Scotland in the UK
Parliament were from the Labour Party. In the previous General Election in 2010,
Labour had secured 42% of the vote in Scotland. While the Conservatives were in the
ascendency south of the border, leading the UK coalition government with the Liberal
Democrats, in Scotland they had just one MP. The independence referendum was to
have a dramatic impact on the political landscape in Scotland.
Three trends have been evident. First is the increased dominance of the SNP in
every election since 2014 and in every electoral arena. In the most recent contest – the
General Election in December 2019 – the SNP secured a 45% vote share and won 48 of
the 59 Scottish seats. Despite thirteen years in power, the SNP’s support appears to have
increased in voting intentions for the Scottish Parliament. This puts the party in a strong
position to secure a comfortable victory in the forthcoming 2021 elections, although
the proportional representation system makes it difficult for any single party to secure
an overall majority. That the SNP achieved this feat in 2011 does not guarantee a similar
outcome in 2021.
The second trend has been the sudden and prolonged collapse of the Labour Party.
Just eight months after the 2014 independence referendum, the 2015 General Election
saw the Labour Party reduced to just one MP while 40 of his colleagues lost their seats to
the SNP. The party has struggled to recover its electoral fortunes since then. Since Nicola
Sturgeon became SNP leader in the aftermath of the 2014 independence referendum,
Scottish Labour has had four leaders and four acting leaders, all of whom have struggled
to make an impact.
Part of the explanation for Labour’s travails has been a partial recovery for the
Scottish Conservatives, especially in the 2016-17 period under the leadership of Ruth
Davidson. The Conservatives both nurtured and benefited from the prevalence of the
constitutional issue. Far from settling the independence question, the 2014 referendum
resulted in issues of independence and union becoming the defining feature of Scottish
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politics. However, the UK Conservatives’ difficulties with both Brexit and Covid have
rebounded on the party’s support in Scotland more recently.
The polarisation of Scottish politics between the pro-independence, pro-Remain
SNP and the pro-Union and now pro-Brexit Conservatives (the Scottish Conservatives
were overwhelmingly pro-Remain in the 2016 referendum) has contributed to deep
strains in the relationship between the Scottish and UK governments, although the two
governments were hardly the best of friends in 2014.
The period leading to the first independence referendum was marked by mutual
distrust, but there was cooperation as well. The Edinburgh Agreement reflected the UK
Government’s acceptance that the SNP had secured an electoral mandate to pursue an
independence referendum, and that the Scottish Parliament and Government should be
given the responsibility to oversee the process.
No such recognition has been given in response to the SNP Government’s plans to
hold a new independence referendum. Repeated requests to secure the transfer of power
to hold a referendum on a similar basis to the one in 2014 have been refused by the
Prime Minister, on the basis that the referendum held in 2014 was supposed to be a ‘once
in a generation’ opportunity. In contrast to 2014, the legitimacy of an independence
referendum is now hotly contested, and looks likely to be a dominant issue in the
forthcoming Scottish Parliament elections.

This book
This volume seeks to step back from these heated political debates and take a
dispassionate view of the key issues surrounding independence against the backdrop of
changes in the UK’s relationship with the EU, the Covid-19 crisis, and the dramatic shifts
in the political and economic landscape.
As with the previous Scotland’s Decision: 16 Questions publication, we do not take
a view for or against independence. Instead, we seek to provide accurate information
and impartial analysis about the implications of independence, and the challenges
and opportunities it may generate. That analysis is drawn from academic research
and independent evaluation of the claims made by advocates and opponents of
independence. For us too, the future is uncertain and much will depend on the decisions
and developments in the months and years to come.
This book is divided into five main themes. It involves contributions from 25 leading
academic experts on Scottish independence, who come from a variety of disciplines
including law, economics, politics, sociology, geography and social policy.

Part 1: the Process
The first section explores the process of independence:
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•	Given the UK Government’s refusal to allow Scotland to hold a second
independence referendum, is there still a route to indyref2? Chris
McCorkindale and Aileen McHarg lay out the constitutional pathways for
securing a lawful referendum on independence.
•	Beyond marking ‘x’ on a ballot paper, what role should citizens be given in
deciding the constitutional future of Scotland? Oliver Escobar reflects on
the importance of democratic innovation and civic spaces, outlining several
lessons for effective public participation in any future indyref2 process.
•	Looking outside the UK, what can we learn from other countries about the
nature and process of independence referendums? Coree Brown Swan and
Dani Cetrà examine lessons from Catalonia and Quebec.
•	If Scots did vote for independence, what would the road to sovereign
statehood look like? Sionaidh Douglas-Scott considers the shape of ScotlandUK negotiations following a positive result, including the division of assets
and liabilities, and a new Scottish constitution.

Part 2: the Economy
The second section deals with the economics of independence:
•	What impact would independence have on Scotland’s economy? David
Bell looks into the future and examines the economic implications of
independence from the perspective of a post-independence finance minister.
•	What effects would independence have on Scotland’s public revenues and
spending? Graeme Roy and David Eiser discuss the opportunities and
challenges of moving to a sustainable fiscal position after independence.
•	How would independence affect international trade? Filippo Fontanelli
examines different post-Brexit scenarios for an independent Scotland’s trading
relationships with the rest of the UK, EU and rest of the world.
•	What are the currency options for an independent Scotland? Jeremy Peat lays
out the pros and cons of the three most likely options – keeping the Pound,
creating a new Scottish currency, and adopting the Euro.

Part 3: Politics and Society
The third section looks at the implications of independence for Scotland’s politics and
society:
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•	How might independence alter Scotland’s political structures and policy-making?
Here, Paul Cairney explores the potential for reforms to the Scottish Parliament
and Scotland’s policy ‘style’ after independence.
•	What is the relationship between independence and identity in Scotland?
Michael Rosie and Nasar Meer examine how national identity and support for
independence intersect, and explore the extent to which Scottish identity is
inclusive.
•	Would independence lead to different social and equality policies? Kirstein
Rummery explores whether an independent Scotland is likely to adopt more
radical policies to tackle poverty and inequality, concluding that sustained
commitment is as important as policy levers.
•	Would an independent Scotland pursue a different approach to immigration?
Sarah Kyambi examines the immigration issue through the lens of post-Brexit
and post-Covid UK, and the challenges of Scotland pursuing a more liberal
approach to immigration as the UK Government’s approach becomes more
restrictive.
•	Would independence change Scotland’s approach to climate change? Antje
Brown explores the extent to which independence could enable Scotland to adopt
a more bespoke and ambitious set of climate change targets.

Part 4: International
The fourth section explores the international aspects of independence:
•	With the European question at the forefront of people’s minds, is re-joining the
EU a good idea? Kirsty Hughes explores the opportunities and challenges around
an independent Scotland joining the EU after the UK has exited.
•	How would independence affect Scotland’s human rights’ obligations? Kirsteen
Shields considers how independence could lead to changes in Scotland’s
approach to human rights, including a renewed commitment to the EU Charter
of Fundamental Rights.
•	What would an independent Scotland’s defence and security priorities be? Colin
Fleming examines how events since 2014 – including the UK’s withdrawal from
EU security and defence initiatives and the Trump Presidency’s new approach
to NATO – have altered the context in which an independent Scotland might
pursue its defence and security objectives.
•	More broadly, what kind of international role and influence would an
independent Scotland have? Daniel Kenealy examines the type of foreign policy
approaches open to small states and reflects on what a Scottish foreign policy
approach might look like.
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•	Does Brexit shape what it means for Scotland to be independent? Nicola McEwen
examines how Brexit challenges the ‘independence-lite’ prospectus of 2014 and
considers, in particular, what post-Brexit independence would mean for the
border between Scotland and the rest of the UK.

Part 5: Views from Elsewhere
The fifth and final section considers views from outwith Scotland:
•	How would the rest of the UK – in particular, England – view an independent
Scotland? Mike Kenny examines how the 2014 independence referendum was
a watershed moment in English politics, catalysing intense discussions about
English national identity and sovereignty, which then played out during the
Brexit referendum.
•	Finally, what can we learn from international experience about the future of
small, independent states in a big world? Michael Keating shines a light on the
opportunities and challenges that small states face in adapting to the complexities
of a global era, while outlining how Scotland compares.We have done our
best in this book to provide readers with an objective, evidence-based analysis
of the implications of Scottish independence in a post-Brexit world. Each of
the contributors has sought to present their analysis in a clear, accessible and
impartial manner. However, like our predecessor book on the first independence
referendum (Jeffery and Perman, 2014), this does not mean that our authors
‘simply sit on the fence’. Instead, they have used their research training to set
out the main opportunities and obstacles for independence, examine what has
changed since 2014, and examine the claims of each side.
Finally, this book was delayed by, and forged during, the global Covid-19 crisis,
during a time of great uncertainty for all of our authors, and hardship and loss for
some. As editors, we are indebted to all of our contributors for their commitment to the
project, academic integrity and patience in getting this book to the finish line.
We have sought to dedicate our time to this project in that hope that it will help
citizens navigate these complex issues and make up their own minds on Scotland’s
future. We dedicate the book to those whose memories we wish to honour, and to those
who gently hold Scotland’s future in their hands.
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Chapter 1

Constitutional pathways
to a second independence
referendum
Chris McCorkindale and Aileen McHarg

Introduction
On 19 December 2019 – a week after the UK General Election at which the Scottish
National Party (SNP) won an overwhelming majority of Scottish seats – the Scottish
Government published its long-awaited case for a second independence referendum:
Scotland’s Right to Choose: Putting Scotland’s Future in Scotland’s Hands (Scottish
Government, 2019).
The document did three main things, aimed at four distinct audiences. First, the
bulk of the discussion was devoted to setting out the democratic case for holding a
second referendum by the end of 2020. That plan was put on hold as a consequence of
the Covid-19 pandemic (Russell, 2020) and has now been revived and revised with the
intention to publish a draft referendum bill in March 2021 and to enact that bill if a proindependence majority is returned to the Scottish Parliament following the May 2021
election (Russell, 2021).
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The democratic case for a second referendum was based on three claims:
•	that the people of Scotland, as members of a multi-national union based on
consent, have the sovereign right to determine their own constitutional future;
•	that there has been a material change in circumstances since the 2014
referendum; and
•

that the Scottish Government has a mandate to hold a referendum.

The material change in circumstances was said to be the fact of Scotland being taken
out of the European Union (EU) despite the desire of the majority of Scottish voters to
remain, combined with what the heavily centralised approach to Brexit has revealed
about Scotland’s place within the UK. The Scottish Government’s mandate derives
from its victories at the 2016 Scottish election, and the 2017 and 2019 UK elections,
combined with a majority vote in the Scottish Parliament on 28 March 2017. The
main audience for this part of the document was Unionist supporters in Scotland and
beyond who might nevertheless be open to persuasion about the case for independence.
It sought to persuade them that it would be undemocratic for the UK to continue to
refuse to facilitate a second referendum, thereby drawing attention to the SNP’s central
constitutional argument for independence: the continuing democratic deficit in the
governance of Scotland.
The second aim of Scotland’s Right to Choose was to make the case for a second
referendum to be held on a consensual basis, and for co-operation by the UK
Government in putting its legality beyond doubt. The document referred to the precedent
of the October 2012 Edinburgh Agreement, in which the UK and Scottish governments
agreed on the conditions for a legal, fair and decisive referendum. The Edinburgh
Agreement led to a temporary amendment of the Scotland Act 1998 via an Order under
section 30 of that Act to enable Holyrood to enact authorising legislation. The main
audience here was two-fold. First, the Scottish Government’s own supporters, some of
whom are impatient with what they see as its excessively cautious approach to securing
independence (for more on which, see below). Second, the EU institutions, for whom
the legality (as well as the consensual nature) of the process might condition any future
relationship with an independent Scotland (see the chapter by Hughes in this volume).
Finally, in Annex B, the document set out draft amendments to the Scotland Act
– to be made either by another section 30 Order or by primary legislation – to secure
the necessary transfer of competence. These terms went significantly beyond what was
agreed in 2012. First, they included an explicit statutory recognition of Scotland’s right
to self-determination. Second, they would have permanently amended the Scotland
Act to make it clear that Holyrood has competence to authorise an independence
referendum. Third, they made provision for implementing a vote for independence by
placing a duty on the UK and Scottish governments to co-operate through the transition
to independence (see the chapter by Douglas-Scott in this volume), and by extending
the powers of the Scottish Parliament, Scottish Ministers and other public authorities
to prepare for independence. Clearly aimed at the UK Government, these proposed
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amendments may more accurately be seen as the starting point for negotiation rather
than a realistic expectation of what might be agreed. Indeed, it is possible that unionist
parties in Scotland will want to place more conditions on a second referendum than
on the first – for instance, control over the referendum question, or requiring a special
majority to trigger a vote.
In the event that the UK Government refuses to make a section 30 Order the Scottish
Government has subsequently indicated its intention – if a pro-independence majority
is secured in the May election – to legislate unilaterally for a referendum (Russell, 2011).
Any such bill would almost certainly be subject to a pre-legislative legal challenge in the
Supreme Court by the UK Law Officers.
In this chapter, we consider, first, why the legality of a referendum – and, by
extension, the process of becoming independent – matters; second, we consider the
UK Government’s dismissive response to the request to hold a second independence
referendum and the options that may be open to the Scottish Government to secure a
lawful referendum.

Why does legality matter?
A state may become independent either with the consent (or at least acquiescence) of
the parent state, in accordance with its domestic constitutional requirements, or via
a unilateral declaration of independence (UDI). Although the International Court
of Justice (ICJ) recognised in its 2010 Kosovo Reference that UDI is not contrary
to international law (ICJ, 2010: 403), it is a less certain and less satisfactory route
to independence (for the unilateral Catalan vote and the Spanish response, see the
chapter by Brown-Swan and Cetrà in this volume). This is because achieving effective
independence is a matter of securing recognition by other sovereign states, including the
parent state, and this, as the ICJ pointed out, is essentially a political rather than a legal
matter. In effect, international recognition is much more likely to be forthcoming if the
independence process is perceived to have been legitimate. As Scotland’s Right to Choose
clearly acknowledges:
“When they make a decision about their future, the people of Scotland must do so
in the knowledge that their decision will be heard and respected and given effect
to: not just by the government in Scotland, but also by the UK Government, by
the European Union and by the international community. For a referendum to
have this legitimacy, it must have the confidence of all of those that it would effect
[sic]. This means not just the UK Government acknowledging and respecting
the Scottish Government’s mandate, but the Scottish Government and UK
Government seeking to agree the proper lawful basis for the referendum to take
place” (Scottish Government, 2019: 20).
As a matter of UK constitutional law, Scotland can only become independent with the
agreement of the UK Parliament. That agreement may be explicit and direct, via specific
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legislation granting independence; indirect, via a general transfer of competence to
secure independence to Holyrood; or implicit, if the authority to seek independence can
already be found within the terms of the Scotland Act 1998 (for more analysis of what
the post-referendum constitutional road to statehood might look like, see the chapter by
Douglas-Scott in this volume).
As a matter of law, a referendum is not a required part of the process of becoming
independent. However, it is at least arguable that, in a conventional sense, it is a
constitutional requirement, given the precedent of the 2014 independence referendum,
the provisions for a border poll on Irish reunification in the Northern Ireland Act
1998, and the statutory referendum ‘lock’ against unilateral abolition of the Scottish
Government and Scottish Parliament by the UK Parliament in the Scotland Act 2016.
The House of Lords Constitution Committee in its 2010 report on Referendums in the
United Kingdom also took the view that it was at least appropriate for a referendum to be
held on questions of secession by any of the nations of the UK from the Union (House of
Lords, 2010).
If a second independence referendum is to take place and be effective as a means
of achieving independence it is therefore crucial that it be conducted on a proper legal
footing. The rules it sets out for the organisation of a poll and regulating the conduct of
the referendum campaign must be legally valid and hence binding on those to whom
they apply.
In 2014, those rules were set out in the Edinburgh Agreement and in the enabling
legislation that followed. The Order to transfer competence to the Scottish Parliament
to legislate for a referendum (or to clarify its competence to do so, depending on one’s
interpretation) was made by the UK Government on the basis that there would be a singlequestion referendum (therefore excluding a ‘third’, so-called ‘devo-max’, option) held before
the end of 2014. It was left to the devolved institutions, with the approval of the Electoral
Commission, to set the referendum question and to define the referendum franchise.
However, it should not be assumed that a second referendum would be contested on
the same terms that prevailed in 2014. Whilst both the Scottish and UK governments
agree that a fair and intelligible question must be presented in order for voters to have
confidence in, and to accept, the result, there is disagreement about what that might
mean. On the one hand, the Scottish Government, having argued that there is no need
for the Electoral Commission to review the ‘simple, intelligible and well-recognised’
question put to the people in 2014, has now referred the question to the Commission
in the face of parliamentary pressure to do so and calls by some in opposition to adopt
the language of leave/remain that was used in the 2016 Brexit referendum (Duffy, 2020),
albeit that the reference was put (and remains) on hold as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic (Scottish Government, 2020). A debate has also been raised about the
appropriate franchise for any future referendum, with the suggestion (made mostly by
pro-union figures) that the right to vote be extended to Scottish nationals now living
elsewhere in the UK or even further afield. Whilst there are principled debates to be had
about these issues on their own terms there is also a need to proceed with caution. Any
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such change must be accompanied with compelling reasons if it is not to be seen as an
attempt to gerrymander – and thus to undermine the validity of – the result. 1
Legal validity is a separate issue from the legal effect of the referendum result. The
2014 referendum was advisory only; it did not legally bind the UK or the Scottish
Government to give effect to a vote for independence. Nevertheless, it was legally
valid because it was conducted on the basis of legislation enacted by Holyrood after
its competence to enact such legislation had been confirmed by the section 30 Order.
Attempting to proceed with a referendum without such a legislative underpinning
– whether on the basis of a section 30 Order or judicial confirmation that Holyrood
already has the power to authorise a referendum - would be a non-starter, given that it
would be likely to depend upon the co-operation of Scotland’s 32 local authorities in
organising the vote (none of which is under majority SNP control), and would almost
certainly be boycotted by unionists.
A Referendums (Scotland) Bill completed its passage through the Scottish Parliament
on the same day as Scotland’s Right to Choose was published. This provides a general
legal framework for referendums within devolved competence (similar to the Political
Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000, which governs referendums authorised
by Westminster). However, in order to be applied to any particular referendum, further
specific authorising legislation is required. The Referendums (Scotland) Act 2020 says
nothing about the legislative competence of any future bill intended to establish an
independence referendum.
A case has been brought by a private citizen and pro-independence campaigner,
Martin Keatings, seeking a ruling from the Court of Session, in advance of the 2021
Scottish Parliament election, that an independence referendum bill would be within the
legislative competence of the parliament. However, at first instance the court has held
that the question is ‘hypothetical, academic and premature’ and will remain so until a
bill in its final form has been passed by the parliament (Keatings v Advocate General for
Scotland [2021] CSOH 16). This decision is likely to be appealed. However, as things
stand, the competence of legislation authorising a second independence referendum
remains to be tested in the preparation, introduction and passage of a bill.

Securing a lawful referendum
1. Looking the other way: the UK Government response
There have been, broadly speaking, three responses to the Scottish Government’s
approach. The first, by the UK Government, has been to ‘look the other way’ and dismiss
calls for a second referendum.

1. See the debate instigated by this provocative tweet by the UK Minister for the Cabinet
Office, Michael Gove - https://twitter.com/michaelgove/status/1296183221630177280
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In a letter to the First Minister which ignored the substantive arguments made
in Scotland’s Right to Choose, Prime Minister Boris Johnson asserted that a ‘personal
promise’ had been made in 2014 that the referendum would be a ‘once in a generation’
vote and that his government would ‘continue to uphold the democratic decision
of the Scottish people and the promise that [was] made to them’ (Johnson, 2020).
Notwithstanding recent polls that appear to indicate majority support for independence
(ScotCen 2020, Shedden, 2020), it is on this ‘promise’ – rather than on any substantive
ground – that the UK Government continues to hang its hat.
When, in July 2020, the Prime Minister was asked about rising support for
independence, a spokesman said only that ‘in 2014…the Scottish people had voted
to keep our United Kingdom together,’ that ‘both sides had committed to respecting
that decision’ and that the Scottish Government had ‘promised it would be a once in a
generation vote’ (Mcilkenny, 2020). One can see the attractive simplicity of this strategy:
turning the Scottish Government’s own words back on themselves, exploiting the First
Minster’s strong preference for a referendum held in agreement with the UK Government,
whilst resting on the impressive exercise in democracy that took place in 2014.
However, it is a strategy which invites a number of difficult questions. The first is
whether campaigning language designed to galvanise turnout and support can properly
be described as a ‘promise’ to which the relevant actors can, or must, be held. Certainly,
as a matter of law, any such promise during the course of a campaign is unlikely to
be enforceable.2 Second, if the UK Government is serious about holding the Scottish
Government to that ‘promise’, what constitutes a generation? The Northern Ireland Act
1998 stipulates a minimum seven-year period between border polls where previously the
Northern Ireland Act 1973 had stipulated a minimum period of ten years. If we take our
cue from the Northern Ireland settlement we are entering the period (passing the sixth
anniversary of the first independence referendum) when the question might (depending
on prevailing political conditions) legitimately be revisited. If a ‘generation’ is to be taken
as a much longer period than is allowed for in Northern Ireland - the Prime Minister
has suggested that forty years, the length of time between the 1975 EC membership
referendum and the 2016 EU membership referendum, might constitute the appropriate
passage of time (Andrews, 2021) - then how are we to define this and on what basis?
Third, can a response that is grounded in a prior democratic exercise hold against
materially-changed circumstances and against a changing democratic will?
In this context, reference is often made from within the independence movement
to the right of the Scottish people to self-determination. But it is at least implicit in the
Scottish Government’s request for statutory recognition of this principle that it does
not currently form part of UK or Scottish constitutional law – even if it has plenty of
endorsement in constitutional practice. This contrasts with Northern Ireland, where the
‘principle of consent’ is explicitly recognised in the Good Friday Agreement, and given
statutory expression in the Northern Ireland Act 1998.
2. As suggested, for example, by the Alliance for Unity - https://twitter.com/Alliance4Unity/status/1296745270521339910
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International law does recognise a right of national minorities to self-determination
which may, in some circumstances, include a right to secede from the parent state.
However, the Supreme Court of Canada concluded in its Quebec Secession Reference
that this does not apply in the case of national minorities such as Quebec (and by
extension of the court’s reasoning, also Scotland) which already enjoy a high degree of
internal autonomy and political representation, even where there is a continued failure
to reach agreement on amendments to the constitution in order to accommodate greater
autonomy or the possibility of secession (for more on the Quebec case, see the chapter by
Brown-Swan and Cetrà). Similarly, in the Kosovo Advisory Opinion, the ICJ refused to be
drawn on whether the right of self-determination ‘confers upon part of the population
of an existing State a right to separate from that state’ outside of the context of ‘nonself-governing territories and peoples subject to alien subjugation, domination and
exploitation’ (ICJ, 2010).
In a domestic context, the Scottish Government’s mandate to hold a referendum
– though politically important – also seems legally irrelevant. The doctrine of the
mandate plays, at best, a marginal role in UK constitutional law and practice. In any
case, what constitutes a mandate is highly ambiguous. For instance, how clear does a
manifesto promise have to be? Is a majority of seats or of votes required (and can these
be aggregated from more than one party)? And which elections are relevant – to the
UK Parliament, which holds the legal competence to dissolve the Union, or the Scottish
Parliament, from which the Scottish Government’s authority derives?
If the UK Government’s approach is correct – i.e., that Westminster’s consent is
necessary for a lawful referendum to be held – it means that democratic channels to
change can be closed off indefinitely. We might, then, reasonably expect to find the case
for independence being expressed in other institutional and extra-institutional settings:
in bodies akin to the Scottish Constitutional Convention, in public demonstrations
(Brooks, 2020), or in the sorts of acts of civil disobedience that undermined the Poll Tax
and from which the impetus for devolution itself re-emerged in the late 1980s and 1990s.
More immediately, the response by the SNP to the refusal by the UK Government even
to countenance making a section 30 Order has been to publish an 11-point action plan
to legislate for a referendum with or without Westminster’s express consent if a proindependence majority is returned to the Scottish Parliament in May.
The prospect of unilateral legislation plays the ball back into the UK Government’s
court. The onus, then, would be on the UK Government to decide whether or not to
challenge the legality of any referendum legislation in the Supreme Court. This option
is not without risk to the UK Government. On the one hand, it might lose the case
and thereby open a legitimate pathway to the Scottish Parliament to legislate for a
referendum on its own terms. On the other hand, if the UK Government were to win any
such challenge it might provide grist to the mill for those who argue that UK institutions
are impediments to the democratic will of the Scottish people. It is possible, therefore,
that a post-election pro-independence majority, willing to test the limits of the Scottish
Parliament’s powers in the Supreme Court, might focus minds on agreeing to a section
30 Order and the conduct of a referendum on mutually negotiated terms.
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2. Plan(s) B: The pro-independence movement response
The preparedness of the SNP to introduce a referendum bill even in the absence of a
section 30 Order speaks to two further audiences. First, it responds to critics within the
SNP – notably Joanna Cherry QC MP and Kenny MacAskill MP – and within the wider
independence movement who have argued that the Scottish Government ought to be
more bullish about testing the limits of the Scottish Parliament’s legislative competence
(MacAskill, 2020; Nutt, 2020). Second, with its promise publish a draft referendum bill
in March, the action plan is a call to arms to the Scottish electorate; that the return of a
pro-independence majority in May’s Holyrood elections will be met with action in the
pursuit of independence.
Whilst it has been argued that a unilateral referendum would be undermined by a
unionist boycott, it is difficult to see what the justification for such a boycott would be
if the legality of a referendum held on these terms was upheld by the Supreme Court.
Nevertheless, this too is an approach laden with risks. First, there is a significant risk
that the courts would hold that a referendum is outwith the legislative competence
of the parliament, narrowing the range of options available and tilting the balance of
power towards the UK Government. Indeed, MacAskill himself has suggested that one
of the reasons why the Scottish Government has not adopted this approach is because
the Lord Advocate (who must sign off on any government bill introduced into the
Scottish Parliament) does not believe that a referendum bill would be within competence
(MacAskill, 2020). Second, there is nothing in law to prevent the UK Government from
making a reference to the Supreme Court and using the delay to amend schedule 5
of the Scotland Act 1998 so as to unambiguously place an independence referendum
outwith legislative competence. Third, an affirmative judgment by the Court might
ramp up political pressure from within the independence movement to legislate for a
referendum before the Scottish Government is confident that the conditions and timing
are right to win one. Finally, whilst this approach might circumvent the need for the
UK Government to consent to a referendum, it again does nothing in domestic law to
compel the UK Government to enter into post-referendum negotiations, or to do so in
good faith.
For some SNP members – such as Angus MacNeil MP and Cllr Chris McEleny – even
this more bullish approach to a second referendum does not go far enough. They have
argued that the SNP manifesto for the 2021 Scottish Parliament election should state, as
an option of last resort, that ‘the election of a pro-independence majority of seats shall be
a mandate from the people of Scotland to commence independence negotiations with the
UK government’ (Philip, 2020). Again, though, there are risks attached to this position.
First, pro-independence majorities have twice been elected to the Scottish Parliament
(in 2011 and in 2016) and three times have won a plurality of Scottish seats at
Westminster (in 2015, in 2017 and in 2019) but never with more than 50% of the vote.
Winning most seats in elections held in Scotland might not be enough (by itself) to
persuade the UK Government, and those more generally opposed to independence, that
a clear and unambiguous mandate has been conferred.
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Second, even if a pro-independence majority of seats is underpinned by a proindependence majority of votes cast, this approach gives insufficient consideration
to the question of losers’ consent, without which any declaration of independence is
highly unlikely to be ‘accepted as legitimate in Scotland, the UK as a whole, and by
the international community’ (Scottish Government, 2019: 1). As Pete Wishart MP
has said, ‘we can take it as a given that all the unionist parties would refuse to agree to
an election framed on this basis’, making for a somewhat brave presumption that ‘the
Scottish people would somehow go along with their democracy being appropriated like
this’ (Wishart, 2020).
Third, it is not clear why a UK government that has refused to consent to a
referendum on independence would nevertheless agree to enter directly and in good
faith into independence negotiations. Given the importance of any such negotiations
to the achievement of a smooth transition to independence (see Douglas-Scott in this
volume), and to obtaining recognition from the international community (see Hughes,
and Kenealy in this volume), this variant of Plan B seems only to delay rather than to
address the problem of a stubborn resistance by the UK Government and the power
dynamics that lie underneath.

Conclusion
Unpalatable as it may be to some nationalists that the exercise of Scottish selfdetermination depends on Westminster’s co-operation, it is hard to avoid the conclusion
that this is necessary. What, then, if anything, might be done to secure that co-operation?
Strategically, it is likely that the Scottish Government has always anticipated that
the UK Government will reject its call for a referendum in the near future. Instead,
there seems to be an attempt to frame any such rejection – and the democratic case
more broadly – as the central issue of the 2021 Holyrood election. Whilst, as a matter
of law, the UK Government might continue to withstand the pressure of a renewed
pro-independence majority in the Scottish Parliament, there have been signs even in
unexpected places – notably from within the UK Government itself as well as from
within Scottish Labour – that the legitimacy conferred by such a result would be difficult
to resist (McNab, 2019a,b).
Tactically, the SNP might rely on its Westminster membership to maintain political
momentum towards – and to finesse the legal form of – a referendum. It could do
so with the introduction of a Private Members’ Bill in the form set out in Annex B.
Such a bill would almost certainly fail to be passed. However, and as advocates for
an EU referendum discovered prior to the UK Government’s introduction of the EU
Referendum Bill in 2015, these bills can usefully be deployed both to give life to – and
to stress test – proposed legislation; to signal action to an impatient audience; as well as
to emphasise the sites of political obstruction when the bill falls. That cohort might also
use the advantages of being the third largest party at Westminster – including increased
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opportunities to make use of opposition time or to ask questions of the Prime Minister
at PMQs – to provoke a response from the UK Government.
At Holyrood, the Scottish Government – working with the assistance of Greens and
other parties opposed to Brexit – might see the legislative consent mechanism as one
way to re-state the argument as one about democratic deficit within the UK, as it has
done when the Scottish Parliament refused legislative consent in relation to European
Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018, the European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020,
the European Union (Future Relationship) Act 2020, and the United Kingdom Internal
Market Act 2020.
What seems certain is that the era of constructive ambiguity about the power to hold
an independence referendum in Scotland is coming to an end. With opinion polls now
consistently showing support for independence at above 50%, as well as suggesting that
the SNP is likely to win another overall majority at the next Holyrood elections, it seems
unlikely that either the blithely dismissive approach by the UK Government or the
incongruence between the source of democratic legitimacy and the source of legal power
can sustainably hold.
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2
Chapter 2

Voice of the people:
public participation
and independence
Oliver Escobar

Introduction
Public participation in the 2014 referendum on Scottish independence was groundbreaking, not just because of the 85% turnout, but also because of the high quality of
public deliberation in the two years before the ballot. Myriad conversations sprung up
and down the country, from communities to institutions, from pubs to churches, from
neighbourhoods to digital spaces, and from workplaces to kitchen tables. There was
much to think about and therefore plenty to talk through.
‘Talk’ often gets a bad rap, as popular expressions go: ‘talk is cheap’, ‘talking shop’, ‘less
talk more action’. But without certain forms of talk, including dialogue and deliberation,
democracy cannot thrive. Talk without action may be pointless, but action without talk
can be senseless.
When thinking about the possibility of a second referendum on independence in
Scotland, perhaps the main transferable lesson from the first referendum is that both
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public participation and deliberation must be central. There must be a multiplicity of
civic spaces where people can meet across differences, seek to understand a range of
perspectives and engage in productive conversations.
These spaces are different from the partisan forums created by the Yes and No
campaigns. This chapter reflects on the importance of such civic spaces and makes a call
to protect and multiply them so that any future referendum conversations are not just
shaped by partisan rhetoric and political marketing.

Democratic innovations
Much of political life consists of claims and counterclaims about who or what represents
the ‘voice of the people’. This is one of the great challenges of turning democratic ideals
into practice: there is no such thing as ‘the voice of the people’.
This isn’t just because there are many, sometimes irreconcilable, voices; but also because
democracy is an evolving experiment. A snapshot in time only captures a temporary
agreement in an ongoing conversation. To articulate such agreements, democracy has a
growing repertoire of processes for public participation beyond party politics, electoral
campaigning, street protest and traditional consultations. This is what we now refer to as
‘democratic innovations’ (Elstub and Escobar, 2019), which are processes or institutions
designed to reimagine and deepen the role of citizens through new forms of participation,
deliberation and influence. These innovations include participatory budgeting, digital
crowdsourcing and citizens’ assemblies, as explored below.
Scotland has been for some time experimenting with democratic innovations, with
public participation becoming central in current debates about good governance and
democracy (What Works Scotland, 2019: 6-13). For example, in the last ten years there
have been at least 300 participatory budgeting processes across Scotland, where citizens
can directly decide how authorities and communities spend public money at the local
level (Escobar et al, 2018).
Another high-profile example is that of ‘mini-publics’, a democratic innovation where
citizens are selected by civic lottery (somewhat similar to jury duty) and then given
the time and resources needed to engage in careful public deliberation (Escobar and
Elstub, 2017). Notable examples of mini-publics are: the citizens’ juries that the Scottish
Parliament piloted in 2019 to help parliamentary committees to inform work on land
management reform (Scottish Parliament, 2019); the more recent Citizens’ Assembly on
Scotland’s future 1, or the latest development: Scotland’s Climate Assembly, following
similar processes in France and at the UK level 2. This is therefore a story that is not
just confined to Scotland. There is a global tide of democratic innovation, partly as a
response to the growing democratic recession (Escobar and Elstub, 2019).
1. See: https://www.citizensassembly.scot/
2. See: https://www.climateassembly.scot
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The democratic recession is characterised by a sustained loss of democratic systems
around the world, particularly in the last decade (Diamond, 2015; Wike and Fetterolf,
2018). The Democracy Index shows that 48% of the world’s population live in some kind
of democracy, but only 5% live in a ‘full democracy’ – with the USA, for example, now
categorised as a ‘flawed democracy’ (The Economist, 2016; 2019).
The Global Attitudes Survey shows increased indifference, frustration and
authoritarian attitudes around the world, particularly amongst the youngest populations
(Foa and Mounk, 2016). There is also a growing gap between the ‘politically rich’ and
the ‘politically poor’ on a global scale, which refers to power inequalities in terms of who
gets to exercise influence in democratic governance (Dalton, 2017). The UK is now at the
highest-ever recorded level for public dissatisfaction with democracy (Foa et al, 2020).
This global democratic recession is arguably one of the most fundamental changes
in context since the Scottish independence referendum in 2014, notwithstanding other
critical developments such as Brexit and Covid-19. In this context, Scotland may embark
on another referendum to decide its constitutional future. The point I want to emphasise
in this chapter is that ‘how’ the decision is reached – the process – matters as much as
the result. This is the critical question when we think about ‘the voice of the people’: how
is that voice constructed?
There are different types of public participation. For example, much attention is paid
to participation in partisan contexts, such as electoral campaigns, political activism
and ongoing party politics. But this overlooks where much of political life now unfolds:
numerous active networks through communities of place, interest, practice and identity;
countless new spaces in the digital public sphere; and emerging democratic innovations
that provide new interfaces between citizens and institutions (Elstub and Escobar, 2019).
Politics is more than party politics, and democracy is more than electoral democracy.
For example, Ireland has in recent years legalised equal marriage and abortion largely
thanks to civic campaigns and non-partisan citizens’ assemblies, which prepared the
ground for referendums (Farrell et al, 2018). In Brazil, local community decisions, via
participatory budgeting, have increased healthcare spending and community capacity
to tackle local issues, resulting in the decrease of infant mortality rates (Touchton and
Wampler, 2014).
Referendums are amongst the bluntest of instruments in the direct democracy
toolbox because they usually address complex issues through a limited range of choices.
Nevertheless, referendums can lead to different types of public participation depending
on their context and how they are designed (Jaske and Setala, 2019). For example,
referendums dominated by partisan campaigning are different from those that also
enable broader participation and deliberation beyond traditional political spaces. The
two-year period given in preparation for the 2014 independence referendum allowed
time for that kind of broader and deeper participation. This is in contrast to processes
with a shorter timeframe for preparation, such as the referendum on leaving the
European Union, which has an impact on the quality of public dialogue and deliberation
(Renwick et al, 2018).
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Active citizens
In a minimalist form of ‘electoral democracy’, citizens are typically invited to be voters,
spectators, protesters and (between elections) consultees in policy and public services.
In a fuller version of democratic practice, usually termed ‘participatory democracy’ (see
Escobar, 2017), citizens are also invited to be deep thinkers, problem-solvers, co-producers
and decision-makers. Citizens thus contribute to a richer sense of democratic life.
Learning from democratic innovations in Scotland and around the globe supports the
notion that, when given the right time and resources, citizens can grapple with complex
issues and reach well-informed decisions for the public good (Elstub and Escobar, 2019).
This much we know from processes and institutions such as mini-publics, participatory
budgeting and digital crowdsourcing 3.
The current wave of democratic innovation in Scotland owes much to how the 2014
independence referendum took place. In the two years running up to the vote, there
were numerous innovative civic spaces for non-partisan public participation. Despite the
obvious divisions, there seemed to be some level of consensus in both the Yes and No
campaigns around the idea that democracy needed to work better, and be reimagined
and rekindled, regardless of the outcome of the referendum.
The Scottish public sphere both expanded and deepened as a result of this
commitment. There were, for example, initiatives like So Say Scotland, which organised
an independent Citizens’ Assembly in 2013, inspired by the Icelandic constitutional
process a few years before 4. The initiative also created a card game about the referendum
(Wee Play Scotland), which supported groups, friends and families across the country to
facilitate and engage in dialogue without polarisation 5.
New grassroots spaces were complemented by established organisations. For instance,
the Electoral Reform Society Scotland was at the forefront of a range of processes
and events, including the Democracy Max inquiry 6. This was a civic-led process,
starting with a People’s Gathering and continuing with various roundtables and public
events. Other established networks played a role in creating new spaces for dialogue
and deliberation, including the Scottish Communities Alliance, the Scottish Urban
Regeneration Forum, the Scottish Community Development Centre, the Church of
Scotland and the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations.
New networks also sprang up during the 2014 independence referendum, for example
Collaborative Scotland, which developed the mediation-inspired Commitment to

3. You can see some examples at: https://participedia.net
4. See: https://www.nesta.org.uk/feature/new-radicals-2014/so-say-scotland/
5. See: https://issuu.com/sosayscotland
6. See: https://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/campaigns/democratic-innovations/
scottish-devolution/
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Respectful Dialogue: a set of guidelines for public conversations supported by key figures
and organisations 7.
All sorts of civic institutions and public bodies, including Scottish universities, hosted
a variety of events and developed resources to inform public participation (not least our
predecessor book, Scotland’s Decision; see Jeffery & Perman 2014).
There was a proliferation of grassroots community spaces and processes, and
more substantive political talk in pubs, churches, town halls, community centres, and
family tables. Many of these fora were non-partisan, seeking to create a safe space
for deliberation beyond the Yes and No camps, thereby reducing the potential for
polarisation and including a wider range of views, such as people who were undecided
or reticent to enter partisan spaces.
Nevertheless, both the Yes and No campaigns played a crucial part in engaging
citizens too, and indeed they involved far more people in their events and activities than
any of these non-partisan initiatives. The opportunity for improvement, were there to
be a second referendum, is therefore to expand the range on non-partisan spaces so that
citizens have a wider range of options to participate.

Lessons for the future: meaningful and
effective participation
Participatory democracy is not only about creating new processes, but also developing
new mindsets, skills and ways of interacting in society more broadly.
The following reflections are meant to provide food for thought for public institutions
and civil society organisations seeking to create new public spaces, or to improve existing
ones. There are five dimensions of public participation which are particularly important;
not just for referendums, but democratic life more broadly.

Communication beyond debate
First, it is crucial to expand the palette of communication forms deployed in public
conversations. Confrontational debate plays a central role in democracy, but it can often
be a limiting way of discussing public issues (Tannen, 1998). Other options are available.
For instance, dialogue, which is an exploratory form of communication that seeks to
build understanding and relationships; or deliberation, which engages difference and
conflict in an informed, considered and respectful manner. A vibrant public sphere
requires a variety of forms of communication, but adversarial debate has become so
prevalent that the alternatives are often crowded out. Dialogue and deliberation require
careful design, for example in terms of the choice of participatory formats, rules for
7. See: https://collaborativescotland.org/commitment/
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group interaction, support for participants and skilful facilitation (for practical guidance
see: Escobar, 2011; and Faulkner and Bynner, 2020).

Facilitation
Second, the quality of communication expected in dialogue and deliberation takes a
great deal of facilitation work. Facilitation is the practice of enabling group conversations
that are inclusive, meaningful and productive (Escobar, 2011). The role of a facilitator
is to help the group meet its aims, encourage the fullest possible inclusion within the
group, manage time-sharing, serve the needs of each individual and the group, and
welcome difference and disagreement while avoiding the use of confrontation (Escobar,
2011: 46–54). The facilitator’s toolbox includes conversation guidelines or ‘engagement
rules’, and techniques for questioning, summarising, framing and reframing (Escobar,
2019). A participatory democracy requires impartial facilitators (e.g. community
workers, professional mediators) who are focussed on the process of creating spaces
where citizens can have difficult conversations that otherwise wouldn’t happen amidst
the noise of mediatised debates.

Avoiding confrontation
Third, conflict and confrontation must be understood and carefully distinguished from
contestation. Difference and contestation are essential to democracy. Their suppression
has been the source of much misery around the world. Without respect for differences
there cannot be authentic democracy. However, this does not mean that confrontation
is the best way to deal with conflict. Confrontation can accentuate polarisation
and entrenchment, which only helps to nurture a vicious circle leading to further
confrontation (Escobar, 2011: 12-15). Moreover, it prevents the deep, shared exploration
of conflict, as confrontation often simplifies issues and stereotypes others. As a result,
confrontational communication can become the very thing that prevents us from
constructively engaging across differences. It is precisely here that practices of dialogue
and deliberation have a lot to offer.

Exposure to other opinions
Fourth, participatory democracy thrives when citizens have opportunities to interact with
other citizens who think very differently from them. A danger of current political life,
exacerbated by some digital platforms, is that many citizens only get to talk about public
issues with like-minded people (Sunstein, 2009). Without exposure to the experiences,
views, testimonies and values of others there is a risk of fostering polarisation and
simplification by dividing communities. There’s a need to create more public forums
where citizens from all walks of life can safely encounter a diversity of perspectives and
possibilities. It is easy to dismiss or despise a faceless ‘other’. When people meet under the
right conditions, they can explore issues and perspectives in a more nuanced manner and
at a more human level (Escobar, 2011). This is essential to the development of a well-
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informed public. It is also the difference between a democracy built on unreflective public
opinion and a democracy built on collective public reasoning.

Facilitative leadership
Finally, new processes and practices require a new kind of ‘facilitative leadership’.
If traditional leadership is about having (or pretending to have) all the answers and
pointing the direction, facilitative leadership is about enabling citizens to work out
the answers and agree the directions (Henderson et al, 2018: 92-93). The facilitative
leader is someone who knows how to bring people together to engage in dialogue and
deliberation. The ultimate goal of this kind of leader is not notoriety, but to willingly
vanish into the self-governing community that she has helped to facilitate.

Conclusion
At the time of writing this chapter, the Citizens’ Assembly of Scotland is heading towards
its conclusion. This is a body of around 110 citizens selected through a civic lottery
to reflect the diversity of demographics and perspectives in the Scottish population 8.
Participants are supported with a stipend in order to reduce barriers to participation,
particularly amongst those who are most disadvantaged in society.
Early research shows promising results in terms of inclusion and quality of dialogue
and deliberation 9. Their task is to address a range of questions, including ‘what kind of
country are we seeking to build?’ and ‘how best can we overcome the challenges Scotland
and the world face in the 21st century, including those arising from Brexit?’ After four
weekends of deliberation (over six months) the Assembly had to be moved online due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. It will report to the Scottish Parliament in early 2021. Many
of the issues undergoing public deliberation at the Assembly are of relevance to the
constitutional future of Scotland. If there is to be a second independence referendum,
there is a clear opportunity to build on the groundwork already done by democratic
innovations like this.
When thinking about a second independence referendum, another clear lesson
from the Covid pandemic is the importance of public digital infrastructure. Online
capacity and spaces are having to mature quickly by necessity. A second independence
referendum presents the opportunity to leverage this potential and enable a richer
digital public sphere in Scotland. Pioneers such as vTaiwan, a digital deliberation and
crowdsourcing platform now embedded within the government of Taiwan, show the
potential to involve millions of citizens online while ensuring quality of interaction and

8. See: https://www.citizensassembly.scot/who-is-involved/assembly-members
9. See: https://www.citizensassembly.scot/research
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communication 10. Investing in the upgrading of democracy makes sense regardless of
whether there is another referendum. That is the point of democratic innovation: to help
plug the gaps in legitimacy and capacity that currently drain our electoral democracies
and, eventually, widen and deepen democratic life.
There is disagreement on whether there should be a second independence
referendum in Scotland. But hopefully there is agreement that, if or when it takes place,
the process should enable meaningful public participation, including spaces for dialogue
and deliberation. Referendums can do this if they are well designed, for instance by:
allocating enough time for preparation, resourcing non-partisan spaces, recruiting
impartial facilitators, making room in the media for communication beyond debate,
supporting public and non-profit organisations to host participatory processes, and
providing incentives for both campaigns to engage in non-partisan spaces. There is a lot
at stake given the global democratic recession and the state of public satisfaction with
democracy in the UK. An engaged and informed public is the best inoculation against
the forces that currently keep democracy under siege.
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3
Chapter 3

Referendum redux:
Catalonia, Quebec and
lessons for Scotland
Coree Brown Swan and Daniel Cetrà

Introduction
As demands for a second Scottish independence referendum intensify, we look abroad to
learn from the experience of nations which have held second votes on independence. We
look to Quebec, which held referendums in 1980 and 1995, and to Catalonia, which held
a non-binding vote in 2014 followed by a referendum in 2017. Quebec offers valuable
insights about a second referendum that was state-tolerated, while Catalonia provides
lessons about a second vote that was state-opposed – and, in fact, actively repressed
after being declared unconstitutional. Together, these cases capture two contrasting
experiences of constitutional referenda to the state-sanctioned Scottish referendum of
2014 and offer important insights for Scotland as it discusses its constitutional future.
We focus here on the ways in which the referendums came about, the response of
the state to demands for self-determination, the campaign dynamics and issues, and the
results and aftermath. We then draw three key lessons for Scotland ahead of any future
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campaign. An overview of these three referendums – in Catalonia, Quebec and Scotland
– is provided in the table below.

Table 1: Independence Referendums in Catalonia, Quebec and Scotland

Type of
Referendum
Key Actor

State Involvement

Independence
Proposal

Key Campaign
Themes

Turnout
Result
Ramifications

Catalonia 2017

Quebec 1995

Scotland 2014

Unilateral

Tolerated

Negotiated

Catalan
Government with
support of civil
society
Referendum ruled
unconstitutional,
with unionist
parties boycotting it
and legal and police
efforts to prevent it
“Independence”, a
republic within the
European Union

Quebec
Government

Scottish
Government

Referendum took
place with the
consent of the
federal government

Powers transferred
to the Scottish
Parliament allowing
a referendum to
take place

“Sovereignty”,
independence with
continued economic
and political ties
The economy,
relationship with
Canada

“Independence”
with continued
relationships with
the UK and the EU
The economy, EU
membership, the
relationship with
rUK

No official
campaign.
Unionists oppose
the legitimacy of the
vote.
43%
94%
90.2% Yes
49.42% Yes
7.8% No
Imprisonment
of key leaders,
with others in
exile. Larger
independence
movement in
disarray

50.58% No
Additional
constitutional
reforms and Clarity
Act setting out
terms of future
referendums.
Declining relevance
of PQ and declining
support for
independence
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The road to a second referendum
In Quebec and Catalonia, like in Scotland, the issue of self-determination remained a
live one after their first votes on independence.
Following the 1980 referendum, the Canadian federation attempted reform, with the
Meech Lake Accord and the subsequent Charlottetown Accord. These reforms sought
to satisfy the demands of Quebec and the other Canadian provinces, leading to further
decentralisation and recognising Quebec as a distinct society, which was a long-standing
demand of Quebec nationalists (Gall 2006a; Gall 2006b). However, these both failed, and
in the 1993 federal election, the Bloc Québécois, the federal party supporting Quebec
sovereignty, became the second largest party in the House of Commons, and in 1994, the
Parti Québécois replaced the liberals in office at the provincial level, winning 44% of the
popular vote. They ran in Quebec on a pledge to hold a referendum on sovereignty. The
leadership of the Bloc Québécois and the Parti Québécois would play the largest role in
the subsequent campaign.
In Catalonia, it was also a failed constitutional reform of the statute of autonomy
(2006-2010) that prompted the rise of the independence agenda (Liñeira and Cetrà,
2015). After being passed by the Spanish and Catalan parliaments and ratified by the
Catalan people in a mandatory referendum, the Constitutional Court ruling in 2010
declared fourteen articles of the new statute unconstitutional, subjected several others to
reinterpretation, and explicitly described the statement in the preamble that ‘Catalonia is
a nation’ as being without legal standing. Mass gatherings took place from 2010 onward,
protesting that Catalonia was able to decide its own constitutional future.
In 2014, a delegation of the Catalan Parliament formally asked the Spanish Parliament
to transfer the powers to hold a legal referendum to Catalonia, a demand that echoed
the mechanism used by the UK Government to transfer the competence to the Scottish
Parliament. An overwhelming majority of MPs rejected the request. In 2014, the centreright Catalan nationalist coalition of Convergència i Unió (CiU) led the organisation of
a non-binding referendum to gain leverage and put pressure on the Partido Popular-led
Spanish Government.
Voters were asked two questions: whether Catalonia should be a state, and if yes,
whether it should be an independent state. The vote, which came to be known as a
‘participation process’, was more an act of protest by the pro-independence side than one
of self-determination. This is shown in the results, which are not representative of public
opinion: 80.7% voted Yes to both questions, 10% voted Yes to the first question and No
to the second, and 4.5% voted No. The Catalan Government estimated the turnout to be
36% (Cetrà and Harvey, 2019).
Partly as a result of the Spanish Government’s refusal to follow the 2014 ‘Scottish
model’, there was a progressive shift in the focus of the Catalan pro-independence camp,
from the initial demand of ‘the right to decide’ to achieving independence itself. Another
driving factor was the competition between Catalan pro-independence parties. Unlike in
Scotland, where the SNP dominates the case and timing for independence, in Catalonia
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the independence agenda is led by two parties of similar size, the centre-left Esquerra
Republicana de Catalunya (ERC) and a centre-right option currently labeled Junts
per Catalunya (JuntsxCat), whose dynamics of electoral competition accelerated the
unilateral agenda.
In 2015, the two main pro-independence parties campaigned in the Catalan elections
under a single umbrella (Junts pel Sí), pledging to achieve independence in 18 months
if a majority was secured. This ‘plebiscitary election’ set the far-left pro-independence
Candidatures d’Unitat Popular (CUP) as kingmaker as Junts Pel Sí fell short of a majority
(Martí and Cetrà, 2016).
Another consequence of the shift from demanding a referendum to seeking
independence was the emergence of tensions between the parties supporting
independence outright (as described above), and the parties supporting the principle of a
referendum but not necessarily independence – which included the Catalan Greens (ICV), the Catalan branch of Podemos, and other small parties. The need for large political
majorities within Catalonia, together with the major challenges of achieving unilateral
independence, contributed to the Catalan Government’s decision to shift its focus back
to the referendum.

State position
The impetus for these referendums emerged from the nations themselves, but the
Canadian and Spanish states responded differently. In Canada, the second referendum
was tolerated by the state, with those against the measure taking part in official
campaigns. The Yes and No campaigns were each given a budget, and the campaign was
overseen by a provincial board.
In Spain, the referendum was considered to be a direct challenge to the indivisibility
of the state, enshrined in the constitution. The referendum law passed by the Catalan
Parliament was suspended by the Spanish Constitutional Court and Spain’s attorney
general ordered security forces to halt preparations for the referendum. These actions
included the arrest of high-ranking officials and the search of newspaper offices, printing
companies and mail services to seize referendum material (Cetrà et al, 2018). The
Spanish Government framed the referendum as a case of disobedience and committed
publicly to stopping the vote, in contrast with the 2014 ‘participation process’ in
Catalonia, which was challenged legally but ultimately allowed to take place.
These two state responses to second independence referendums, of toleration in
Canada and opposition in Spain, contrast with the Scottish referendum experience of
2014, which may be described as a state-sanctioned, negotiated referendum through the
2012 Edinburgh Agreement.
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The campaign: dynamics and key issues
As a result of the different types of referendums and state positions, the dynamics of the
independence campaigns in Catalonia and Quebec were very different. In Quebec, the
vote took place with the implicit consent of the federal government and those opposed
to independence were active participants in the ‘No’ campaign. In contrast, Spanish
political actors actively tried to stop the Catalan vote from taking place rather than
campaigning against independence.
In preparation for the 1995 referendum, the Parti Québécois sought to articulate the
ways in which the federation was failing to serve Quebec’s interests and reassure voters
of the economic stability of Quebec. The Quebec Government also stressed that Quebec
was open and pluralistic, rejecting charges of a closed, ethnic nationalism (Caron, 2013).
The linguistic and cultural dimension was more salient in Quebec than in Catalonia and
especially than in Scotland, with the French language and issues of immigration playing
a greater role in the debate.
Pro-independence campaigners from the Bloc Québécois and the Parti Québécois
stressed both the benefits that sovereignty would bring and the ways in which the
relationship with Canada would continue. Bill 1 set out a framework for the maintenance
of citizenship in both Canada and Quebec, the use of the Canadian dollar, proposals
for membership of the UN, NATO and WTO, and continued participation in all
international treaties, in addition to far-reaching economic and political cooperation
with the Canadian federation (National Assembly Bill 1).
Common to both Quebec and Catalonia were arguments, based on assumptions,
that once the vote was held, state actors would act in good faith. For the Quebecois, they
argued that the Canadian federation would see it was in its own interest to negotiate
an agreeable settlement and maintain close ties with a sovereign Quebec. For Catalan
nationalists, they argued that the Spanish state would be forced to open up dialogue,
enabling the two parties to move forward.
In parallel with the 2014 Scottish referendum debate, No campaigners in Quebec
argued that this vision of sovereignty was not viable and was subject to the consent of the
rest of Canada, while Yes campaigners argued that reason and self-interest would prevail,
with both governments working collaboratively to develop a partnership on a more
equal basis.
In response to the Yes campaign’s proposals, the No campaign argued that the
focus should be on social and economic policy, not divisive constitutional issues. The
referendum encouraged instability, and they suggested that a sovereign Quebec would
be weaker economically and the prospects for economic and political partnership were
uncertain. Opponents of the proposals described them as a ‘unilateral declaration of
association’ and noted that all future economic agreements would be challenging and
would require the consent of the federal and provincial governments (Young, 1999).
No campaigners stressed that monetary policy and any economic partnership would be
decided by Canada, and argued that NAFTA members might veto Quebec’s membership,
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leaving Quebec economically isolated. More positively, federalist voices, which
struggled at the outset to develop a coherent message in the campaign, argued that the
constitutional reforms which would bolster Quebec’s position within the federation
remained on the table after a No vote.
The conditions of the campaign were very different in Catalonia, given the fact that
the Spanish Government had not given its consent for a referendum to take place and
the Constitutional Court had declared it unconstitutional. As a result, there was no
formalised campaign or debates between the opposing sides. An Electoral Commission
was created by the Catalan Government but soon dissolved because the Spanish
Constitutional Court imposed daily fines of 12,000 euros for each of its members.
However, pro-independence parties (the Junts Pel Sí coalition and the far-left
CUP), together with active civil society organisations such as the Assemblea Nacional
Catalana (ANC) and Òmnium Cultural, organised events across Catalonia defending
independence and encouraging participation.
Given that the Catalan independence movement is ideologically diverse, spanning
from the centre-right to the far-left, the case for independence is also inevitably diverse.
The dominant claim is democratic, framing Catalonia as a nation entitled to selfdetermination and independence as a remedial solution against Spain’s disrespect for
Catalans’ ‘right to decide’. The case for independence of Junts Pel Sí was made up of
political arguments (i.e. avoiding the recentralisation taking place in Spain) and economic
arguments (e.g. stopping the excessive fiscal deficit and disposing of greater resources
to address social needs in Catalonia). Also present, but less common, were explicitly
nationalist claims around collective freedom and pride. The CUP presented independence
differently, as a deep transformative process to achieve social justice. Language and
culture, previously dominant issues in Catalan nationalism, were side-lined in the
campaigns, with Junts Pel Sí reassuring Spanish-speakers that an independent Catalonia
would continue to be officially bilingual in Catalan and Spanish.
The rest of the parties denounced the unconstitutionality of the vote and the
radicalisation of the pro-independence parliamentary majority and asked their voters
not to participate. They were the hardline Ciutadans and Partido Popular, which draw
support on the issue of state unity; the Catalan Socialists, which stand for federalism but
have lost most of their traditional Catalanist voters; and the leftist coalition ‘Catalunya
Sí Que Es Pot’, which included the Catalan Greens (ICV), who opposed the unilateral
agenda but supported the holding of a state-sanctioned referendum.

The referendum question and results
In Quebec, voters were presented with proposals for an independent Quebec, set out in
Bill 1. On 30 October 1995, voters were asked:
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Do you agree that Quebec should become sovereign after having made a formal offer
to Canada for a new economic and political partnership within the scope of the bill
respecting the future of Quebec and of the agreement signed on June 12, 1995?
This question encompassed both the act of being sovereign and the future relationship
between a sovereign Quebec and the rest of Canada. Ultimately, the Parti Quebecois’
proposals were narrowly defeated, with 49.32% voting Yes, on a turnout of 94%. The
referendum was sanctioned by the federal government, which encouraged a higher level
of turnout and an acceptance of the legitimacy of the vote by both sides.
In contrast, the Catalan vote was heavily contested, and this is reflected in both
turnout and the results. In September 2017, the Catalan parliament passed a referendum
law with only the support of pro-independence forces which was suspended by the
Constitutional Court, and Spain’s attorney general ordered security forces to prevent any
preparations for the vote. The Catalan Government decided to go ahead and organise the
referendum unilaterally after several failed attempts to secure a negotiated referendum.
They framed the vote as qualitatively different to the 2014 ‘participation process’, a
referendum whose results would be binding. Thus, while it was technically a second vote
on independence, in some ways it was a first national referendum. However, the turnout
was similar to the 2014 symbolic vote (36 per cent), although it is worth noting that this
time young people of 16 and 17 and immigrants with residence cards could not vote.
On 1st October 2017, the Catalan Government held the referendum and voters were
asked: Do you want Catalonia to be an independent country in the form of a Republic?
The Catalan Government estimated the final turnout to be 43% (2.3 million). Among
those who voted, 90.2% voted Yes and 7.8% voted No. The referendum did not result in
a clear mandate for independence. Once again, the result did not reflect public opinion
and most Catalan unionists boycotted the vote because it was not agreed with Madrid
(Cetrà et al, 2018). Perhaps paradoxically, one of the lessons of the Catalan experience
is that independence supporters needed unionists to get out and vote to give the
referendum legitimacy.
What makes the 2017 Catalan referendum a critical event was less the result than
the state-sanctioned police violence. The Spanish Government sought to stop the vote
through police intervention, with the Spanish police smashing their way into some
polling locations and beating voters with batons. As a result, 400 polling stations (of
a total of 2,315) were shut down and 1,066 people were treated by the health services,
according to the Catalan Government.
For many, the vote became a symbol of collective resistance against state repression.
Efforts to fully stop the vote were ultimately unsuccessful, thanks to the crucial
involvement of the Catalan Government, led by the pro-independence coalition Junts
pel Sí, and smaller pro-independence organisations. The level of popular organisation
was also noteworthy, including citizens smuggling ballot boxes and occupying schools
designated as polling stations throughout the weekend, preventing them from being
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sealed off by the police (Cetrà et al, 2018). On the day of the vote, voters formed human
shields at polling stations from 5am until 8pm.

Aftermath and ongoing debates
In both Quebec and Catalonia, the issue of self-determination remains, although with
markedly different salience in each.
Ultimately, Quebec’s premier and PQ’s leader Jacques Parizeau resigned following
a controversial concession speech, attributing the Yes campaign’s loss to ‘money and
ethnic votes’ (Lane Bruner, 1997). His successor pledged to get on with the business of
governing, and in particular economic reforms, until certain ‘winning conditions’, both
economic and political, were satisfied.
In response to decades of constitutional debate, the Canadian federal government
sought to definitively resolve the issue, with an additional round of constitutional
reforms and a request to the Supreme Court for judgement on whether a province
could unilaterally secede. The court ruled that Quebec could not secede unilaterally
but said that that both sides would be obliged to negotiate if there was a clear majority
on a clear question (Supreme Court, 1998). In response, the federal Clarity Act set
out terms for any future referendum, requiring such a vote to reference independence
and only independence and return a clear majority (Canadian Government, 1999).
The Quebec Government responded with Bill 99, which emphasised the right to selfdetermination, setting out that any future referendum decisions should be made by the
residents of Quebec.
While the PQ remained strong in the 1998 provincial elections, it entered a period
of decline and was left with just ten seats in the last election in 2018. The Coalition
Avenir Québec, a centre-right autonomist party, has supplanted it as the voice of
Quebec nationalism and entered government for the first time in 2018, demanding
further powers for Quebec falling short of independence, and denying that it would
use a referendum to pursue autonomy or independence. In contrast to 1995, when
Quebec came within a percentage point of voting for sovereignty, public support for
independence appears to have faded. IPSOS polling conducted ahead of the 2018
provincial elections showed support for independence at a historic low of 25%, versus
55% who would reject the proposition (CBC, 2018).
In contrast, the issue of Catalan independence remains salient and has contributed to
conflict at both the Catalan and Spanish levels. The weeks following the referendum were
characterised by continued political tensions. There was also a rare and strongly worded
television address by King Felipe VI of Spain, who seemed to side with the Partido
Popular and Ciudadanos by suggesting that imposing direct rule was necessary. The
Catalan Parliament declared independence on 27 October 2017 after Catalan President
Carles Puigdemont was unable to agree a deal with the Spanish Government. His
proposals had included a snap election in Catalonia in exchange for the non-imposition
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of direct rule, the withdrawal of Spanish police forces sent to stop the referendum,
and an end to all legal proceedings underway against independence leaders. An added
factor prompting Puigdemont’s decision to go ahead with a Unilateral Declaration of
Independence (UDI) was the aforementioned competition with Esquerra Republicana
de Catalunya for the hegemony of Catalan nationalism. Not declaring independence
would have rendered him vulnerable to accusations of betraying the popular mandate of
the referendum.
Since the 2017 referendum, the Catalan independence movement has become divided
between ‘pragmatists’, led by the Esquerra, who defend the strategy of engaging in
political dialogue with Madrid while building internal support for independence, and
‘maximalists’, led by strands within Carles Puigdemont’s Junts per Catalunya and the
far-left Candidatures d’Unitat Popular, who defend the legitimacy of the referendum
result and argue for continued disobedience. Neither side is consistent in its discourse
and practice. Indeed, the Catalan Government is currently led by Quim Torra from the
‘maximalist’ Junts per Catalunya – in coalition with Esquerra – and yet it has not put
forward any renewed radical agenda.
Some members of the Catalan Government fled into exile in Belgium, Switzerland
and Scotland while others were jailed. After two years in jail, in October 2019, the
Spanish Supreme Court found nine of the 12 independence leaders guilty of sedition
while four were also found guilty of misuse of public funds. They were sentenced to
between 9 and 13 years in prison. The verdict sparked mass demonstrations and civil
unrest in Catalonia during that month, including violent clashes with the police and an
attempt to occupy Barcelona airport.

Three lessons for Scotland
Clearly, each case has its own specificities and internal dynamics. Yet, Scotland may learn
from similar self-determination experiences by sub-state nations elsewhere. In our view,
three key lessons can be drawn from the Quebecois and Catalan experience, dealing
with the nature and legality of referendums, the unity of referendum campaigns, and the
nature of self-government itself.

1. State-sanctioned, state-tolerated, and state-opposed
referendums
In both Scotland and Quebec, the state, albeit reluctantly, acceded to demands to hold
a referendum. In Scotland, this referendum was state-sanctioned, with the necessary
powers transferred from Westminster to Holyrood, while in Quebec, the referendum
received the federal government’s tacit approval, with federal actors participating
in the campaign. In contrast, Catalonia may offer a cautionary tale about unilateral
referendums. They may be subject to boycott by sub-state unionists themselves, which
allows the legitimacy of the vote to be contested. All in all, the 2017 Catalan experience
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points at the difficulties of exercising self-determination without the acquiescence of
the central government. The failure to secure this agreement may foster divides within
nationalist movements, between but also within parties, on the appropriate way forward,
and potentially hinder success in meeting the movements’ broader goal of achieving a
negotiation with the state.
There may be lessons here for the UK Government as well. Following the narrow
defeat of the 1995 referendum in Quebec, the Canadian Government undertook federal
reforms, engaging in more effective territorial management and seeking to strengthen
attachment to Canada. In contrast, the Spanish Government’s intransigence in the face
of Catalan demands has made a path to genuine reconciliation more difficult to envisage,
particularly as many of the leaders of the movement remain imprisoned.

2. Internal divisions
Referendum campaigns and their aftermath also exacerbate internal debates and
divides within the broader nationalist movements. We can see signs of a greater level
of internal debate within the SNP, in the face of the rejection of a Section 30 order by
both Theresa May and Boris Johnson. Some within the movement have called for the
Scottish Government to be proactive, while SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon has adopted a
more patient approach. Although a greater degree of diversity may be present in the SNP
and the broader Yes movement in 2020, it is minimal in comparison with the different
voices contained within the Catalan movement, which is led by two ideologically diverse
parties of similar size.
For the SNP in particular, the fate of the PQ appears to be a cautionary tale. Having
lost two referendums, the party became increasingly irrelevant, overtaken by ‘softer’
autonomist voices within the political sphere, including CAQ which pledges to
strengthen Quebec within the Canadian state. Support for independence has declined
markedly in the years since the referendum, suggesting that independence is not
inevitable. This may be reassuring to the SNP’s competitors, in particular Labour and the
Liberal Democrats, who have struggled to find a place in the polarised debate over the
constitution. Should the independence issue be more decisively settled, this may allow
for the restoration of ‘normal’ politics and allow for their political revival.

3. Interdependency, risk, and the international arena
For those campaigning in favour of independence, an example may be drawn from the
PQ’s attempt to suggest that sovereignty would be accompanied by a strong political and
economic partnership with the rest of Canada, similar to the proposals put forth by the
SNP in 2014. Opponents were able to cast doubt on the feasibility of these proposals,
suggesting that individual Canadian provinces would veto such arrangements, and
suggesting that Quebec might be excluded from North American trading arrangements,
which heightened the sense of risk.
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While Catalan actors were quieter on the subject of post-independence relations
with the rest of Spain, it looked to the European Union as a supporting structure,
both in its independence bid and for future membership. However, support from the
EU was not forthcoming, with Brussels reluctant to interfere in the internal affairs of
its member states, drawing parallels with Scotland in 2014. Evidence from Catalonia
also shows a decline in support for the EU among independence supporters as a result
of the EU’s silence in the face of police brutality and imprisonment of key political
and civil society leaders. The Catalan crisis may also have had an impact on support
for the EU within Scotland, with strong independence supporters becoming more
vocally critical of the EU (Greene et al, 2018). In addition, much has shifted in the UK’s
relationship with the EU since 2014. When voters went to the polls in 2014, they were
told by Unionists that a No vote would secure Scotland’s place within the EU, only to be
withdrawn two years later. Brexit may make the case for Scottish independence more
compelling but also more complex.
The economy also plays a central role in debates over independence. Any future
debate will likely be closely linked with the economic consequences of Brexit. For any
No campaign, the economy appears to be a central issue. Casting doubt on the economic
prospects of independence was a strategy that paid off for Canadian federalists, but it
also entails the risk of alienating voters, by being seen as ‘talking down’ the national
community. No campaigners will have to consider what the Union offers to Scotland,
and this might be an increasingly tricky argument to make if Brexit has harmful
economic ramifications (see Bell’s chapter in this volume).
Our current times add to this uncertainty. At the time of writing, the UK and indeed
the world is in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic. Nicola Sturgeon has pledged to set
aside the issue of a second referendum until the 2021 election in order to ensure the
government’s focus is on managing the crisis. However, the economic effects of Brexit
and the pandemic are likely to be profound, and the independence prospectus of 2021
may look very different from that presented just seven years earlier.
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4
Chapter 4

If Scots vote for
independence, what would
the constitutional road to
sovereign statehood look like?
Sionaidh Douglas-Scott

Introduction
The Scottish Government has stated that it is committed to ‘an agreed, legal process…
which will be accepted as legitimate in Scotland, the UK as a whole, and by the
international community’ (Scottish Government, 2019). But, even so, a Yes vote in
an independence referendum would not immediately transform Scotland into an
independent country. While some areas (e.g. much of the legal system, education, and
health) are already within Scotland’s authority, regaining Scottish sovereignty over other
areas (and untangling a 300+ year old union) would take time. There would need to be
negotiations with the UK over this.
However, it should be stressed that, if under a lawful process, Scotland elects
independence, then there are no subsequent explicit legal barriers to Scottish
independence. This is unlike the situation of Catalonia in Spain, where Article 2 of the
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constitution refers to the ‘indissoluble unity of the Spanish Nation, the common and
indivisible homeland of all Spaniards’ (see Spanish Government, 1978; and the chapter
by Cetra and Swan in this volume on independence referendums in Catalonia and
Quebec). There may, however, be some political hurdles to clear. Moreover, the 1707 Act
of Union (between Scotland and England) should be repealed, and perhaps it should
be born in mind that the orthodox doctrine of UK parliamentary sovereignty holds it
is always possible for Westminster to pass legislation (up to the point of independence)
overriding any previous legal outcome, including a Scottish independence referendum.
A yes vote in an independence referendum would require (political) negotiations
and laws, first, to put Scotland’s independence into effect, and to negotiate the future
relationship. Any uncertainty as to consequences of independence could be mitigated
if there had been some agreement, in advance of a vote, on the timing and conduct of
negotiations by the Scottish and UK governments. Under the Edinburgh Agreement,
which prepared the ground for the 2014 independence referendum, both sides
committed to respect the outcome of the referendum and work together to implement
the decision. In the 2013 White Paper, Scotland’s Future, the Scottish Government set
a timetable of 18 months from a Yes vote to independence, and also declared that ‘a
constitutional platform’ would be set up to provide a basis on which an independent
Scotland would operate (Scottish Government, 2013).
In 2020, there is currently no equivalent of the Edinburgh agreement, but the Scottish
Government has published Scotland’s Right to Choose (Scottish Government, 2019). This
document specifically states that,
‘The experience of the EU referendum has demonstrated some of the risks
involved in inviting a vote on a significant constitutional proposition without
setting out in advance the consequences of a vote for change … The Scottish
Government has therefore prepared the legal provisions that, in its view, would
best give effect to both the principle that it is for the Scottish Parliament to
determine whether and when any vote on Scottish independence is held, and give
effect to the principle that should the people of Scotland vote in a referendum for
independence, Scotland would have the right to prepare itself for independence.’
Annex B of Scotland’s Right to Choose contains the draft amendments to the Scotland
Act 1998 which the Scottish Government considers necessary for implementing a vote
for independence (Scottish Government, 2019). These amendments would place a
statutory duty on both the Scottish and UK governments to cooperate in this process.
The amendments, although drafted by the Scottish Government, would be subject to
UK (Westminster) legislation. However, at present, there is no guarantee they would be
acceptable to the UK government, and, formally, it would be for the UK government
and Westminster parliament to determine the scope of any such legislation. Nonetheless,
should the UK Government concur in the holding of a lawful independence referendum
in Scotland, one might assume they would also commit to respecting the result.
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This chapter examines the potential shape of these negotiations, the division of
liabilities and assets between Scotland and rUK, the possible creation of a new Scottish
constitution, and the legislation required for independence to occur.

1. Negotiations
Following any referendum vote in favour of independence, the main questions would
then concern the identity, subject matter and conduct of negotiating parties.

Who would negotiate?
The Annex B draft amendments refer to a ‘Duty of both governments to cooperate,’
and one assumes both governments would lead negotiations, although, in Scotland’s
Future, the Scottish Government indicated that others would be invited to join, to ensure
inclusiveness. The nature of UK representation prompts questions: would Scottish MPs
(if ministers) be part of the team, and what would happen if there were a general election
in the negotiating period. There may be a case for other devolved administrations being
involved in negotiations, given their likely impact on Wales and Northern Ireland.
However, similar to the position regarding Brexit negotiations, there is no guarantee that
they would. Both sides would also need sectoral negotiating teams – i.e. for economy,
defence, welfare.
The UK Government already possesses the legal power to negotiate, but the Scottish
Government’s powers are limited in devolution under the Scotland Acts. The ‘union’ is a
reserved matter, so at present it might be queried whether the Scottish government had
the legal power to negotiate. Of course, a Yes vote in an independence referendum might
be considered a firm mandate. But it would make sense for some Westminster ‘paving
legislation’ to provide the lawful authority for the Scottish Government, either of the sort
already drafted by the Scottish Government in Annex B to Scotland’s Right to Choose, or
some other agreed form that would put this beyond doubt. This would avoid any legal
challenges. Another possibility is to follow the example of the Anglo-Irish negotiations
in 1921, whose outcome took the form of ‘Articles of Agreement for a Treaty between
Great Britain and Ireland’ which the Irish Government registered as an international
treaty with the League of Nations in 1924.

What is to be negotiated?
Matters to be negotiated would be complex. The UK has been a highly integrated
state for over 300 years, and disengaging Scotland would not be simple. It would be
helpful if, at the outset, the two parties agreed a timetable, mapping out a clear and
orderly transition, setting out which issues must be settled by the date of Scotland’s
independence, and which could be dealt with later. It would also be easier if both parties
agreed what assets and institutions (and their funding) might continue to be shared. In
2014, the Scottish Government determined that around 90 shared bodies might continue
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(then including NHS Blood and Transport, and the National Lottery). But some sharing
arrangements – for example, for a central bank – might be complicated, requiring a
binding international agreement (see Peat’s chapter on currency options in this volume).
The main issues would fall into several groups. A key area is the economy, with
questions arising such as: what currency would an independent Scotland use, how would
UK national debt be divided, how would ownership of North Sea oil and gas reserves
be determined, as well as the structuring of taxation and financial regulation (see the
chapters by Bell, Roy & Eiser, and Peat in this volume). Another big issue is defence and
foreign policy, including Scotland’s memberships of international organisations such as
NATO, the UN, and possibly in future (or even in parallel) the EU (see the chapters by
Fleming, Kenealy and Hughes in this volume). There is also the question of the nuclear
submarine bases in Scotland.
New Scottish passports would have to be issued and rules of Scottish citizenship
established (see the chapter by Kyambi in this volume). Beyond this, there are countless
other crucial issues – agriculture and fisheries, security and intelligence, broadcasting,
pensions, education, the environment, immigration, health, policing and law and order,
where not already within Scottish authority. If Scotland chose to retain the monarchy,
this should not provide legal complications, given many other countries also have the
Queen as Head of State, although there should be agreed rules of succession (one of the
issues that led to the 1706/7 Acts of Union).
Negotiations over these matters might be further complicated by the question of
whether an independent Scotland wished to rejoin the EU, although one might assume
regaining EU membership would take Scotland time (see the chapter by Hughes in this
volume). In that case, independence negotiations with the UK would take place in an
environment in which neither party were EU members. In that case, Scotland would
not be presenting an EU border to England, and the question of customs tariffs, quotas
and common standards for goods would not arise, although if Scotland aspired to rejoin
the EU, the border issue would still be salient. One assumes Scotland would remain
a member of the Common Travel Area (currently composed of the UK, Ireland, the
Channel Islands, and Isle of Man) which notably provides for free movement of persons
within the area (see the chapter by Kyambi).

Should the negotiating teams be held directly accountable
to Parliament?
The accountability to Parliament of the UK negotiating team became a major issue in
the Brexit process. However, negotiations with Ireland in 1922, and other independence
negotiations conducted by UK governments since (such as for Nigeria 1960, Jamaica
1962 and Mauritius 1968), have applied the principle of parliamentary accountability. In
the absence of accountability to the public via a second referendum on any agreement
reached, it is highly desirable that negotiations be as transparent as possible, and that
teams to be responsible to their respective Parliaments (this might then raise the position
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of Scottish MPs in Westminster). As Brexit has shown, such accountability can only
be adequately secured by legislation, or by the requirement of express parliamentary
consent to any negotiated agreement.

How long would it take?
With so much to be discussed, negotiations might look set to take quite some time,
longer perhaps than the 18 months foreseen by the Scottish Government in 2014. The
EU Withdrawal Agreement negotiations took over three years to achieve a ‘deal’ in
January 2020 that covered only some issues, namely the UK’s financial obligations, the
rights of EU citizens, the situation of Northern Ireland, and transitional arrangements.
Furthermore, a ‘thin’ EU-UK trade deal was achieved in December 2020, which is
expected to be expanded through supplemental agreements in the years to come, for
instance with regard to services. However, the Scottish Government, in Scotland’s
Future, cited German reunification in 1990, and independence for the Czech and Slovak
Republics in 1993, to argue ‘that after a democratically agreed and accepted expression
of political will, countries can make significant constitutional changes happen in
months rather than years.’ (However, 30 treaties and around 2000 legal agreements were
needed to effect the separation of Czechoslovakia, with some issues still in negotiation
10 years later).
The Brexit process prompts another uncomfortable question. How friendly, or
smooth, would negotiations between the UK and Scotland actually be? Negotiating
would take place after a hard-fought independence campaign during which the UK
Government (presumably) and quite a few political parties and organisations in
Scotland, campaigned for the union to continue. The EU Brexit deal was often described
as a ‘divorce’. Would negotiations between the UK and Scotland be marred by the
bitterness, anger and rejection characteristic of many divorces, and lead to London
taking a hard line, or would a culture of cooperation and recognition of a shared need
for stability predominate? A hard line might mean a refusal to share any services or
institutions, creating policy and service gaps in Scotland, but also potentially damaging
the UK. An unfavourable deal would be in neither party’s interests, but ultimately, if
negotiations broke down, Scotland could issue a unilateral declaration of independence
(a possibility which falls outside the scope of this contribution on the constitutional path
to independence) and would rely on international law for support as to legal validity.
The Scottish Government has stated that a unilateral declaration of independence is
not their preferred option, and it is not certain that the international community would
in any case recognise such a unilateral declaration. (However, the International Court
of Justice held that Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of independence did not violate
international law.)
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2. ‘Continuing’ and ‘successor’ states and
why this matters
This is the question of whether Scotland, in the event of independence, would be
considered a ‘successor’ state, and rUK the ‘continuator’ state. Much follows from this.
If rUK were recognised as continuator state, it would retain the UK’s existing treaty
obligations and memberships of international organisations such as NATO and UN
(including the permanent seat on its Security Council). It would also retain all UK public
institutions, (including the Bank of England, the BBC and the Westminster Parliament).
During the first Scottish independence campaign, many commentators (including
international law experts James Crawford and Alan Boyle, who provided a paper for the
UK Government) argued that Scotland would indeed be a new ‘successor’ state (Crawford
and Boyle, 2012). On the other hand, one might argue that the United Kingdom of
Great Britain first came into being by the Acts of Union of 1707, and that, on Scotland’s
secession, the UK should continue no longer, that there should be no ‘continuator’ state.
When Czechoslovakia split, the Czech and Slovak republics were formed, rather
than one retaining the identity of the old Czechoslovakia. In the run up to the first
independence referendum, the Scottish Government was not completely clear on this
matter but the bulk of opinion favours viewing rUK as ‘continuator’ (House of Lords,
2014). This is a highly important distinction because it will affect how assets and
liabilities are divided, a matter to which I now turn.

3. Assets and liabilities
What principles for division?
Assets and liabilities should be divided equitably between successor and continuator
states. This is the position under customary international law (and under the 1983
Vienna Convention on Succession to State Property, Archives and Debts, which has
not been ratified by the UK). International law supplies some further principles, but
they do not cover all assets and liabilities. Where legal principles do not apply, then
there must be political negotiation. If, as many think, rUK would be the continuator
state, then UK institutions would remain with the UK. Under the Vienna Convention
above, it is suggested that fixed or immoveable assets (i.e. government buildings) are,
post-secession, automatically property of the state where they are located, but movables
(i.e. computers, military equipment) must be equitably divided through negotiations.
Immovable assets situated outside the UK would belong to rUK if it was the ‘continuator’
state (although, previously the Scottish Government suggested it would wish to negotiate
the shared use of some UK diplomatic premises).
However, where there exist no clear legal principles, then establishing what might be
an ‘equitable’ distribution of assets or liabilities can be quite tricky. Previously, Professor
Iain McLean suggested that three options existed for equitable distribution: ‘historic
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share’, gross domestic product (GDP) and population (cited in House of Lords, 2014).
The problem with the ‘historic share’ option is to identify an appropriate starting year
– i.e. 1707 (the date of the original union) or some much more recent date? Further, it
might be argued that division of assets in the North Sea should be settled geographically
not by other means, by extending the Scotland/England land border out into the sea,
which would result in Scotland taking the vast majority of these resources.
There is also the issue of how and when debt should be paid. Scotland might pay its
full share of debt at independence (the ‘clean break’ option), a sum of money (estimated
around £102bn in 2014) that might prove challenging to raise, unless Scotland were to
use a ‘debt for oil’ swap. Alternatively, Scotland might make payments as and when they
fell due.

4. The Constitution and legislation
Legal implementation of any deal
Assuming agreement is reached, this will need legal implementation. This would require
an international agreement between rUK and Scotland that would enter into force
after Scotland’s independence, to ensure future fulfilment of obligations between what
had by then become two independent states. Legislation implementing the agreement
would also be necessary in both Parliaments. This may follow the pattern of Irish
independence, whereby the Anglo-Irish treaty of 1922 was debated and approved in both
Westminster and the Dáil and given effect in legislation.

Legislation in both Parliaments
Professor Alan Boyle suggested the process ‘is perhaps best understood as the separation
or secession of Scotland, by agreement, from the rest of the UK’ (Boyle, 2014). The tasks
for Scotland and the UK can be separated out, although there is some overlap in what
needs to be done. An independent Scotland would require a repeal of the Acts of Union
of 1706/07, and the ending of the Westminster Parliament’s authority to legislate for
Scotland, neither of which would require extensive legislation.
As an example, the 1800 Act of Union of Great Britain and Ireland (UK) was not
repealed on Irish independence, but only amended to take account of Irish partition, and
the 1800 Act of Union (Ireland) was only repealed in Ireland by the Irish 1962 Statute
Law Revision Act.
Scotland would need the authority to legislate the necessary measures. If not already
done (and this might happen at any stage after an independence vote), it would need:
(a) the transfer of powers to terminate its status as part of the union and;
(b) to enact any enabling legislation for a withdrawal deal, as well as;
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(c) any continuity legislation (see below).
(d) I t would also, most likely after independence, legislate a new Constitution for
Scotland (this was certainly the intention back in 2014).
While the Scottish Government, in the run up to the 2014 referendum, seemed
to suggest that transfer of competence to Scotland would not take place until after
independence, the more recent Scotland’s Right to Choose provides draft provisions
in Annex B that, in the event of a vote for Scotland to become independent, the UK
Parliament would transfer competence to the Scottish Parliament and Government to
prepare for independence, which: ‘would enable the bulk of the preparations required for
Scotland to become independent to take place in Scotland.’ Without such a transfer of
powers, Scotland could be in what has been described by Professor Tierney as a situation
of ‘constitutional limbo’ in relation to its status within the UK. Scotland’s Right to Choose
does however, state that ‘The removal of Westminster’s ability to legislate for Scotland, …
would not occur until the point of independence itself, and would require Westminster
legislation’ (Tierney, 2014).
The UK (Westminster) would need to:
(a) adopt legislation to enact the results of negotiations;
(b) a dopt legislation to end the UK Parliament’s jurisdiction over Scotland and to
transfer power to the Scottish Parliament, if it had not already done so, and;
(c) formally recognise Scotland’s independent status.
Professor Boyle argues that this should definitely not be seen as a situation in which
the UK granted independence to Scotland, as Scotland was clearly never a colony.
A relevant consideration is how long the Westminster legislation would take to
be adopted. Lengthy adoption would delay Scottish independence and create legal
uncertainty. However, political events may render all this uncertain. The EU Withdrawal
Agreement Act 2019 was passed very quickly indeed, but with the aid of a large
government majority. The EU Withdrawal Act 2018 took much longer in different
circumstances (a minority government). The Scotland Act 1998 took 11 months to pass,
even with a large government majority.

New Constitution
It seems likely an independent Scotland would establish its own, written Constitution, thus
making a clean break with the unwritten British constitution. But how would it get there?
In 2013, Scotland’s Future declared an independent Scotland would have a new
written Constitution. It also stated that Westminster parliamentary supremacy would
be replaced by the ‘sovereignty of the people of Scotland.’ The Scottish Government
established a ‘constitutional platform’ for independence, placing a binding obligation on
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the Scottish Parliament to establish a Constitutional Convention to draft a permanent
constitution as soon as possible after independence.
The intention was to adopt an interim Constitution on independence day (for which
a Bill had already been drafted) which would remain in force until a permanent written
Constitution was agreed, thus providing the apparatus for Scotland to function as an
independent state in the meantime. It is unclear whether the Scottish Government
intends to readopt that interim Constitution as the ‘constitutional platform’ for
independence in the future. Some of it would have to be amended, given the UK is
no longer in the EU. However, many of its terms would still be necessary to set up the
constitutional and institutional apparatus of an independent Scottish state, replacing
the (by then presumably) defunct Westminster Scotland Acts. An interim Constitution
would define the powers of the Scottish Parliament and Government, as well as
Scotland’s court structure. Scottish citizenship, a Scottish civil service and Treasury
would need to be established. An interim Constitution would also regulate the conduct
of international affairs and foreign policy, the membership of international organisations,
and ratification and incorporation of international agreements.
If, as was foreseen in 2014, a Constitutional Convention is established to draft
a permanent Constitution, it might decide to make some important changes in
governance. For example, it could decide that Scotland should become a republic and
not retain the Queen as head of state. It might also decide that the Scottish Parliament
should become bicameral and have a second Chamber, or that Scotland should have
a constitutional court. It might provide for an extensive, enforceable Bill of Rights.
One thing is clear – the constitutional issue is at the fore of the Scottish Government’s
thinking, and takes a prominent place in the 2019 Scotland’s Right to Choose.

Continuity legislation
The interim constitution might also provide for all law, including laws in areas currently
reserved to the UK, to continue after independence unless specifically amended.
Continuity of existing legislation would be very necessary, otherwise Scotland would
have huge gaps in its laws on independence, which it would be impossible to fill in
the time between the vote and independence day. Alternatively, it might be thought
necessary to enact separate legislation to do this. This has been the case with the
Westminster EU Withdrawal Act 2018, which provides for continuity within the UK
legal system after Brexit (by transferring nearly all EU law into national law - renaming
it ‘retained EU law’ - where it remains legally valid until repealed or amended, often by
government ministers). (The EU (Future Relationship) Act 2020 also contains similar
powers for legislation and repeal of primary legislation by UK government ministers.)
Scotland should think carefully about who might be empowered to amend retained
legislation especially if an aim of independence is to give rise to a state observing
popular sovereignty.
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Conclusion
While the constitutional path to securing a legally valid referendum is as yet unclear
(see the chapter by McCorkindale & McHarg on this issue), following a Yes vote, a
constitutional path to fulfilling independence can be followed. The negotiations might
not be simple, but there would be no insurmountable legal obstacles.
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Chapter 5

Scotland’s economy postindependence: a letter to the
new finance minister
David Bell

Introduction
Let me congratulate you on becoming the first Finance Minister of a newly independent
Scotland. The Scottish Prime Minister has made an excellent choice! Given your new
responsibilities, I hope you don’t mind me offering some words of advice. Ignore them as
you see fit.
Your job is to ensure the economic stability of the newly independent Scotland. Deep
reductions in living standards are not what the indyref voters expect. Looking out of the
window, you notice that the world has not stopped. People largely continue as before,
going to work, socialising and interacting with the outside world. Some people predicted
an economic meltdown on the day after independence: this has evidently not happened.
While this is comforting, you must now engage with the task ahead. Your first priority
is to maintain economic stability. You may think that this means not making dramatic
policy changes immediately after independence, since it is important to maintain
confidence. The last thing you want is for resources – labour and capital – to drain away
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to other jurisdictions. Nevertheless, as this letter lays out, you will have to confront new
challenges, some of which may force policy changes.

The basics
So here is a picture of the economy that you inherited. The Scottish economy produced
around £177 billion worth of goods and services in 2019, prior to the pandemic. Around
£11 billion of this total came from oil and gas: a sector whose long-term future is in
serious doubt both because of depleting reserves and climate change policy. So perhaps
the £177 billion total flatters somewhat to deceive.
Per capita income was £32,400 including oil and gas and £30,800 if the offshore
economy is ignored (Scottish Government, 2020). The Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) is the ‘rich countries’ club which monitors their
performance across a range of economic and social indicators. Measured against these
OECD countries, Scotland scores moderately well. As John McLaren puts it:
‘Although lying mid-table, Scotland can still be viewed as a relatively prosperous
OECD nation. This ranking is likely to apply regardless of whether Scotland is part
of the UK or independent’ (McLaren, 2019).
In terms of labour market participation, the UK is in the top quartile of OECD
countries. In the first quarter of 2020, 75.6% of the UK’s working-age population was in
employment. The latest data from the Office for National Statistics (ONS) shows that the
Scottish rate is trailing the UK rate by around 2% (ONS, 2020). Nevertheless, Scotland’s
employment rate would still be in the top third of OECD countries, leaving France
(66%), Canada (64.7%), Spain (63.2%) and the USA (62.5%) trailing some distance
behind. Scotland scores well in labour market participation.
Scotland also has a relatively low unemployment rate – the share of labour market
participants currently looking for a job. Data from Eurostat for 2019 suggests that the
unemployment rate in Scotland for those aged 16 to 74 ranked 25th lowest out of 89
‘NUTS 1’ regions in the EU (Eurostat’s code for different sizes of regions, with NUTS 1
constituting ‘major socio-economic regions’). And on youth unemployment (16th) and
long-term unemployment (24th), Scotland also scores well compared with other NUTS
1 regions (Eurostat 2019).
However, Scotland does not do well in the OECD income inequality ranking.
Although it has a high employment rate, many workers are relatively poorly paid. In
consequence, there is a larger spread between the incomes of the well paid and those
of the poorly paid than in many other countries. The UK has the 9th highest income
inequality rate among the 37 OECD countries. Inequality in Scotland is slightly less than
the UK as a whole, largely because Scotland has fewer very ‘high earners’. Nevertheless,
inequality is higher than in most OECD countries, giving the lie to that oft-repeated
phrase of us all being ‘Jock Tamson’s Bairns’.
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Because incomes are unequally distributed, so too are tax receipts. From Scotland’s
total population of 4.5 million, around 2.7 million are in work. Of these, about 2.5
million pay income tax: the incomes of the missing 200,000 are less than the income tax
personal allowance. Yet only 297,000 of Scotland’s taxpayers are higher rate taxpayers
(with taxable income above £43,431 and less than £150,000) and a mere 14,000 are
additional rate taxpayers (with taxable income above £150,000). Yet the additional rate
group provide 16.6% of income tax revenue, while the higher rate group pays a further
39%. Scotland’s main source of tax revenue is dependent on a relatively small section
of the population. Revenue from other major taxes like VAT and national insurance is
much less concentrated, but you will have to bear in mind how changing tax rates and
allowances may affect revenues, not necessarily in a good way.
Some would argue that focusing on incomes and GDP per head misses the point.
Politicians should focus on maximising well-being rather than GDP. Indeed, as First
Minister of the devolved Scottish Government, Nicola Sturgeon argued that Scotland
should ‘redefine’ what it means to be a successful nation. Instead of aiming to maximise
the output of goods and services, it should instead look to maximise ‘quality-of-life’
(BBC, 2020).
Those clever people at the OECD have amassed a cornucopia of data relating to
quality-of-life across its component regions. Scotland scores well on ‘community’ (first in
the UK, top 9% in OECD), ‘environment’ (fourth in the UK, top 22% in OECD), ‘access
to services’ (third in the UK, top 10% in OECD) and ‘life satisfaction’ (first in the UK, top
37% in OECD). On the other hand, it scores badly on health (worst in the UK and in the
bottom 37% in OECD) and safety (9th out of 12 in the UK and in the top 48% in OECD).

A mixture of good and bad
So, as the new Finance Minister of an independent Scotland, you would be taking control
of an economy with a mixture of good and bad attributes across a range of indicators. This
is true whether you adopt the conventional approach using indicators of output and the
labour market, or if you focus instead on measures of well-being. Scotland’s performance
has been by no means stellar, but neither is it seriously problematic.
The statistics on income and the labour market quoted previously were collected
before the Covid-19 pandemic. You have now had a longer period to assess its negative
effects on the Scottish economy. But as I write this letter, the path of economic recovery
is unclear. We do not know whether the Scottish economy will grow more quickly during
the remainder of this decade then it did between 2010 and 2020. It is also unclear how
Scotland’s economic circumstances may affect the political economy of independence.
In taking the tiller after the independence bell has sounded, you will also be aware
that the evidence suggests that people care more about losing something than they do
about making an equivalent gain (Lineira et al, 2017; Tversky, 1991). So, unless voters
value the realisation of independence more than they do the losses they experience if
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things go wrong, your political survival will partly depend on making sure things at least
don’t get worse.
Having experienced drastic lifestyle change due to the pandemic, such as lockdown,
remote working and home schooling, individuals may be willing to accept further
substantial changes in their life with equanimity. On the other hand, the possibility of
negative changes in circumstances may trigger the ‘loss’ response with the consequent
draining away of support for your party and for independence.

The road ahead
What then faces you on the road ahead? Compared with being Finance Minister in
the devolved Scottish Parliament, you have a much wider range of economic ‘levers’ at
your disposal. However, finance ministers understand that there are limitations on their
powers in a capitalist system 1. This is because most of their powers relate to markets,
and there are always two sides to a market.
When government intervention leads to increases in prices, buyers and sellers will
tend to stand back. Thus, taxes which increase the price of labour will see employers
looking for solutions that involve fewer workers, and workers looking for jobs where
taxes are lower. Offering inward investors inducements to come to Scotland may not
work if other countries are more generous with their inducements. The effects of these
policies may only be at the margin, but the margin can matter a great deal if it makes the
difference between people’s living standards improving or declining.
Another key difference from being the Finance Minister under devolution is that
you previously relied on the UK government to maintain macroeconomic stability.
Now you’re on your own. You must pay attention to balancing the national accounts –
something you have not previously needed to think about.

Borrowing
A key component of the national accounts is the fiscal balance – loosely the difference
between government spending and taxes raised. Why? Because it is inexorably linked
to the issue of state debt. And all of the evidence produced by the Scottish Government
suggests that spending on public services exceeds the taxes raised in Scotland, by some
distance (Scottish Government, 2019; see also the chapter by Roy and Eiser in this
volume). If the new Scottish Government wants to maintain current spending levels,
it could increase taxes. However, ramping up tax rates may not generate hoped-for
increases in revenue for the reasons discussed above. The alternative is borrowing. How
1. There are also limitations in authoritarian regimes, but these tend only to be evident
when the revolution comes, as for example recently in Belarus. Such regimes are also
inefficient at allocating resources to where they are most needed.
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much will be needed is difficult to say: it will depend on the course of the economy
post-Covid. The Institute for Fiscal Studies expects that the UK will borrow around £307
billion in 2020-21 (Emmerson et al, 2020). This is nearly 16% of GDP. The pre-pandemic
forecast was 2%.
UK debt, turbocharged by the need to support the economy during the Covid
pandemic, is likely to top 100% of GDP in 2020 (Emmerson et al, 2020). It was last at
this level in 1950 in the aftermath of the Second World War and the establishment of the
welfare state.
Yet although these are frightening numbers by recent standards, governments are
finding it easy to borrow. Debt servicing costs – the interest that must be paid on
borrowing – is low for most, but not all, countries. Debt service costs for the UK as a
share of its tax revenues are at a 320-year low (IFS, 2020). Thus, although the pandemic
has caused a huge spike in debt, the costs of servicing this debt are low. These costs
may rise if interest rates rise, but at present this seems unlikely at least in the short- to
medium-term.
A useful guide to government borrowing costs is the interest rate on 10-year
government bonds. Investors, many of them representing pension funds, assess
countries’ ability to repay their debts at the interest rate they offer. They look at the tax
regime in the country, its prospects for growth (and therefore increased tax revenue to
repay its debts), how much debt it already has, how onerous are its debt servicing charges
and how politically stable it is. Governments generally pay less for debt than companies,
because sovereign governments have the power to tax their citizens.
If lenders are unwilling to buy bonds, governments selling the debt have to implicitly
increase the interest rate that they offer. Figure 1 shows 10-year interest rates for OECD
countries during the second quarter of 2020. Relatively few countries are now paying
more than 2.5% for 10-year bonds. And some are charging lenders to deposit money in
exchange for bonds, meaning negative interest rates.
Some countries such as Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Finland and Austria are
making money by borrowing – standing the usual rules of debt on their head. Lenders
flock to these countries because of their reliability for repaying debt: a small reduction
in the value of loans over 10 years offsets the risk of lending to less stable countries or to
the private sector. It also implies an expectation that price inflation will be low in these
countries, so that the value of their loans will not be further eroded by price increases.
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Figure 5.1: Long-term Interest Rates in OECD Countries 2020 Q2
Source: https://data.oecd.org/interest/long-term-interest-rates.htm
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Figure 5.2: Fiscal Deficit as Percent of GDP 2018
Source: https://data.oecd.org/gga/general-government-deficit.htm
The UK Government currently pays less than 0.5% on its 10-year bonds. This low rate
explains why the cost of servicing the UK’s considerable debt is so low.
But the UK rate is higher than some European countries whose economic prospects
are viewed more favourably. Interestingly, UK rates are very similar to those of the
Slovak Republic, while the Czech Republic pays just under 1%. These latter two countries
(highlighted in green in the figures) are of interest, because they separated from each
other in 1993. You will be aware that, prior to Scotland’s separation from the rest of the
UK, this is the most recent European case in which a state broke itself up.
OECD data on long-term interest rates for these countries starts in 2007. Since then,
the Czech and Slovak rates have largely followed international trends. Neither country
has had a sovereign debt crisis, where private investors are no longer willing to provide
loans to government and a bailout is called in from an international organisation, usually
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Given that, unlike Scotland, neither country
could be described as a fully-fledged market economy when they became independent,
this is a substantial achievement.
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The willingness of investors to lend depends on their assessment of risk. As Finance
Minister, you will have to persuade the markets that lending to Scotland is relatively
risk-free. One way to do this is to have robust and transparent policies and institutions
to manage debt. This issue was discussed extensively by the Sustainable Growth
Commission, which argued for rules and targets in relation to public borrowing (SGC,
2018). Of course, another form of reassurance is not to borrow very much relative to
the tax revenues which you raise and use, partly to service these borrowings. One way
to achieve this is to set long-term fiscal targets, an issue that the Sustainable Growth
Commission also addressed.

Fiscal discipline
It might seem that discussion of fiscal discipline harks back to pre-Covid times. Covid
has caused governments to borrow money on an unparalleled scale in peacetime. Some
of the debt has been funded by printing money. This process is called quantitative easing
(QE). It works when a country’s central bank buys government debt from financial
institutions in exchange for cash, allowing these institutions to extend their lending to
companies and individuals.
Although it has helped maintain economic activity, QE has also had less desirable
consequences, including the rapid growth in house prices (Ryczkowski, 2019; Zhu et al,
2017) increasing inter-generational inequality by, for example, making home ownership
more difficult for younger people.
Could an independent Scotland pursue QE as a means of maintaining demand during
a pandemic? If it retained sterling, as was recommended by the Sustainable Growth
Commission at least in the short run, it would not have any say over monetary policy,
including QE. It would be exposed to the implications of Bank of England QE decisions.
So if downturns in the Scottish economy occurred at the same time as those in the
rest of the UK (as is likely given their close trade ties), then monetary policy decisions
taken by the Bank of England would likely align with those that a Scottish central bank
would have taken (if they shared a monetary framework). Under these circumstances,
Finance Minister, QE would not be an option open to you. Even if Scotland had its own
central bank, markets would expect its tactical decisions over monetary policy to be
independent of your influence.
A central bank would be necessary if Scotland created its own currency.
Finance ministers in countries with their own currencies understand that borrowing
from foreign investors has different implications from domestic borrowing. Issuing debt
in a foreign currency (say the pound), would make it easier for the Scottish Government
to borrow and at lower rates. Such demand might stem from foreign banks and pension
funds wishing to spread their risks across different countries. However, the Scottish
Government cannot tax foreign investors in the same way that it can tax domestic
investors if its debt servicing costs are heavy.
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In addition, if the Scottish currency depreciates relative to other currencies, the real
costs of debt repayment to foreigners increases. And if foreign lenders sell Scottish
Government bonds back to Scotland because, say, they have lost faith in the Scottish
Government, there will be a decline in Scotland’s foreign exchange reserves. This process
will also happen as bonds mature. Having sufficient foreign exchange reserves to cover
short-term debt repayments is one of the criteria that Roubini and Manasse (2009)
highlight as a characteristic of countries which avoid sovereign debt crises. I hope you
have a plan to deal with this issue.
A further difficulty for you will arise if the Scottish Government decides that its longterm ambition is to join the EU. There will then need to be a plan for joining the Euro.
This is not necessarily a quick process. Joining the EU will only occur after the entry
conditions have been satisfied. After joining the EU, the process for joining the Euro
could take a long time. Only seven of the 13 Member States who joined the EU since
2004 have joined the euro area. The most recent was Lithuania in 2015.
The current conditions for joining involve (1) price stability, (2) the public finances,
(3) convergence and (4) exchange rate stability. Whether the EU will change these over
the next few years is anybody’s guess, but it would be best to assume that they won’t.
In which case, you should set out a long-term strategy whereby you would meet the
conditions. It won’t be easy to meet the public finances criteria – not being under the
‘excessive deficit’ procedure, especially if your government decides it does not want to
make sustainable economic growth its primary objective. Compared with substantive
hikes in tax rates across the board (you couldn’t just rely on squeezing more tax from the
relatively affluent), economic growth is a more painless way of increasing tax revenues.
At least you will have time to figure all of this out. But it is important to lay out your
plans early on. Politicians and the media are easily distracted by the issue of the day.

Conclusion
These issues may seem complex to you as a fledgling Finance Minister, but many small
countries handle them on a day-to-day basis. Certainly, dealing with debt markets and
foreign exchange transactions would mark a huge increase in the range of issues that you
would have to deal with compared with the Finance Minister role under devolution.
One policy consideration which you might want to explore would be to encourage
higher levels of domestic saving to reduce dependence on foreign sources of loan
funds. It is interesting that the increase in UK domestic debt has been mirrored by an
almost identical increase in household saving during the pandemic as households were
effectively forced to save (Young et al, 2020). This means that the pandemic has not
increased the level of UK indebtedness to foreign actors. This balance is something that
you will have to watch carefully since it may colour the attitude of lenders, should you
need to borrow.
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But again, there would be trade-offs. For instance, increased saving might depress
demand in the economy, leading to lower levels of activity. And of course these
considerations would come in addition to your duties to ensure that the economy
remains on a stable footing and that the labour market functions well in matching
workers with jobs and creating new opportunities for employment.
And even though, with Scotland as an independent country, your policy options
would be much greater, you have to be constantly aware of the trade-offs involved and the
limitations on your power to influence the choices made by workers and by companies.
You can at least take comfort from the fact that less prosperous nations with less welldeveloped institutions than Scotland manage these issues without the roof falling in.
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6
Chapter 6

What are the implications
of independence for public
revenues and spending?
Graeme Roy and David Eiser

Introduction
For the best part of 50 years – from the finding of North Sea Oil and the creation of the
Barnett Formula through to the 2014 referendum and beyond – fiscal policy debates
have shaped the independence question in Scotland. ‘Fiscal policy’ in this sense includes
both the policy choices over tax and public spending as well as the balance between the
two, that is, the fiscal deficit.
In 2014, the ‘No’ side – supported by the Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition
Government – argued that Scotland would face an immediate fiscal challenge. According
to a UK Treasury report, large tax rises and expenditure cuts would be required if
Scotland became independent (HM Treasury, 2014). The ‘Yes’ side – supported by the
SNP-led Scottish Government – countered that Scotland would be fiscally better off
under independence, which was laid out in its White Paper on independence, Scotland’s
Future (Scottish Government, 2013).
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In this chapter, we revisit these debates and assess if – and how – they have changed.
We argue that, like many other aspects of the independence debate, recent events
have turned on their head many of the arguments used by both sides in 2014. Brexit,
a collapse in oil revenues and the fiscal costs (both now and in the future) from the
Covid-19 pandemic all mean that the outlook for an independent Scotland – and
Scotland’s future within the UK – now looks quite different. But the conclusions are
remarkably familiar.
There is no question that an independent Scotland – like many other small nations
around the world – could run a sustainable budget. But like the UK, an independent
Scotland would face major fiscal challenges both in the short and long run. Based upon
the latest data, an independent Scotland is likely to face greater challenges than the UK
as a whole (at least in the short-term).
Of course, there are many aspects of the UK fiscal landscape that an independent
Scotland could improve upon. The key challenge for proponents of independence is
setting out a credible plan to move from the ‘status quo’ to a sustainable fiscal position
in time. We discuss these issues but begin with an overview of the key publication on
Scotland’s finances: Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland (GERS).

Government Expenditure and Revenue
Scotland (GERS)
The question of whether or not Scotland contributes more or less to the UK public
finances – and as a rule-of-thumb would be ‘better off ’ under independence – sparks
considerable debate. Never more so than during the annual Government Expenditure
and Revenue Scotland (GERS) publication (Scottish Government, 2020a). It is difficult to
think of a statistical report that attracts more comment than GERS. Sadly, much of it is
uninformed.
GERS estimates the contribution of public sector revenue raised in Scotland toward
the goods and services provided for the benefit of the people of Scotland. Whilst there
have been attacks on the analytical underpinnings and impartiality of GERS amongst the
fringes of independence supporters, these have been comprehensively dismissed (Roy,
2017). The SNP-led Scottish Government has distanced itself from outlandish conspiracy
theories, and GERS was the starting point for the SNP’s Sustainable Growth Commission
report in 2018 (SGC, 2018).
A legitimate challenge to GERS however, is that – by definition – a set of estimated
accounts based upon the status quo cannot tell you much about the long-term prospects
for an independent Scotland. Indeed, if the very purpose of independence is to do things
differently, then a set of accounts based upon the status quo has limited use. But where
GERS is helpful is that it provides a picture of where an independent Scotland would
‘start from’.
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The fiscal debate in 2014: a recap
Throughout a large part of the first referendum campaign, the question of the
implications of independence for fiscal policy was mired in an acrimonious debate
over whether Scots would be better or worse off. For example, in May 2014, the UK
Government published analysis claiming that Scots would be £1,400 per head worse
off with independence compared to remaining within the Union (HM Treasury, 2014).
Meanwhile, the Scottish Government released analysis claiming that Scots could be up to
£1,000 per head better off (Scottish Government, 2014).
The notion of being better or worse off was an attempt to translate the outlook for the
public finances into a more meaningful number to the electorate.
One of the reasons for the wildly different outlook for the public finances of an
independent Scotland was due to differences in assumptions made by the Scottish
Government and HM Treasury – particularly around oil and gas revenues and debt
servicing costs. The Scottish Government assumed that oil revenues would remain at
around £7bn in 2016/17 (the projected first year of independence), which was more than
double that forecast by the Treasury. The Scottish Government also argued, for several
reasons, that depending upon how the negotiations transpired, Scotland might inherit
less than a population share of UK debt and face no premium on debt servicing costs
(for more on monetary union and Scotland’s currency options, see the chapter by Peat
in this volume). In contrast, HM Treasury assumed that Scotland would automatically
be liable for a population share of UK debt (arguing that the hints made during the
campaign that Scotland might attempt to not take on any debt at all would be met with
severe consequences in financial markets), and face a premium on debt servicing costs,
reflecting its status as a smaller nation with no borrowing track record.
Other differences included the costs of setting up new institutions, such as
government departments and benefit systems, and the costs of the Scottish Government’s
proposed policies on tax and welfare (see below).
A final difference was the contrasting beliefs in how the economy would perform
post-independence. The Scottish Government was keen to emphasise that independence
could provide the opportunity to boost growth, which would in turn help to fund higher
public spending in the long-run.
However, in the end, it is debatable how much technical debates over complex
issues of national public finances hold sway with the electorate, other than to perhaps
entrench views.
Arguably, what carried greater influence was a more accessible discussion about
policy choices. The Scottish Government’s White Paper on independence contained
some proposals, largely consisting of modest tweaks to the UK’s existing policy
architecture rather than fundamental reforms (see the chapter by Cairney in this volume
about policymaking). Proposals to cut Corporation Tax and Air Passenger Duty were
put forward, and there were plans to reverse some of the changes to the welfare system
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(including Universal Credit), expand the provision of childcare, and to part-fund these
policies through spending less on defence – giving rise to the Yes-side’s slogan ‘Bairns
not bombs’ (for more analysis of social policies and independence, see the chapter by
Rummery in this volume).
The fiscal policy debate only began to have real broad-based resonance in the final
stages of the campaign. This was brought about by a change in framing by the Yes side.
Rather than focussing on the potential benefits of independence in terms of an abstract
monetary gain, remaining in the Union was instead framed as a loss, with explicit
reference to particular institutions. The Yes side argued that the risks of remaining in the
UK would lock-in ‘austerity’ that would undermine the NHS, erode the welfare system
and increase inequality. It was also argued that the UK Government may seek to scrap
the Barnett Formula in the future, eroding any perceived ‘fiscal dividend’ 1. That this
framing held more sway with the electorate is consistent with theories from behavioural
economics that people are risk-averse in the context of gains but risk-seeking in the
context of losses, particularly where these are expressed viscerally (Liñeira et al, 2017).

What has changed since 2014?
1) The fiscal policy position
Even before the Covid-19 pandemic, the terms and framing of the fiscal implications
of independence had changed radically. Shortly after the 2014 referendum, the oil price
fell substantially and has only partially recovered. This, together with changes to the
offshore taxation regime, has meant that Scotland’s expected share of offshore revenues is
a fraction of what it was at the time of the White Paper.

1. The Barnett Formula was introduced in 1978 by the Chief Secretary to the Treasury,
Joel Barnett, as a means of determining changes to the Block Grant paid to Scotland
(and to Wales and Northern Ireland). It has been the mechanism to determine the
bulk of Scottish Office/Executive/Government funding for the last 40 years. The idea is
straightforward: Scotland is allocated a per capita share of changes in planned spending
for ‘comparable’ services controlled by Westminster departments for England only. By
allocating Scotland a share of the change in spending for England, Scotland’s baseline
spending – which is higher than elsewhere in the UK (with the exception of Northern
Ireland) – converges to English levels very slowly if at all (see Cuthbert, 2020).
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Figure 6.1: Geographical share of North Sea Revenues for Scotland, 1998/99 to 2019/20
Source: Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland 2019/20, Scottish Government
North Sea oil revenues have major implications for Scotland’s fiscal position.
Taking GERS 2011/12 as its starting point, the Scottish Government projected that
Scotland would have a fiscal deficit of between 2.5-3.2% in 2016/17 (the target year for
independence). In fact, Scotland’s notional fiscal deficit in 2016/17 according to GERS
was 9.7%, and had only fallen to 9.4% by 2019/20 (compared to 2.5% for the UK).
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Figure 6.2: Scotland’s estimated fiscal position,1998/99 to 2019/20 (including North Sea
revenues) vis-à-vis UK net fiscal balance
Source: Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland 2019/20, Scottish Government
The SNP’s Sustainable Growth Commission (SGC), set up to review the economic
case for independence, recommended that the fiscal case for independence should not
rely on offshore revenues, but instead treat such revenues as a windfall (SGC, 2018). In
contrast to the arguments in 2014 – that Scotland would be in a fiscally strong position
from day one of independence – the position of the SGC was that the first ten years of
independence would be characterised by consolidation to reduce Scotland’s deficit to a
long-run sustainable level.
Nonetheless, some of the SGC’s broader assumptions – on inherited debt, debt
servicing costs and institutional set-up costs – remain arguably optimistic. Indeed, one
of the things that we have learnt from the devolution of various powers following 2014
is that administration costs are real. The latest estimates put the implementation (set-up)
costs of Social Security Scotland at £650m over six years (Scottish Government, 2020b).
The SGC estimated the total set-up costs associated with independence to be £450m.
On debt, the SGC argued that Scotland would not inherit any legacy UK debt,
but would, through an ‘annual solidarity payment’, make an annual contribution to
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servicing a ‘reasonable share’ of UK historic debt. This payment would also cover
other ‘shared’ partnership services post-independence, such as international aid. This
reasonable debt share would, according to the SGC, take into account the division
of UK assets on independence; although this would of course be subject to intense
negotiations (see Douglas-Scott’s chapter for analysis of the division of liabilities and
assets after independence).
What about the policy case for independence? The SGC did not go into specifics
about the types of fiscal policies that an independent Scotland might implement which,
after all, may vary depending on the government of the day. It did however, offer broad
support for a Scandinavian style ‘flexicurity’ model (where flexible labour markets
interact with a generous social security system) and a competitive business taxation
system (loosely defined).
One thing that we can conclude, however, is that many of the proposals contained
in the 2013 SNP Scottish Government White Paper are unlikely to feature in any new
prospectus offered by the SNP. Some have been superseded by the exercise of (expanded)
devolved powers whilst others dropped from party policy.
For instance, the proposal to cut Air Passenger Duty is now within the Scottish
Government’s powers but was dropped in May 2019 following the First Minister’s
declaration of a ‘Climate Emergency’ at the Spring SNP Conference. The proposal to
cut the headline rate of Corporation Tax has been replaced by a woollier commitment
to use “targeted changes in tax allowances to encourage higher levels of investment in
capital or R&D, and encourage the growth of SMEs” (Scottish Government, 2015: 80).
The childcare commitment is largely being implemented under existing powers (Scottish
Government, 2017). And aspirations to raise the minimum wage and income tax
personal allowance have been implemented in subsequent UK Budgets since 2014.
At the same time, the UK Government’s 2019 Spending Round seemed to draw a line
under the austerity programmes of the previous decade. On this basis it might be more
difficult to build a fiscal policy case for independence on a general anti-austerity agenda,
without establishing a more explicit alternative vision. Overall, the SNP in particular has
yet to set out a new fiscal policy case for independence.

2) Brexit
Politically and constitutionally, the most visible change has been the UK’s withdrawal
from the European Union. However, whilst the Brexit process arguably strengthened the
‘agency’ arguments for independence (the idea that Westminster is not attuned to the
preferences and needs of Scotland), it does not change the terms of the fiscal debate as
fundamentally as might be expected.
Brexit is anticipated to cause a long-run deterioration in the UK’s (and Scotland’s)
economic prospects (Figus et al, 2018). Consequently, it will lead to a weakening of the
fiscal position (as a smaller economy will raise relatively less in tax). The realisation of
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a ‘hard’ Brexit, whereby the UK has now left the Single Market and Customs Union, is
likely to have relatively large economic impacts, despite the formal Trade Agreement
with the EU having been secured.
But Scotland cannot simply mitigate the long-run costs of Brexit by becoming
independent and re-joining the EU. To do so would likely mean creating customs and
regulatory frictions between Scotland and the rest of the UK (rUK) (for more analysis,
see the chapters by Fontanelli, Hughes and McEwen in this volume). The Scottish
Government has argued, justifiably, that frictions with the EU will damage Scotland’s
economy (Scottish Government, 2018). But trade with rUK is over three times larger
than that with the EU (£51.2 bn vs. £16.1 bn in 2018). Brexit is thus a double-edged
sword for independence. Brexit may have helped strengthen the political case for
independence. But in key areas it arguably makes the economic case more challenging in
the short-run transition.

3) Covid-19
The Covid-19 pandemic has required an unprecedented fiscal response. The
UK Government is expected to borrow around £400bn in 2020/21, as a result of
substantially higher spending and vastly reduced tax take (OBR, 2020). The UK deficit
is anticipated to reach 19% of national income under the OBR’s ‘central scenario’. This is
unprecedented in the post-war era. It is almost double the size of the deficit following the
financial crisis in 2009/10, and is also more than double Scotland’s ‘notional’ fiscal deficit
in 2018/19. Government debt will exceed 100% of GDP, compared to around 40% just
prior to the financial crisis. The specifics of these scenarios remain highly uncertain of
course. But the conclusion that the virus has caused an unprecedentedly large shock to
the public finances is undeniable.
The UK Government has been able to accommodate this fiscal shock without any
financing difficulty. This partly reflects the role of the Bank of England in purchasing
government debt, combined with the continuation of a long downward trend in
interest rates, and hence governments’ debt servicing costs. Despite its huge increase in
borrowing during 2020/21, the UK Government is actually spending less on debt interest
today than it was a year ago.
This ultra-low interest rate environment lies behind the relatively relaxed attitude of
most economists and international institutions in the face of debt to GDP ratios topping
100%. In fact, at today’s ultra-low rates, debt could increase substantially further without
debt servicing costs getting out of control, strengthening the case for saying that there
should be no rush to fiscal consolidation until recovery from the Covid crisis is well and
truly complete.
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But saying that governments can fund large deficits in response to a temporary shock
does not mean that governments face no fiscal constraint 2. At some point, the public
finances will need to be placed on a sustainable footing.
What constitutes a sustainable footing for the public finances will be subject to debate.
Future fiscal targets might not be solely based on the measures of deficits and debt that
we are familiar with, but also take account of debt servicing costs or even measures of
public sector net worth.
What does all this mean for the independence debate? The Sustainable Growth
Commission argued that an independent Scotland would need a period of fiscal
consolidation (which it estimated at around ten years) to reduce Scotland’s deficit to
close to 3% of GDP. If today’s ultra-low interest rate environment persists, there’s a case
for saying that that consolidation could happen more gradually, perhaps with a slightly
different end point.
But none of this alters the fundamental conclusion that some form of fiscal
consolidation will be required on independence. A structural deficit of 9% of GDP
or higher is unlikely to be sustainable in the long-run, however fiscal sustainability is
defined - even if debt servicing costs remain low. The UK as a whole may also require
some consolidation in future if the economy is permanently smaller as a result of
Covid (and Brexit); but the scale of that consolidation will be greater in Scotland than
in rUK, given Scotland’s higher initial structural deficit. The specifics will depend on
a multitude of factors, such as the rate of economic growth, agreements with the UK
Government about the servicing of historic debts, and the debt servicing costs faced by
an independent Scotland.
Thus the Covid-19 crisis does not fundamentally change many of the wider
fiscal debates around independence. However, it further strengthens the case for an
independent Scotland having its own central bank and currency (in order to support the
management of its fiscal deficit), although this raises a separate set of issues about the
transition to a new currency arrangement and trade frictions with the rest of the UK (for
more on this, see the chapters by Peat, Fontanelli and Douglas-Scott in this volume).

Conclusion
The fiscal policy aspects of the 2014 debate were frequently simplistic and short-sighted.
The Yes side was unwilling to recognise the likely short-term fiscal challenges of moving
to independence – which have subsequently been more explicitly recognised by the
2. There is an unorthodox view – called Modern Monetary Theory – that suggests that
such deficits could be run for longer. But this view is rejected by the majority in the economics profession (Chada, 2020). At the same time, it should be noted that even if MMT
is accepted as a robust theoretical approach, it does not argue that any deficit – no matter
its size – is costless.
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SGC. At the same time, they tended to build the fiscal policy case for independence on
a combination of marginal changes to existing policy, or the contemporary challenges of
UK fiscal policy (austerity).
The No side tended to assume that the status quo would continue, which ignored
the fact that the UK as a whole faces major fiscal challenges over the longer term. The
OBR’s latest Fiscal Sustainability Report makes it clear that, even before Covid, without
proactive policy intervention the UK’s public finances are on a long-term unsustainable
footing due to the pressures of an ageing population and rising healthcare costs (OBR,
2020). Yet during the 2014 independence referendum, neither side made a serious effort
to consider the longer-term fiscal challenges that face all major economies, and the
extent to which these challenges for Scotland might be more effectively addressed as part
of the UK, or as an independent nation. Neither side considered the implications of a
major global economic shock.
Both Brexit and Covid-19 change the outlook and framing of the independence
debate. Brexit may strengthen the political case for independence but in some areas,
it makes the short-term economic and fiscal case – particularly during any transition
– more rather than less challenging. Covid-19 invites a conclusion that deficits do not
matter, which might be true in the short-term, but is clearly a false prospectus in the
long-run.
Neither Brexit nor Covid-19 substantially alter the fundamental issues discussed in
2014. An independent Scotland would undoubtedly be financially viable, but would
likely face a period of challenging fiscal consolidation – as noted by the SGC – in its
early years. The extent of this consolidation is uncertain and will be debated. Once these
transitionary challenges are overcome, an independent Scotland would have greater
autonomy to address the longer-term fiscal challenges that both it and the remaining
UK will need to tackle over the coming decades. Debates over growth, tax increases and
tough prioritisation of spending will be needed. Future independence debates should
give more consideration to these longer-term challenges in addition to the transitional
ones – and consider the extent to which these challenges could be more or less effectively
addressed as an independent country, rather than as part of the wider UK.
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7
Chapter 7

How would independence
affect Scotland’s
international trade?
Filippo Fontanelli

Introduction
Within the UK, Scotland exercises a range of devolved powers. Trade policy, including
the negotiation of international agreements on trade, is not one of them.
International trade is a reserved matter of the UK government (House of Lords,
2019, para. 124). Therefore, the UK can conclude trade agreements on behalf of
all four nations. Scotland retains devolved competence in areas like fisheries and
agriculture, which are affected by trade agreements. In spite of their pressing demands,
devolved administrations still have no constitutional right to shape the negotiation of
international trade agreements. The UK government has acknowledged the interests
of the devolved administrations’ involvement in treaty-making. However, when it laid
down the guidelines for the process of future negotiations, it declined to change the
current constitutional arrangement, in which devolved administrations can, at most,
offer views and receive information:
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“It is important that we [deliver a future trade policy that works for the whole
of the UK] within the context of the current constitutional make-up of the UK,
recognising that international treaties are a reserved matter but that the devolved
governments have a strong and legitimate interest where they intersect with areas
of devolved competence” (Department for International Trade 2019).
This constitutional allocation of competences and powers has not changed in the
past few years. However, while the UK in theory held the reserved power to make
international treaties, it had all but completely delegated this power to the European
Union (EU) in the field of international trade. Effectively, the devolved administrations
were marginalised in this allocation of competences. For as long as the European
Commission acted as sole negotiator for the entire EU, the internal separation of powers
within the UK did not matter much in practice.
After Brexit, there has been a repatriation of powers previously held by the EU,
including those relating to international trade. Scotland’s marginal role within the
formulation of the UK’s trade policy has again become a live issue. Should Scotland
become independent from the UK, it could manage its trade policy autonomously. This
is a simple point, but it has a captivating appeal; for instance, the idea of ‘taking back’
control won over the British electorate in the 2016 EU referendum. However, any control
that is won by the UK may be qualified by ongoing interdependencies in trading and
other relationships with the EU.
Similarly, Scottish independence from the UK, or what I call ‘UK-exit’, would
offer Scotland control over its trade policy. However, it would still have to negotiate
continuing trading relationships with the rest of the UK as well as the EU, which could
pull it in different directions. In trade terms, then, Scottish independence (or UK-exit)
can be viewed as similar to Brexit, in that they both involve the cutting of preferential
ties with one’s biggest trade partner.
This chapter first explains the effects of Brexit on the UK’s trade policy and the
role of Scotland within it, to illustrate the fundamental change of circumstances that
has occurred since 2014, when the first independence referendum took place. It then
explains, in light of the possible scenarios post-2021, how Scotland trades and could
trade with the EU, non-EU countries and the rest of the UK. The conclusions raise the
fundamental question of whether Scottish independence, or ‘UK-exit’ is worth pursuing,
as far as trade is concerned.

What has happened since 2014 with
trade policy in the UK?
In the public sphere, it often felt like Brexit mostly related to trade: it would dissolve
old trade connections and create new trade opportunities. Both statements are true. As
a result, an entire country suddenly developed an interest in free trade areas, customs
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unions, tariffs, free ports, rules of origin, and the law of the hitherto mysterious World
Trade Organization (WTO).
One recurring argument in the build-up to the 2016 EU referendum and its aftermath
has been that, with Brexit, the UK Government would take back control over trade
matters and the exercise of this new competence would offset, or be worth, the impending
economic setback. In short, control over one’s destiny would yield gains surpassing the
costs. This hypothetical trade-off, however, may not satisfy some Scottish voters for two
reasons. First, most Scottish voters did not express a preference for taking back control
in trade matters from the EU. Second, since international trade is reserved to the UK,
Scotland bears the costs without the gain, as it does not get a say over these matters.
Brexit’s disruption of international trade and its adverse effect on the UK’s economy,
at least in the medium term, are largely uncontroversial (House of Commons Library,
2020). Brexit has drastic consequences for international trade. Primarily, it breaks down
an existing customs union, with its privileged terms. Were it not for the last-minute
agreement at the end of December 2020, trade between the UK and the EU would have
faced tariffs and quotas, just like trade between the UK and, say, China or the US.
The UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) has restored some, but not
all, of the advantages of UK membership of the EU. The TCA removed tariffs and quotas
on goods. It established a system to rein in state aid and to monitor product-related
standards imposed by both parties, to avoid unfair competition resulting from deregulation. The UK continued to let EU fishermen into its waters (fewer than before),
and retained the possibility for its fish to be sold to EU markets. Non-tariff barriers,
including border checks and formalities, have inevitably kicked in. From day one, trade
between the UK and EU has become more difficult, more expensive and – inevitably –
has diminished.
With respect to the rest of the world, the UK has taken a step back, settling for a
reduced version of the preferential arrangements it had with some countries that have
free trade deals with the EU. Conversely, the UK might take as many steps ahead as it
wishes, trying to forge new trade deals with third countries, as this competence is no
longer managed in Brussels.
On the one hand, Scotland will certainly face the consequences of the UK’s
disentanglement from the EU, in the form of costlier trade with the EU and its trade
partners. On the other hand, Scotland has had limited voice and input into the UK’s
negotiation of new trade agreements, a delicate enterprise with uncertain outcomes, as
the UK’s trade negotiations with the EU and the USA in 2020 have shown. If Scotland
became an independent country, its economic relationship with the (rest of the) UK
would also be subject to negotiations.
I will discuss these three aspects of Scottish trade in turn: (1) trade with the EU, (2)
trade with the rest of the world, and (3) trade with the rest of the UK. The pros and cons
of an independent Scotland are sketched against each category.
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Scotland’s trade with the EU
The biggest destination for Scottish exports (about 60%) is the rest of the UK. Scotland
sends up to 19% of all its exports to the EU, which corresponds to almost half of its
international exports. This graph illustrates the flow of Scottish exports:

Figure 7.1: Scottish exports
Source: Scottish Government, Export statistics Scotland: 2018
Conversely, approximately 40% of the goods imported into Scotland from abroad
come from the EU (House of Commons Library, 2020b).
These numbers depended on the proximity between the UK and the EU and the
favourable terms of the EU single market arrangements, from which Scotland benefitted
before Brexit. The following sections consider the previous baseline and two scenarios
for trade between Scotland and the EU under different constitutional frameworks. It will
discuss in turn (a) Scotland in the UK and EU single market (the old status quo); (b)
Scotland in the UK post-Brexit (without independence); and (c) Scotland after UK-exit
(with independence, with or without EU membership).
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a. The ghost of trade past (Scotland in the EU single market)
With EU membership, most obstacles to trade between EU countries are absent. There
are no tariffs, that is, EU countries cannot impose a charge on goods that arrive at the
border from other EU markets, nor can they discriminate against goods based on their
provenance within the EU. Moreover, EU law ensures that many product standards apply
across the EU (harmonisation), and requires Member States to recognise each other’s
standards when a central EU one is missing (mutual recognition). Thanks to nondiscrimination, harmonisation and mutual recognition, manufacturers do not have to
spend money adapting their products to comply with all the different rules applicable in
each country (SPICe 2020). Other elements of the EU single market also facilitate trade:
services and service providers can circulate freely, businesses can be opened without
restrictions across the EU, and money can be transferred without hindrances.

b. Scotland in the UK (post-Brexit)
The conclusion of the UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) averted the
imposition of tariffs and quotas on goods travelling between the UK and EU. The UK
Global Custom will not apply to EU goods (Department for International Trade 2020b),
nor will the EU Common Customs Tariff apply to UK goods (European Commission).
Besides tariffs, smooth frictionless trade is not a given and the TCA can do little
against no-tariff barriers. The UK’s rules on products might in the future differ from
the EU ones, so both markets would need to impose checks at the border to verify the
compliance of the imported products with local rules. Without mutual recognition, all
regulatory differences will create a bump in the trade flows (House of Commons Library
2018). Moreover, goods must be checked or checkable for their origin, to verify whether
they are “made in” the TCA territories and therefore qualify for duty-free treatment
under the applicable (and complex) rules of origin. To operate in the EU, UK banks and
financial services would have to jump through the hoops of EU regulations, or open
shop in the EU. There is no presumption that UK services and service providers will be
able to operate in the EU, or vice versa. Without freedom of movement for workers and
freedom of establishment for companies, businesses will not be able to work abroad as
easily as they did prior to Brexit.
One sticking point in the TCA negotiations was the establishment of a “level playing
field” – which the EU demanded to be rigorous, while the UK requested a softer
version (SPICe 2020: 22). The removal of custom duties exposes domestic industries
to the competition of foreign products. If the cost of production of foreign products
is excessively low, the local manufacturers would lose out unfairly. Excessively low
production costs, in this context, could have two reasons: a government may give
subsidies to its exporting industries; or it may relax production standards for domestic
manufacturers regarding safety, environmental protection and animal welfare, etc. In
either case, production in that country would be significantly cheaper, skewing the
level playing field. In the trade negotiations, the EU sought to preclude this possibility,
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or to authorise re-balancing tariffs if either party skews the playing field (European
Commission 2020). Ultimately, in the final trade deal, a system was put in place whereby
both parties retain the power to adopt regulations without having to follow the other’s
ones, subject to a minimum duty of non-regression: they cannot adopt laxer regulation
to gain a trade advantage. However, in case of wider divergence, an enforcement system
applies that could lead to the imposition of punitive tariffs.
While the Scottish Government has reserved the right to keep Scottish rules in
line with the EU ones, the UK Government has insisted that it will consider itself free
to diverge from them. The two approaches are not necessarily incompatible, but it is
plausible to anticipate instances in which the two governments will take a different
position on whether to retain or to match an EU rule. Take for instance the recent ban
on single-use plastic: it was initiated at the EU level and is being implemented in the UK
(The Environmental Protection Regulation 2020). Scotland could find it hard to follow
future EU environmental regulations, for instance, if the UK Government does not agree
to adopt a mirror-version of them domestically. Conversely, Scotland might find it hard
to retain certain rules, inherited from the EU, if the UK government decides to remove
or amend them.
There are two trade-related reasons why regulatory differences might be hard to
maintain across the four nations. First, different standards might hinder intra-UK trade.
While the plan for managing the UK’s ‘Internal Market’ is emerging, notably through
the UK Internal Market Act 2020, it is still unclear whether regulatory differences
flowing from devolved powers could legitimately hamper smooth trade across the UK
or should be avoided altogether. For instance, the UK Internal Market Act 2020 contains
an exception relating to public health and safety, but not to other legitimate aims, such
as environmental protection. In the White Paper on the UK Internal Market of July
2020, the assumption was that environmental standards, for instance, will be coherent
across the UK (White Paper 2020, paragraphs 42-44). Of course, to impose the principle
of mutual recognition would ultimately frustrate the effectiveness of more stringent
standards and reward the industry of the nations with looser ones.
Second, an uneven regulatory landscape could complicate the UK’s negotiation of
international agreements. In certain cases, the success of the negotiation of a trade deal
might depend on the UK’s concession of market access to foreign products that could
not be marketed under the current EU-derived rules. It is reasonable to imagine that, if
the UK wanted to make a regulatory concession to obtain a trade deal, objections would
be made to local regulatory idiosyncrasies. For instance, the UK would need to have a
country-wide response to the US’s demands that its standards be loosened to allow the
importation of certain agricultural food products that the US would like to sell in the UK.

c. Scotland UK-exit (the ghost of future trade?)
If Scotland secedes from the UK, its trade relationship with the EU would ultimately
depend on whether it joined the EU as an independent member (for an analysis of
whether and how Scotland could join the EU, see the chapter by Hughes in this volume).
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As an EU member, Scotland would re-obtain the preferential benefits discussed earlier,
and resume free trade with the EU markets, thanks to pillars of the single market (no
tariffs, non-discrimination, mutual recognition) and the commitment to a common
regulatory model (harmonisation). The gap between the current UK-EU trade deal
(TCA status) and the now lost EU membership would be filled, reverting to a pre-2021
scenario. If Scotland were ready to accept the four freedoms of the EU single market
(freedom of movement of goods, services, workers and capital), membership of the
European Economic Association might also be an option (SPICe 2019: 12-14).
Since the TCA is already in place, if Scotland left the UK and joined the EU it would
simply transition from one trading block to the other. The framework agreements
could remain unchanged (the EU treaties would start applying to Scotland; the TCA
agreement would cease to apply to Scotland). The apparent feasibility of the transition
does not factor in potential obstructionism by the rest of the UK, which might have
a political interest to complicate an otherwise viable option, or to raise ex ante the
prospect of non-cooperation to increase the perceived cost of independence. The
transition would also entail the creation of a border between Scotland and England,
which might have political implications going beyond trade (see the chapter by
McEwen in this volume for more analysis).
In general, the prospect of Scotland joining the EU is certainly appealing in a postindependence scenario. In trade terms alone, however, the links with the rest of the UK
are much more important than those with the EU and any other third country combined.

Scotland’s trade with the rest of the world
As explained above, 21% of Scottish exports reach non-EU markets. That is a
considerable amount, marginally higher than that of EU-bound exports. More than 60%
of internationally imported goods come into Scotland from outside the EU. Trade with
non-EU countries, therefore, is an important component of Scottish trade policy. Again,
we can examine (a) the previous baseline (EU and UK memberships) and contrast
it with the scenarios of (b) simple Brexit (no independence) and (c) Brexit with UKexit (independence). Since trade on WTO terms is a non-negotiable minimum, the
discussion only considers trade under preferential terms (i.e., more convenient than
under WTO law).

a. The ghost of trade past (as an EU member)
Before Brexit, the UK’s trade with the rest of the world was a component of the EU trade
bloc’s policy. The UK traded with the EU’s trade partners (e.g., Canada, Japan, South
Korea, Turkey) under preferential terms, and with the rest of the world under the rules
of WTO law. Trading under WTO terms meant that the UK applied the EU Common
Customs Tariff to imports from third countries, and its exports faced the generic tariff
that each of them applies indiscriminately to all imports irrespective of their origin.
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b. The ghost of trade present (post-Brexit)
From 1 January 2021, the UK has been responsible for negotiating its own trading
arrangements with other countries. All trade agreements between the EU and third
countries will no longer apply to the UK as such. For instance, from January 2021, UK
cheese will no longer enjoy duty-free status under the EU-Japan trade deal (SPICe, 2018).
To minimise this setback, the UK has striven to “roll over” into the future as many
pre-existing EU treaties as possible (Department for International Trade, 2020). The
UK Government has approached the EU’s various international trade partners and
proposed that the terms of their agreements with the EU would apply to the UK after the
transition period. This laborious process secured the transition of a number of treaties
(Scottish Parliament, 2020), including some that were concluded in the nick of time
with major partners (for instance, Norway, Japan, Turkey, Vietnam, Canada). By 31
December 2020, the UK had rolled over 31 treaties, some bilateral and some multilateral,
covering some 61 countries and a total share of about 12% of UK’s external trade (BBC,
2020). Among them, the UK-Japan deal stands out as the first that, while adding very
little to the existing EU-Japan one, is the first autonomous agreement (not a continuity
replica). Canada and Mexico have concluded deals that should come into effect in early
2021, covering another 2% of the UK’s external trade. For reference, trade with the EU
represents more than half of UK’s trade. This roll-over enterprise has reached all EU
partners except a handful of them, none of which major.
Moreover, the UK is now free to pursue new agreements with strategic trade partners
like China, Australia, the US and India. An agreement with Australia and New Zealand
is, among those with any trade significance, the fruit that hangs lowest (Department
for International Trade, 2020c). Talks of a deal with the US have been so far ubiquitous
in the press, but it transpired quickly that the US wants to sell to the UK agricultural
products that the EU has so far kept out of its territory (US Trade Representative 2019:
28). The US Trade Representative has assured US producers that no deal can be reached
without that concession (US House of Representatives, 2020). This is supposedly a
red line for the UK Government, which has been on record promising that food and
environmental standards will not be relaxed to please the US or any other trade partner
(UK Government, 2020). It is hard to tell how an agreement could be achieved without
either party reneging on its promise.
The concerns of the devolved nations – which have no formal power to influence
the negotiations – have so far been based on the general shape of the US’s demands
rather than on a specific concession made by the UK. It remains true, more generally,
that the devolved nations will have to accept the final text of the deals concluded by
the UK Government without having much input in them. Scotland would be a largely
passive recipient of FTAs concluded by the UK Government, even if their application
touches upon devolved matters (environment, agriculture, health) and even if certain
segments of its economy could be disadvantaged by a deal whose overall convenience
was measured at the UK-wide level.
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The UK’s pursuit of simultaneous deals with the EU and the US in 2020 posed a
challenge and, predictably, required the UK to make a choice. To overcome the level
playing field impasse, the UK managed to convince Brussels that its domestic standards
are and will be as good as the EU ones, under penalty of trade sanctions. In so doing, the
UK might have compromised its chances of offering a meaningful deal to the US: it will
be hard now to convince the domestic industry, which must follow such high standards,
to endure the competition of US sub-standard products. Moreover, the EU would be
vigilant against the introduction of US sub-standard products into the EU single market
via the UK. To avoid that risk, a burdensome system of tracking would need to operate,
to make sure that US goods do not enter the EU on the sly.
The power to negotiate and conclude trade agreements rests with the UK
Government. The Scottish Government can intensify its demands to be involved
and consulted, but trade is a reserved matter under the devolution settlement and,
ultimately, it is for the UK Government to decide which role Scotland can have. The
“roll over” treaties, for instance, were negotiated and concluded without any significant
involvement from the Scottish Government (Scottish Parliament, 2020: 7-9). In spite
of the Scottish Government’s request to grant the devolved administration the formal
power to influence negotiations and consent to the final text of the agreements (Scottish
Government 2018: 52, 63), the UK Government has so far only made minor concessions,
in the form of consultation and information.

c. The ghost of future trade? (Scotland post-independence)
Should Scotland attain independence, it could decide for itself which trade partnerships
to pursue, and at what price. The biggest concern would be to conclude a trade
agreement with the rest of the UK. This prospect is discussed in the next section, but it is
important to remember that a UK-Scotland FTA would condition Scotland’s autonomy
in forging new trade relationships with third countries, and would all but remove this
autonomy, if Scotland and the rest of the UK were joined in a customs union with a
common external trade policy.
Conversely, should Scotland join the EU (a customs union in its own right), it would
no longer exercise its trade policy autonomously. The EU would manage the trade
policy of the bloc, with the obvious advantage in terms of coverage (the EU has many
FTAs from which Scotland would benefit automatically) and leverage, and obvious
disadvantages in terms of control and policy-making. In short, by changing sides from
the UK to the EU team, Scotland would find itself still entangled in the less-than-perfect
TCA, just on the other side.

Scotland’s trade with the rest of the UK
By far, Scotland’s biggest trade partner is the rest of the UK, representing the origin
or destination, respectively, of almost two thirds of Scotland’s imports and exports.
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If Scotland secedes, all the dynamics of the current trade negotiations of the UK-EU
divorce would come into play, just on a smaller scale. Trade that currently occurs within
the UK’s internal market, after independence, would become international trade. An
independent Scotland would become an outsider to the rest of the UK, trading either
under the minimal guarantees of WTO law or, more probably, under the terms of a
specific trade arrangement, subject to a successful negotiation. All the intra-UK market
integration – described in the UK Internal Market Act 2020 – would be ripped apart,
unless Scotland were ready to accept a complex double regulatory regime (part EU, part
UK), as Northern Ireland has done.
In case of UK-exit and Scotland’s re-entry into the EU, the Scotland-UK trade
relationship would not be up for negotiation. The UK-EU TCA would apply
automatically to it. While perhaps it would be desirable to reflect the close relationship
between Scotland, England and Wales in a closer association agreement, Scotland (as a
member of the EU) would not be able to do so unilaterally. Market integration between
Scotland and the rest of the UK, which is full today, would evaporate and reset itself at
the underwhelming level provided for by the TCA (save for trade with Northern Ireland,
which is already EU-compatible). All the contemporary troubles that are affecting, for
instance, trade between Scotland and France in 2021, would then apply to Scottish goods
sold in England. Take the disruption experienced now by Scottish fishermen struggling
with post-Brexit red tape (BBC 2021). Inefficient trade procedures under the TCA can
be avoided if Scotland joined the EU, only to have them emerge at the Scottish-English
border, hitting (quite literally) close to home.
The (rest of the) UK’s demands for the conclusion of a hypothetical UK-Scotland
Free Trade Agreement are at present impossible to fathom, and depend crucially on
whether Scotland will be a EU member, in which case there is no margin for tailored
negotiations. As the current UK-EU negotiations show, regulatory alignment on
day one is no guarantee of a swift deal. Much depends on timing, that is, whether
EU membership or a trade deal with the (rest of the) UK would come first after
independence. Presumably, the rest of the UK would aim to maintain as much as
possible the integrity of the UK internal market and request Scotland to keep its
regulatory alignment with the rest of the UK (a sort of intra-UK strict “level playing
field”) as a condition to have integrated trade upon separation. However, a commitment
to comply with the rules of the UK internal market might undermine Scotland’s trade
policy autonomy and chances to conclude other agreements, chief among them, one
with the EU (let alone access the EU as a new member, since EU membership entails
accepting the primacy of EU law unconditionally).
Furthermore, if Scotland and the rest of the UK did not also conclude a customs
union, and especially if Scotland re-joined the EU, it would be impossible to avoid a
customs border between Scotland and the rest of the UK. Northern Ireland has so far
been the first hostage of the overlap between the UK internal market and the EU single
market, which has presented negotiators with the frankly unsurmountable challenge
to avoid an inevitable border. Scotland would be next if it joined the EU: the border
between EU and non-EU territories cannot be dispensed with. If Scotland did not join
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the EU and joined the rest of the UK in a customs union, it could minimise the need for
controls at the border, but there is no precedent of borderless free trade areas, apart from
the EU. The hypothetical UK-Scotland customs union would have to break new ground
in that respect.
In short, if an independent Scotland joins the EU, there will have to be checks at the
English border. Avoiding a border between Northern Ireland and Ireland was possible
only with an exceptional solution: the retention of Northern Ireland in the EU’s single
market, agreed upon due to its size, public order concerns and thanks to the unorthodox
establishment of border checks occurring within the UK. Exceptional and novel
solutions would also have to be found to circumvent the creation of a Scotland-England
border, since absorbing England into the EU’s single market to permit Scotland’s EU
membership is, clearly, a non-starter.
Scotland’s independence would come with the classical attributes of statehood,
including the possibility of joining international organisations (like the EU) and the
creation of borders that makee trade across them ‘international’ (like trade with the
rest of the UK). Access to the EU single market, quite apart from the socio-political
implications, would present Scotland with trade calculations that yield no simple answer.
The EU market is much larger than the UK’s, but currently Scotland’s biggest trade
partner is the rest of the UK. Is it reasonable to jeopardise the relationship with your
biggest supplier and client by far, to improve your relationship with the others? Echoes
of the arguments against Brexit may resonate against the prospect of EU membership for
an independent Scotland.

Conclusions: is divorcing the rest of the UK
trade-worthy?
Brexit happened in spite of the opposition of most Scottish people. In matters of
international trade, the UK Government is taking all the important decisions and
the Scottish Government is left with little or no power to shape the future of the UK
Government’s trade with the rest of the world, starting with the EU. The negotiations and
conclusion of the UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement affirmed the impression
that Scotland is, in this field, a rule-taker (Scottish Government 2020b).
It is fair to say that, of course, the first independence referendum was carried out
in Scotland without a plausible expectation of what transpired thereafter. A new
independence referendum could at least count on a clearer baseline (with the UK-EU
TCA in place) and a set of options available to an independent Scotland: to join the
EU, to negotiate a deal with the rest of the UK, to simply count on WTO membership;
to deal with third parties on its own terms, or to join a trading bloc exercising trade
policy collectively.
In any event, it would be difficult to say that Scotland would be better off
strengthening its economic ties with the EU if this came at the cost of fracturing those
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with the rest of the UK. Unfortunately, while economic integration generally creates
social surplus, economic disintegration is, at best, a zero-sum game. Brexit will cast a net
economic disadvantage on the UK, including Scotland. The dissolution of the UK might
have a similar effect, so all exiters beware.
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Chapter 8

Currency options for an
independent Scotland
Jeremy Peat

Introduction
The choice of what currency should be used in an independent Scotland will be critical
in the debate in any further referendum and of major importance to the prospects
of the Scottish economy following independence. At present Scotland, as part of the
United Kingdom, uses the pound sterling. There are significant interactions between
the performance of that currency and the operation of monetary and fiscal policies.
Monetary policy is determined by the independent Bank of England. Broad fiscal policy
for the UK is operated by Her Majesty’s Treasury, with the implications of UK policy for
the fiscal and public finance position in Scotland related (inter alia) to the operations
of the Barnett Formula (see the chapters by Bell, and Roy & Eiser, in this volume on the
economy and public finances).
Come independence, Scotland will need to make a decision on currency and almost
inevitably also be required to operate independent monetary and fiscal policies. The
performance, in terms of strength and stability, of any nation’s currency matters because
it determines the competitiveness of that nation’s exports and the price of imports in
domestic currency terms.
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Nations also need to borrow in the international financial markets and a weak or
unstable currency tends to be associated with higher costs of borrowing. A weak or
unstable currency can be supported by tight monetary and/or tight fiscal policies. Such
policy tightening would result in some combination of higher internal interest rates for
businesses and consumers, higher rates of taxation and lower public expenditure. This
in turn tends to result in lower economic growth, higher unemployment, and lower
levels of business investment. Thus, the performance of a new currency will impact
upon the internal and external-facing elements of the Scottish economy, including
businesses and households.
In this chapter the options for a Scottish currency post-independence are discussed
and analysed, including some discussion of wider implications.

The options
As at the time of the first Scottish independence referendum in 2014, there are still three
basic choices for a currency to be used by Scotland post-independence. These options
are (a) continued use of sterling; (b) adopting the euro; and (c) a new Scottish currency.
Each of these options is discussed in turn below.

Sterling
Continued use of sterling could either involve a formal currency union with the rest
of the UK – as proposed by the Scottish Government during the first independence
referendum (IndyRef1) – or informal/unofficial use of sterling, with economic and
fiscal policies geared to retain the credibility of a stable and sustainable 1:1 relationship
between ‘official’ sterling and its unofficial Scottish version. This policy choice can be
termed ‘shadowing sterling’.
In the event of a formal currency union, monetary policy would continue to be set
by the Bank of England, essentially based on conditions in the rest of the UK (rUK).
Scotland would have to determine how best to operate its independent fiscal and broader
policies so as to manage the economy and to best meet the government’s objectives, with
a fixed exchange rate with sterling and monetary policy set by an external agency in
rUK, essentially with very limited consideration given to Scottish conditions.
At the time of IndyRef1, the UK Government stated that it would not countenance a
currency union and there has been growing dissatisfaction with this policy within the
independence movement since 2014. Therefore, if a second referendum is to be held, it is
unlikely that this would remain the favoured option.
Informal use of sterling – ‘shadowing’ – was the preferred option outlined in the
Sustainable Growth Commission’s (2018) report on Scotland’s future economy and
public finances. The Commission had been established by the Scottish National Party
(SNP) to assess projections for Scotland’s economy and finances under different
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governance scenarios, including independence. However, while the option of shadowing
sterling has the benefit of not requiring the UK Government’s formal approval, the
monetary and fiscal policy ramifications are likely to be somewhat more complex than
for a formal currency union.

Euro
The use of the euro would presumably be post – or pending – Scotland’s entry to the
European Union (EU) as an independent member state (see the chapter by Hughes in
this volume on that prospect).
The Euro might be deemed obligatory if Scotland wished to become a member of
the EU, in order to participate in the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM – a system that
reduces exchange rate variability and seeks to achieve monetary stability in the EU) and
work towards entry to the euro zone. But being deemed suited to eurozone entry would
be subject to strict conditions regarding fiscal policy that are set by the EU. For instance,
Scotland would have to achieve acceptable levels of overall government debt and annual
government fiscal deficits.
Pre-pandemic, Scotland’s ability to meet these conditions was highly unlikely if it
became independent or during the period immediately thereafter. The adverse impact of
the Covid-19 pandemic on the public finances of the UK and Scotland will have made
the task of achieving acceptable levels of debt and deficit orders of magnitude more
difficult for several years (see the chapters by Bell and Roy & Eiser in this volume on the
challenges Scotland faces in this regard).
As and when Scotland adopted the euro, monetary policy would be handed over
to the European Central Bank (ECB) and set in accordance with the economic and
financial conditions across the eurozone. This might or might not suit Scotland,
depending on the extent of Scotland’s economic and financial convergence with the EU.

A new Scottish currency
The introduction of a new Scottish currency would not be a straightforward or speedy
process, and great care would be required to establish a robust, internationally credible
and relatively stable currency regime. A Scottish currency would, inter alia, require the
establishment of a separate Scottish central bank, which would need to be internationally
respected and politically independent. A Scottish central bank would set monetary
policy, taking due account of guidelines set down by the Scottish Government and
relating directly to Scottish circumstances and prospects.
There would be severe constraints upon Scottish monetary and fiscal policies both
before and after the new currency was established. For a Scottish currency to be strong
and stable, the international markets would need to have confidence that credible and
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sustainable fiscal policies were in place. Inevitably this will be even more difficult to
achieve in the aftermath of the Covid pandemic.
Whilst this fiscal credibility of the new Scottish currency is being established, there
would be a (potentially extended) period, during which Scotland would have to operate
a tight monetary policy, with higher interest rates, and hence higher costs of domestic
and international borrowing, than in comparable economies with firmly established
credibility. Failure to establish credibility alongside what the markets deemed to be
unduly loose monetary policy would be likely to result in a weak and highly volatile
Scottish currency, which is not suitable for an economy like Scotland that relies heavily
upon the traded sector.

Key considerations – trading with rUK
The rest of the UK (rUK) is far and away Scotland’s major trading partner, accounting
for some two thirds of Scottish exports (see the chapter by Fontanelli on trade in this
volume). This fact alone makes it critical that a relatively stable exchange rate with
sterling be achieved and retained post-independence.
In addition, many companies based in Scotland operate across the UK with complex
cross-border supply chains. It would be more complex and costly to operate these crossborder supply chains if the currency were to be weak and/or volatile. Then there is the
fact of significant cross-border (Scotland/rUK) labour mobility (see Kyambi in this
volume) and a wide range of formal and informal co-operation agreements between
companies, and indeed households, in Scotland and elsewhere in the UK. All these
factors point to the crucial importance of a stable exchange rate relationship between
Scotland and rUK.
The EU is Scotland’s second largest trading partner. In the post-Brexit era, Scottish
companies will already be required to cope with less secure and predictable trading
arrangements with companies based in the EU. It would be exceptionally difficult for
companies in Scotland to face the need to adapt to both evolving trading arrangements
with the EU and an unstable and unpredictable exchange rate for trade with rUK.
These considerations provided a justification for the view during IndyRef1 that
a formal currency union with rUK, establishing confirmed and sustainable use of
sterling in an independent Scotland, would be the preferred option from an economic
perspective. If such a formal currency union is now deemed to be ruled out, not
least because of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, then it would be highly desirable
to determine if other arrangements to achieve such currency stability could be
implemented cost-effectively.
The clear objective of ‘shadowing sterling’ would be to achieve this currency stability.
A key question is what the cost might be of achieving this objective. If Scotland became
independent with a high level of public sector debt and, at least initially, a higher annual
deficit on public finances than the markets deemed desirable, then achieving shadowing
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stability would require high interest rates. This would have significant adverse effects
on households, on businesses and overall economic performance. If and when Scotland
could demonstrate a sustainable move to a more sustainable fiscal position, then the
penalty on interest rates would tend to be reduced.
Ideally this transition to a sustainable fiscal position would be achieved by more rapid
economic growth, founded on higher levels of business investment and productivity
growth. An alternative scenario, much less comfortable for all, would involve higher
taxation and lower public expenditure to achieve a lower deficit. One way or another
it would take time and forceful and effective economic management, as well as an
uncertain degree of pain for households and businesses.
Scottish entry into the EU and the eurozone would stabilise trading arrangements
with the EU, but it would also leave Scotland subject to the vagaries of fluctuations in the
exchange rate between the euro and the pound sterling.
If a new Scottish currency were to be established, then it is evident that, on the basis
of trading considerations, this should be achieved so that the new currency is relatively
strong and stable. A stable currency would require credibility in the international
financial markets, which would in turn be contingent upon Scotland’s monetary and
fiscal policies being viewed as sound, as well as strong prospects for economic growth
combined with relatively low inflation. The currency stability would not necessarily be
with sterling; instead it would be dependent upon the relative performance of sterling
and the new Scottish currency in the international arena.
Some initial depreciation following independence or the establishment of the new
Scottish currency may be manageable, and possibly helpful in terms of competitiveness,
for the trading sector. However, any extended period with a weak and/or highly volatile
currency would pose huge problems for trading companies and those with cross-border
relationships with rUK. Furthermore, a weak currency would lead to an increase in the
cost of imported goods and services, with the effect of increasing inflation for businesses
and consumers. This could come at a time (see below) of higher interest rates and tight
policies on public expenditure and taxation (as is also discussed in Roy & Eiser, and Bell,
in this volume).

Key considerations – monetary and
fiscal policies
If Scotland adopts some form of independent currency, or it ‘shadows’ sterling, then
monetary and fiscal policies would need to be set to achieve an acceptable degree of
currency strength and stability; and to create credibility in international markets to
permit international borrowing at reasonable rates.
The Sustainable Growth Commission (2018) accepted that, with an informal
sterling currency union, the monetary policy for Scotland would still be set by the
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Bank of England for rUK. Under these circumstances, there would be no consideration
whatsoever as to the implication or suitability for Scotland.
However, when deciding on a post-independence currency, there would be
additional considerations involved in determining the cost of borrowing for Scotland
in international markets. That would depend upon Scotland’s credit rating, and the
perceived probability of the sterling link being retained. This perception in turn would
take account of the credibility of fiscal policies in Scotland and the validity of institutions
being established. At least initially after independence, there might be serious doubts
about the sustainability of this regime, implying high costs of borrowing in international
markets in the near-term.
If Scotland adopted the euro, then monetary policies would be set by the European
Central Bank (ECB), taking account of conditions across the whole of the eurozone. The
ECB would include consideration of conditions in Scotland, but only as one small part of
the whole picture. There would not be the same concern about the costs of international
borrowing once the euro had been adopted by Scotland. Fiscal policy would be set by
Scotland, but subject to some constraints imposed by the EU on both annual deficits and
overall levels of public sector debt.
If there were to be a new Scottish currency, then domestic interest rates would be set
by a new Scottish central bank. The bank would take account of domestic circumstances
but also the need to establish a satisfactory credit rating. It appears inevitable that
interest rates would be higher than in the counterfactual of continuing as part of the UK.
For either an informal currency union or a new Scottish currency, there would also
be a requirement to move steadily towards levels of government debt and annual fiscal
deficits deemed appropriate by international markets. The markets would wish to see
actual and prospective levels of debt and deficit as consistent with maintaining that 1:1
relationship with ‘formal’ sterling or sustaining relative stability and strength for a new
independent currency.
Scotland has as yet no credit rating in international markets but post-independence
it will need to issue sovereign debt as an independent state. The cost of this debt will
depend upon the extent to which credibility has been achieved. Following the high
levels of governments’ borrowing across the world during the Covid-19 pandemic, the
markets will be very carefully monitoring fiscal credibility of all economies, especially
new arrivals with no proven track record – and in the case of Scotland, a history of high
public sector deficits whilst part of the UK.
As other small, independent, countries have discovered, achieving this credibility is
feasible and can lead to strong currencies, high credit ratings and strong economies. New
Zealand and Singapore are two oft-cited examples of what can be achieved. However,
this has taken many years and continuing demonstration of a tight fiscal stance; and will
be even tougher in the post-Covid world of historically high levels of public sector debt.
There are also many examples of small, independent, countries where credibility has not
been readily achieved. No gain without pain.
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Other currency risk issues
Currency fluctuations are not only a risk for trading businesses. A currency is also a
store of value. The possibility of a new Scottish currency depreciating against sterling
would raise issues for individuals and households regarding, for instance, pensions,
savings, mortgages, wages and borrowings. There would be difficulties in managing
assets held in sterling that needed to be transferred into the new currency, potentially
at a lower than 1:1 exchange rate. However, it is worth noting that the future for sterling
is itself uncertain, given the UK’s departure from the EU. Sterling has depreciated and
could depreciate further.
Also, if the new Scottish currency were to depreciate, than wages paid in this new
currency could be of less value in terms of the currency of other countries, if recipients
employed in Scotland wished to transfer part or all of their wages elsewhere. This was
an issue for nationals from A8 countries – in Central and Eastern Europe – employed
in the UK when sterling depreciated after the Brexit referendum. It reduced the value
of sterling-denominated income in terms of the euro and other currencies, and hence
reduced the incentive for people from A8 countries to work in Scotland with the
intention of sending some of their earnings to families in their home countries (for more
on migration, see Kyambi’s chapter in this volume.)
One further point is that, following independence, there would be no prospect of the
Bank of England acting as lender of the last resort to banks based in Scotland, as was the
case in the 2008 financial crash. Nor would there be any prospect of a newly established
Scottish central bank having the resources or indeed the will to bail out banks of any
substance. Without this security such banks would be highly likely to relocate their
headquarters to rUK or elsewhere, potentially continuing operations in Scotland but as
foreign rather than domestic banks.
There would generally be a range of difficult decisions regarding the management of
assets and incomes/outgoings for businesses and households, with the optimal option
being contingent upon future – and inherently unpredictable – currency movements.

The preferred option
It should be clear from the above that there is no clear ‘stand-out’ best option for a postindependence currency. From my perspective and that of many others, ‘shadowing
sterling’ is to be preferred, at least in the early years of independence. This could provide
currency stability for businesses and households, given the close financial and economic
links between Scotland and rUK. If and when this arrangement is credibly established,
it should also provide a basis from which an international credit rating could be
established, which would allow borrowing on the international markets at a reasonable
rate – albeit higher than the UK’s present and probably future rate.
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The relative stability of shadowing would be particularly desirable in the post-Brexit
era, with so many uncertainties regarding the UK’s trade with the EU and all other
global economies. If these Brexit uncertainties were to be combined with currency
uncertainties related to trade and other relations with rUK (Scotland’s major trading
and broader economic partner), then the economic risks would be greater than could
reasonably be carried in the post-independence period.
However, adopting the policy of ‘shadowing sterling’ would only be even potentially
acceptable to rUK, if monetary policy were to be determined by the Bank of England,
purely on the basis of the interests of rUK. There would be no prospect of Scotland’s
interests being taken into account. That acceptance of externally determined monetary
policy would be a limitation on independence, and it would also impose constraints
on Scotland’s domestic fiscal and other policies. If, for example, the Bank of England
kept interest rates relatively low, then Scotland might be required to operate extremely
tight fiscal policy (implying some combination of higher taxes and lower public
expenditure), in order to secure or retain credibility and an appropriate credit rating in
the international markets, and to borrow to the extent required at manageable rates. As
noted earlier lower interest rates (looser monetary policy) can to an extent be offset by
tighter fiscal policy and vice versa.
A move to adopting the euro might be feasible once stability in a ‘shadowing’
environment is achieved and in the years immediately prior to and/or following
Scotland’s entry to the EU (see Hughes in this volume). The first step is likely to be
joining the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) and maintaining a stable currency
relationship with the euro for an extended period of time. This would imply having
Scotland’s own currency as an interim step in advance of entering the ERM. That
would have the adverse effects discussed above as a result of potentially losing stability
with sterling; and may also require very tight monetary and fiscal policies – as the UK
discovered during its brief and ill-fated period in the ERM in the 1990s. The risks might
be somewhat reduced if Scotland had successfully managed a policy of ‘shadowing
sterling’ for an extended period of time. There would also be a requirement to meet
the so-called Maastricht Criteria, as adapted in the post-Covid era, to demonstrate
convergence on a broader front to be prepared for euro entry.
The clear implication is that any move made by Scotland to adopt the euro is in the
distant future and not a relevant consideration as we ponder IndyRef2.
Further, to minimise the risk of substantial costs to households and businesses, any
consideration of an independent Scottish currency should be deferred until credibility
has been achieved in the context of ‘shadowing’ sterling.

Conclusion
The present Scottish Government appears to favour an early move to a new Scottish
currency. This would be a high-risk option. Instead the Sustainable Growth Commission
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(2018) recommends that, on achieving independence, Scotland should continue to
use the pound sterling, albeit unofficially. This would involve accepting the downsides
related to lack of autonomy on monetary policy, severe constraints on fiscal policy,
risks for businesses and consumers, and the possibility of major banks moving their
headquarters away from Scotland.
There could then be an explicit objective of moving from sterling to an independent
Scottish currency, once Scotland’s credibility as a sovereign state had been established,
and arrangements for managing that currency clarified and deemed suitable in the
financial markets. This would be essential to enable the Scottish Government to borrow
on the international markets at sub-draconian rates and to provide some reasonable
expectation of stability for businesses and consumers.
The Sustainable Growth Commission (2018) suggested that this transition could be
achieved in perhaps a decade after independence. This was on the basis of improved
productivity and GDP growth well in excess of present and historic levels, permitting
major improvement in the public finances. It would also require the generation of
substantial international currency reserves and the establishment of credible institutions
required to manage Scotland’s own currency and monetary policy. The Sustainable
Growth Commission’s expectations appeared extremely optimistic when their report was
published, and appear even more optimistic in a post Covid-19 context. Establishing the
conditions for a successful move to an independent currency could well be much further
into the future.
Probably the best that could be hoped for would be an extended and indefinite period
of shadowing sterling, while the public finances slowly improved and domestic efforts
could be focussed on significant improvements in productivity and hence growth of the
Scottish economy. During this extended period, Scotland would have to operate fiscal
and other domestic policies in such a manner as to satisfy the markets that this link
with sterling would be retained for the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, for an indefinite
period Scotland would still be likely to remain downgraded in credit-rating terms,
meaning that the cost of debt would be significantly higher than for rUK and other
highly rated economies.
There would be limitations to the independence of monetary, fiscal and other
economic policies; but, to repeat, the key priority for wellbeing in Scotland would be a
stable exchange rate and broader economic relationship with Scotland’s key trading and
economic partner – the rest of the UK.
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Chapter 9

Would Scotland’s policymaking and political
structures change
with independence?
Paul Cairney

Introduction
Major policymaking reforms were not a central feature of the push for Scottish
independence in 2014. Rather, the Scottish National Party (SNP) and the Scottish
Government (2013) White Paper emphasised the adequacy of the Scottish Parliament
and the competence of the Scottish Government, suggesting that Scottish independence
would be built primarily on existing policymaking processes. Therefore, policymaking
institutions and practices since devolution in 1999 gives us some indication of
policymaking under Scottish independence.
This chapter highlights the key features of existing arrangements and the potential
for mild reforms to accommodate a new political reality. First, the Scottish Parliament
is a venue for political party competition rather than more participatory or deliberative
innovations, and serves primarily to hold the Scottish Government to account rather
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than share the power to make policy. Second, the Scottish ‘policy style’ follows the UK
tradition, in which there is a tendency to seek a degree of consensus between policy
participants and react to events rather than engage in long-term planning to anticipate
and prevent major problems. The outcome is a pattern of policy change that can be
found in almost all political systems: although governments produce a small number of
major policy changes, most policy represents business as usual.

The future of Scottish
parliamentary democracy
A well-functioning and effective parliamentary system underpins a well-functioning
democratic system. This truism underpinned the establishment of the devolved Scottish
Parliament in 1999 which will, almost certainly, continue in a mildly modified form after
Scottish independence. The movement for Scottish devolution in the 1990s prompted
hopes for political reform and innovative forms of democracy (see McGarvey and
Cairney, 2008). Scottish Parliament elections would foster representative democracy and
a more representative body of MSPs. A petitions process, and experimentation with a
civic forum and mini-publics, would foster participatory and deliberative democracy.
New styles of consultation and cooperation with policy participants, such as interest
groups or third sector groups, would foster pluralist democracy. Further, these activities
would combine to become greater than the sum of their parts.
Yet, in practice, democracy is about people competing to be heard at the others’
expense, and one forum often competes with another to represent the main hub for
democratic expression. Indeed, the main result of devolution was the temporary
experimentation with new deliberative forums such as the Scottish Civic Forum (a selfselecting group of people attending regional and national meetings to discuss current
and future policy, which closed in 2007) and a petitions process that relies entirely on
parliamentary support and energy. The Scottish Parliament became central to hopes
for democratic innovations, but actually served as a Westminster-style venue for
representative democracy. In other words, the government would govern (and represent
the main hub for interest group activity), while MSPs would scrutinise government policy.
In this model, the Scottish Parliament plays two profoundly important roles. First,
it provides a forum for representation. In particular, there were explicitly high hopes
that the Scottish Parliament would be more representative of women, coupled with far
vaguer and unfulfilled hopes for representation according to race or ethnicity, class, age,
and disability (yet, women have represented 33-40% of MSPs, and almost all are white
- Keating et al, 2020). Second, the Scottish Parliament legitimises Scottish Government
policy. To all intents and purposes, it delegates policymaking responsibility to the
Scottish Government then holds ministers to account for the ways in which they carry
that responsibility. In many cases, the policy is humdrum and routine, with little partisan
competition or committee interest. In some, the policy is high salience, with civil
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servants anticipating parliamentary reactions, and party competition infusing committee
attention (Cairney, 2015).
As such, we can think of the role of parliament in terms of two sides of the same coin.
On one side is the parliamentary activity that matters: MSPs pay disproportionately
high attention to some issues in plenary and committee discussions, and ministers and
civil servants build their expectation of this response into their policy design. On the
other side is the logical consequence to this activity: if MSPs are paying attention to
those issues, they have to ignore the rest. The Scottish Parliament only has the ability
to scrutinise a tiny proportion of Scottish policymaking activity and MSPs generally
legitimise policy without being able to pay it much attention. Since it did not become the
hub for new forms of democratic engagement, it has little additional capacity on which
to draw. Further, the Scottish Government (2013) White Paper did not envisage major
changes to its operation (or even the number of MSPs).
These limitations are reflected strongly in the Scottish Parliament’s response to the
report of the Commission on Parliamentary Reform (2017). The Presiding Officer’s
Advisory Group (2019) describes reforms to: encourage greater diversity during MSP
recruitment and when seeking oral evidence to committees, publicise the role of the
Scottish Parliament and encourage more engagement through schools, and encourage
the trial of a modest amount of democratic innovations such as mini publics (in which a
selected group of citizens would meet to discuss a political issue – see Escobar and Elstub,
2017); while focusing primarily on ways to amend the rules on plenary and committee
activity, largely to encourage more effective and strategic scrutiny of government policy.
Unlike in other chapters of this book, Brexit did not feature strongly in this
discussion, even though the vote in 2016 preceded the establishment of the Commission
on Parliamentary Reform. Its most frequent mention in both reports related to the sense
that additional resources for committee scrutiny would be necessary to oversee Brexit
as a process and accommodate any extra Scottish Government responsibilities (in areas
such as environmental and agricultural policy). In comparison, developments within
Scottish Government seemed more significant.
Other Commission recommendations recognise the need to create more meaningful
relationships with local government, government agencies, and other bodies responsible
for delivering public policy in Scotland. This latter suggestion is crucial to the ways in
which Scottish Government has changed over the last decade. Increasingly, its main
role is to produce a broad strategy and invite a large number of public bodies to carry
it out, often supported by long-term outcome measures rather than the kinds of shortterm targets more conducive to straightforward parliamentary scrutiny. As the next
section describes, the Scottish Government makes these reforms partly via the choice to
share power across the public sector, and partly because it lacks the capacity to control,
coordinate, or even understand most of the decisions made in its name.
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The future of Scottish policymaking
Scottish independence would prompt a major change to the spread of responsibilities of
the Scottish Government, particularly in areas such as economic, security and foreign
policies (see the chapters by Bell, Roy & Eiser, Fleming and Kenealy in this volume). In
other words, the size of government activity, and its coordinative task, would increase.
However, this increase of powers is analytically separate from the ways in which it
would make policy as a result. The latter is often dubbed the Scottish ‘policy style’ (or
by the Scottish Government as the Scottish ‘model’ or ‘approach’ to policymaking), to
emphasise two key elements:
1. Consensus-seeking. A tendency to encourage widespread consultation with
stakeholders (such as interest groups, professional bodies, unions, and third
sector groups) and to place high trust in public sector bodies. This approach
to consultation helps boost policymaking capacity and encourage widespread
‘ownership’ of policy. The Scottish Government has also experimented with more
deliberative forms of consultation when dealing with issues for the first time (such
as when the Scotland Act 2016 devolved more social security powers – see Cairney
and St Denny, 2020: 119).
2. Anticipatory policymaking. A high commitment to produce ‘preventive’
policies, that help reduce social and economic inequalities or public service costs
by intervening as early as possible in people’s lives (Cairney and St Denny, 2020).
Yet, these elements are not as distinctive as they first appear. First, this emphasis on
consensus-seeking has long been a common feature of policy styles in Western Europe,
including in the UK, because all such political systems face the same general dynamic:
• The state is too large to be manageable by a small number of people, and there
is a highly crowded policymaking environment in which huge numbers of actors
seek influence. Consequently, ministers manage complexity by breaking the state’s
component parts into policy sectors and sub-sectors, with power spread across
many parts of government.
• Elected policymakers can only pay attention to a tiny proportion of issues for
which they are responsible. So, they pay attention to a small number and ignore
the rest. In effect, they delegate policymaking responsibility to other actors such as
civil servants, often at low levels of government.
• At this level of government and specialisation, civil servants boost their
policymaking capacity by relying on specialist organisations for information and
advice. Those organisations trade that information/advice and other resources for
access to, and influence within, the government.
• Most public policy is conducted primarily through small and specialist policy
communities that process issues at a level of government not particularly visible to
the public, and with minimal senior policymaker involvement.
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• This description of ‘policy communities’ suggests that senior elected
politicians are less important than people think, their impact on policy is
questionable, and elections and changes of government may not provide the
changes in policy that many expect (Richardson, 1982).
In that context, the policy styles of the UK and Scottish governments often look
remarkably different because commentators tend to focus on high salience and
high stakes policies in which governments are intensely involved. Or, the Scottish
Government is often more open to consultation when it has relatively low in-house
capacity. Overall, most policy is processed out of the public spotlight in very similar
ways, and the main change would be a shift of this group-government activity towards
Scotland in new policy sectors.
Second, there is a large gap between the rhetoric and reality of ‘preventive’
policymaking. The Scottish Government announced its pursuit of a ‘decisive shift to
prevention’ twelve years after the advent of devolution, and with limited results (Cairney
and St Denny, 2020). As in most governments seeking election in liberal democracies,
there may be a strong desire to address the ‘root causes’ of policy problems over the
long-term, but a stronger electoral imperative to demonstrate governing competence
in relation to short-term targets and in reaction to events and crises. The Scottish
Government’s aim is to become more joined-up and preventive, but policymaking tends
to be sectoral and reactive.
These features of policymaking are apparent before and after many major events that
had a strong impact on Scottish politics, including the first debate on independence
in 2014, the prospect of Brexit and, most recently, the shock of Covid-19. Brexit
makes some difference, since it raises the question of who should take responsibility
for repatriated policy sectors, such as environmental and agricultural policies, and
therefore the possibility of a Scottish policy style with a broader scope. There are also
some early signs that the Scottish Government is able to carve out distinctive policy
approaches in new sectors such as energy, even when it only represents one small part
of a multi-level policymaking system (Cairney et al, 2019). Scotland’s First Minister,
and the Scottish Government as a whole, also seems to be more able to maintain an
image of governing competence and public trust than their UK counterparts in relation
to Covid-19. However, a focus on high-profile aims and a small number of specific
examples should not distract us from the more pervasive and humdrum elements of
policymaking in which Scottish styles (and the outcomes of policy choices) are not
likely to be particularly distinctive.

Conclusion
These conclusions should inform expectations on likely reforms to the Scottish Parliament
and the Scottish policy style. Recent discussions of parliamentary reform highlight
modest innovations in participatory and deliberative forms of democracy, which are
destined to apply to a tiny proportion of government and parliamentary business (see the
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chapter by Escobar in this volume). Representative and pluralist democracy is where the
action is, and Scottish independence is likely to prompt no more than a mild discussion of
the size and capacity – rather than role – of the Scottish Parliament.
We should expect more changes to the Scottish Government, to reflect a necessary
increase in capacity to process more responsibilities. However, a major change to the
Scottish policy style is not inevitable. Or, it may change in ways not predicted by the
optimistic language of a movement towards consensus democracy. The inheritance of
new responsibilities in ‘high politics’ sectors such as economic policy will come with
the requirement to make the kinds of ‘hard choices’ associated with UK governments
(see the chapter by Bell in this volume). Consensus-seeking in Scotland was relatively
straightforward during an initial era of devolution and rising public expenditure. It is
more difficult when governments hold full responsibility for the choices that help some
groups win at the expense of others.
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Chapter 10

Identity and independence:
how do Scots see themselves?
Michael Rosie and Nasar Meer

Introduction
The pattern and character of national identities in contemporary Scotland has received
considerable academic attention. The near ubiquity of Scottishness – as compared to a
less frequent (perhaps gradually declining) emphasis on Britishness – is a key backdrop
to the ‘Scottish Question’. Much research suggests that Scottishness primarily rests upon
‘territorial’ or ‘civic’ markers: where people were born and raised and where they live (e.g.
Kiely et al, 2001; Rosie, 2014). Scottishness, it seems, is not based on the kinds of cultural
or ethnic resources – language, religion – which mark out other sub-state nations.
Emphasis on territory, and the institutions within it, has meant that Scottish
identity is regarded as a predominantly ‘civic’ (rather than ‘ethnic’) phenomenon. Such
a distinction, largely based on territory (‘place’) versus culture (‘folk’), is common
in academic discussions of nationalism, but has emerged as a (deeply normative)
dichotomy in political discourse. Scottishness, at least superficially, is ‘inclusive’, based as
it is on birth and upbringing, rather than on ‘bloodline’. It is, as McCrone and Bechhofer
(2015) argue, about ‘routes’ as much as it is about ‘roots’. This begs questions, of course,
about how open these ‘routes’ into Scottishness are and just what boundaries require to
be traversed.
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It is useful to conceive of identity as flexible, contextual and in constant (re)
construction. As well as people claiming identity, they also attribute identities to others,
and act as an audience, reacting to the claims and attributions others make. In making
these decisions the audience (and indeed the claimant) will be aware of underlying
markers and unwritten rules about the national identity in question and the unwritten
rules – ‘probabilistic rules of thumb’ (Kiely et al, 2001: 35–36) – for judging them.
As a substantial body of work by Bechhofer, McCrone and colleagues has shown, the
unwritten rules for Scottishness are based around ‘being from here’, claims that are
buttressed by being born in Scotland, or being raised here – thus understanding the injokes and the cultural references (see, for example, Bechhofer & McCrone, 2010; Kiely et
al., 2001; McCrone, 2002; McCrone & Bechhofer, 2015). Often people rely on accessible
identity cues – not least accent. As a rule of thumb if someone sounds Scottish then they
probably are Scottish. Such cues, of course, can be highly fallible. What, after all, does
and does not count as ‘sounding’ Scottish?
Many people in Scotland feel both Scottish and British: these identities should not be
seen as necessarily ‘contradictory’ or in ‘competition’ with each other. In what follows we
will outline the broad patterns of national identity in Scotland and investigate whether
and how they intersect with questions over Scottish independence, not least post-Brexit.
We also examine the extent to which Scottish identity is ‘inclusive’: to what extent can
those who lack (or are perceived as lacking) Scottish ‘roots’ come to feel, and be accepted
as, Scottish?

Identities in Scotland
There are a number of ways to consider national identities in Scotland. To outline the
wider picture, we use Scottish Social Attitudes surveys to examine trends. Here we look
at two particular measures: an ‘open choice’ question and the so-called ‘Moreno’ scale
which examines a balance of identities (in this case Scottish and/or British). We look,
particularly, at the latest available surveys – 2014 through 2016 – for what they tell us
about Scottish identity and support – or not – for independence.

Table 1: ‘Open choice’ identities in Scotland, 2014-2016
Selected
identities
African/
Caribbean
Asian
British
English
European
Irish

2016

2015

2014

0.6

0.1

0.4

2014 Born in
Scotland
–

1.4
55.2
5.2
14.2
2.1

0.6
54.4
3.8
7.1
2.3

0.9
56.9
5.4
8.6
2.4

–
57.5
0.3
7.0
1.7
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2016

2015

2014

79.2
1.0
4.5

79.5
0.6
3.1

78.2
0.8
5.5

2014 Born in
Scotland
93.9
–
1.1

The ‘open choice’ question is simple but powerful. Respondents are given a list of
national/territorial identities and asked which, if any, they would ‘identify themselves
as’. They may pick as many, or as few, as they wish. Table 1 shows the results for all
respondents in 2014 through 2016, and, for 2014, the results for those respondents born
in Scotland. A longstanding pattern is well captured by table 1: most people (about 80%),
and especially those born in Scotland (almost 95%), identify as Scottish. Simultaneously,
a very significant proportion (over half) identify as British. The other identities chosen
are infrequent relative to Scottishness and Britishness. Simple arithmetic tells us that
many people in Scotland feel both Scottish and British.
The ‘Moreno Question’ (named after the scholar – Luis Moreno (1988, 2006) – who
introduced it to Scotland) investigates such dual identification. Respondents position
themselves on a scale, ranging from Scottish not British to British not Scottish, with
three dual identities situated in between. The question can be critiqued on a number of
grounds (see, e.g., Bechhofer & McCrone, 2010; Guinjoan & Rodon, 2016) but, notably,
it has produced broadly consistent results over many years, with most people in Scotland
‘prioritising’ Scottishness, but with most having some kind of dual Scottish-British
identity. Figure 10.1 shows responses to the Moreno Question over the full range of
Social Attitudes surveys 1999-2016.
What is striking about Figure 10.1 is that though there has been some fluctuation
over the period 1999-2016, there is also underlying stability. The surveys are dominated
by those choosing a (i) Scottish not British only identity, and by those who regard
themselves as (ii) More Scottish than British or (iii) Equally Scottish and British. These
three groups consistently make up 80-90% of respondents – and most year-on-year
fluctuation is between these groups. If there is any substantial change it is in the modest
growth of those who hold both these identities equally: this group has grown from
around 20% of respondents in c.2000 to around 30% more recently.
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Figure 10.1: The Moreno Question in Scotland

Politics and identity
An important question here is whether it is more likely that patterns of identity have
shaped Scottish politics, or that Scottish politics has shaped patterns of identity. As the
data above show, identity has been broadly consistent in the 20 years after devolution, so
the rapid rise of pro-independence sentiment does not seem to have shaped identity but,
rather, may have been shaped by it. Certainly, the pattern of Moreno responses over the
last several years does not suggest any direct and simple link between politics and identity
– this is a matter of nuance rather than ‘causality.’ That is, the extent of Scottish sentiment
does not seem to have grown, nor the extent of Britishness shrunk – but perhaps some of
the meanings and understandings of these identities have subtly shifted?
To investigate this, we offer four time points - 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 - and
investigate the national identities of those in favour of Scottish independence. Table
2 shows the proportion of respondents who thought (from a choice of options) that
Scotland would be best governed as an independent country across the various Moreno
categories. Thus, for example, in the 2000 survey 30% of respondents overall supported
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independence, but this was considerably higher – 46% – amongst those who described
themselves as Scottish not British. Conversely, support for independence in the 2000
survey was markedly lower amongst those who were More British than Scottish (8%) and
British not Scottish (9%).

Table 2: Support for independence and Moreno Question (2000-2015)

All
Scottish not
British
More Scottish
Equal
More British
British not
Scottish
Other

2000
30
46

2005
35
51

2010
23
44

2015
39
66

27
14
8
9

34
20
16
22

24
9
8
6

47
18
10
18

28

27

14

35

These data suggest a clear correlation between national identity and support for
independence in each year, but also highlight important nuances. Those who feel
Scottish not British are consistently those amongst whom support for independence is
highest. However, a substantial minority (and in some years a majority) of this group
favour other constitutional options. Indeed, the most striking change in support
for independence has come amongst those feeling More Scottish than British. Here
independence had previously been a minority preference, but in 2015 accounted
for almost half this group. Amongst those where Britishness was more pronounced
– not least the substantially-sized Equally Scottish and British group – support for
independence remains relatively low. However, it was not by any means absent and,
indeed, support for independence amongst such groups, whilst still modest, appears to
be rising.
These trends are, perhaps, better understood by changing the order of the data – after
all some of the Moreno responses (not least at the most ‘British’ end) are relatively small
in terms of the number of respondents within them. So, what happens if we break down
all independence supporters by Moreno categories? Which categories contribute the
most supporters to the independence cause? Table 3 explores this.

Table 3: Moreno scale amongst independence supporters (2000-2015)
% by column
Scottish not
British

2000
56

2005
47

2010
52
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45
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2000
28
10
1
1

2005
31
12
2
3

2010
31
10
1
1

2015
32
14
1
2

5
100

4
100

5
100

6
100

Again, we see that the core independence constituency lies within the Scottish not
British group. However, a substantial reservoir of support lies within those More Scottish
than British. Further, in 2015 independence drew half of its supporters from groups
expressing some degree of Britishness (the More Scottish and Equal groups formed 46%
of all independence supporters).
There are three ‘lessons’ here for Scottish independence campaigners. First,
anti-British rhetoric would be self-defeating, since around half of those favouring
independence themselves feel British. Second, and linked, Scottishness and Britishness
are not in competition, they are not contradictory identities. For most Scots, they are
complementary. Third, whilst national identities do help us understand the complexities
of support for independence, they are, in of themselves, deeply complex. That in 2015
a majority of the Scottish not British group did not list independence as their favoured
constitutional option should always be borne in mind.

The Brexit dimension
We turn, then, to our two final issues, which may be intimately related. First, what added
complexities has Brexit added to our question? Second, given the highly racialized
nature of UK political culture around the Brexit campaign and its aftermath – not least
the ‘hostile environment’ around immigration – how might this impact the identities of
those with limited ‘roots’ in Scotland? In short, how open and inclusive are the ‘routes’
into Scottishness?
Turning first to Brexit, divisions on the EU referendum of 2016 map in complicated
ways onto the divisions of the independence referendum of 2014. As Henderson et al
(2020) note, the post-2016 constitutional landscape leaves Scotland split not between
two ‘political tribes’ (Remainers vs Leavers) but four: Yes-Remain; Yes-Leave; No-Remain;
No-Leave. And on the ‘Yes’ side of things – that is, amongst those who supported
independence in 2014 – support for Scottish independence is deemed ‘more important
than Brexit preferences’ (Henderson et al, 2020: 133). In short, support for independence
broadly unites people across the Yes-Remain and Yes-Leave divide, a picture that is far
less clear amongst those who voted ‘No’ in 2014.
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This political point is underscored by our own results regarding Scotland’s post2016 ‘political tribes’ and national identity. The identity differences we find are far more
striking across the 2014 question than that of 2016, as shown in Table 4. The first thing
to note of this table is the different sizes of each ‘tribe’, as denoted by the unweighted
sample size (n =) at the foot of each column. It is also important to note that around
one-third of respondents (31%) did not fit in any tribe, largely because they had not
voted in both referendums.
In Table 4 we find very similar identity patterns on the ‘Yes’ side, on the one hand, and
on the ‘No’ side on the other. Here the ‘Yes’ side, regardless of Brexit vote are dominated
by the Scottish not British and More Scottish than British groups. Conversely both Leavers
and Remainers on the ‘No’ side are more strikingly ‘British’ in their responses.

Table 4.: Moreno scale amongst ‘Political Tribes’ (2016)
% by column
Scottish not
British
More Scottish
Equal
More British
British not
Scottish
Other
n=

Yes-Remain
38

Yes-Leave
41

No-Remain
9

No-Leave
14

39
14
*
2

33
18
4
2

22
47
6
9

15
52
4
11

8
100
237

2
100
128

7
100
322

4
100
169

Minority ethnic groups and independence
Debates around Brexit at a UK level have heightened questions of inclusion and
belonging, not least for minority ethnic groups (on the impacts of Brexit on Scotland’s
Central and Eastern European migrants and their sense of belonging, see Pietka-Nykaza
et al, 2020). This returns us the question of whether Scottish identity is ‘inclusive’ of
minorities. What implications, if any, might this have for independence? Some issues here
are difficult to grasp with precision. Much of the work on identities in Scotland has been,
as we have reported, through the medium of the social survey. Whilst that delivers highlevel and reproducible results, it is not a precision tool, and can be poor at uncovering the
views of smaller minority populations who are either hard to reach, or will comprise only
a small proportion of a representative sample. Nevertheless, some quantitative work can
help unpick the nuances alongside more qualitative and minority targeted studies.
Certainly, there is a smaller ethnic minority population in Scotland compared to the
rest of the UK: at the 2011 Census, 4% of Scotland’s 5.5 million population considered
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themselves ‘minority ethnic’ compared to 14% in England. Within this population, there
are also different demographic dynamics. In Scotland, the largest ‘visible’ ethnic minority
group were Scottish Asian populations at 2.7% (compared to 8% in England), whilst
African, Caribbean and Black populations made up 0.8% (compared to 3% in England).
Scotland’s 2011 census recorded notable increases in both communities since 2001:
Scottish Asian populations had doubled (from 1.4%), whilst African, Caribbean and
Black populations quadrupled (from 0.2%). In the coming decades, these dynamics are
likely to continue and the ethnic minority population in Scotland is predicted to double
from what it was in 2001, approaching 10% by the middle of the century.
There are various qualitative studies which suggest that Black, Asian, and minority
ethnic (BAME) groups in Scotland, as well as minority religious groups, have been
relatively likely to claim a Scottish identity. Saeed et al (1999) examined Glasgow
Pakistani teenagers; Virdee et al (2006) a multi-ethnic neighbourhood; and Hopkins
(2007) and Bonino (2015) focussed upon Scotland’s Muslims. Each of these found a
widespread willingness to claim Scottishness, and that such claims tended to be founded
on issues of place – where the respondent was born and/or brought up. These are echoed
by quantitative-based studies such as Hussain & Miller (2006), which found significant
Scottish identification amongst Scottish-Pakistanis and a more mixed picture amongst
the England-born. Rosie (2014) examined the identity claims of survey respondents
amongst BAME, migrants from England and historic religious minorities. Again,
substantial identification with being Scottish was apparent, particularly amongst those
‘minority’ respondents born in Scotland – but small sample sizes meant that these
conclusions were tentative.
Bond’s work on Scotland’s 2011 Census broadly agrees but also suggests that an
erstwhile focus on Scotland’s Pakistani Muslims:
… might give a somewhat exaggerated sense of the degree to which multicultural
nationalism prevails in Scotland. People in most other minority groups are
significantly less likely to identify as Scottish than are Pakistani Muslims, even after
accounting for the effects of other important variables. (Bond 2017: 1136).
This is an overlooked point in so far as questions of multinationalism and
multiculturalism in Scotland ‘have managed to fire past each other’ (McCrone, 2002: 304).
What Bond and some researchers have therefore queried is the comparative inclusiveness
of contemporary nationhood in Scotland relative to England. Minimally this highlights
that whilst political rhetoric may emphasise inclusivity – Michael Keating (2009: 217), for
example, describes the ideology of the SNP as ‘impeccably civic’ – serious questions need
to be asked about the delivery and limitations of such inclusivity in practice.
Whilst our analysis above shows that there is no simple relationship between national
identity and constitutional preference, we do have some tentative evidence about BAME
views on the constitutional question. One recent poll suggested that as many as 47%
would vote in favour of independence in a further referendum, and 38% against (with
12% undecided and the remainder refusing to answer) (Meer, 2019). That suggests a level
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of support for independence in such groups (splitting 55-45 in favour of independence
when the undecided are excluded) a little higher than in the population at large.

Conclusion
What then, are the prospects for Scottish independence based on our understanding of
national identities in Scotland? Firstly, it is striking that whilst support for independence
has a Scottish identity at its core, this does not preclude people with British identities
supporting independence. Quite the contrary, around half of independence supporters
see themselves, to some degree at least, as British. To win a second referendum, the
independence campaign will need to retain this Scottish not British core, whilst building
support amongst those with British identities. Brexit may well have made that a more
likely prospect. Independence supporters may differ over Brexit but appear to prioritise
support for an independent Scotland over those differences. Those who voted ‘No’ in
2014 are more divided over Brexit, and an appeal to more multicultural and inclusive
values may prove fruitful. As UK political culture around Brexit has developed in
exclusionary and xenophobic directions – such as the UK Government’s official ‘hostile
environment’ around immigration – independence may yet find crucial support both
amongst minority communities in Scotland and the substantial number of Scots within
the No-Remain camp.
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11
Chapter 11

Would independence lead
to different social and
equality policies? The example
of disability and care
Kirstein Rummery

Introduction
Around one fifth of Scotland’s population define themselves as disabled, and they
experience substantial inequality. Only 50% of disabled people of working age are in
employment, compared to 80% of the non-disabled population. One quarter of Scottish
families with disabled members are living in poverty, compared to 16% of families
without a disabled member (Scottish Government, 2015). One in six adults in Scotland
is providing unpaid care to a disabled family member.
This inequality has a profound impact on carers’ and disabled people’s risk of, and
experience of poverty, ill-health and mental illness. Half of carers are struggling to pay
basic utility, rent and food bills, and 80% report that their physical health is affected by
caring (Carers UK, 2020). There is also a gender inequality in caring: 59% of carers are
women. Overall, carers save the Scottish economy around £10bn a year: nearly the whole
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cost of providing NHS services. Because of caring responsibilities, women in Scotland
form 75% of the part-time workforce, and they earn 33% less than men who are working
full-time. This is therefore not a minority issue: the wellbeing of Scottish disabled people
and carers has a profound effect on their own equality, on the economy, and on the social
and political landscape.
Social policies to support them fall into two main categories. Firstly, welfare policies
are essentially income-based: benefits designed to mitigate the cost of disability, or to
replace income from paid work. Currently these are set at the UK level, but following
recent changes will be set at a Scottish national level for disabled people and carers.
Secondly, social care policies are about the provision of care and support to enable
independent living for disabled people, and support and respite for carers. These
are funded and provided at a local authority level, and there is some variation in the
eligibility for and provision of support across Scotland’s 32 local authorities.
In this chapter the development of welfare and social care policies after the 2014
independence referendum will be discussed. This will be followed by some speculation
on the possibilities that could be offered by independence, based on the record of
the Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government to date in these areas, and the
international evidence from developed welfare states in Europe,

Social policy in disability and care
in Scotland since 2014
Much of the Scottish Government’s (2013) White Paper on independence, Scotland’s
Future, made claims that an independent Scotland would be ‘fairer’: that it would
reverse unpopular UK policies, for example by diverting funding away from nuclear
weapons towards childcare. These promises were predicated on the idea that the Scottish
electorate was substantially in favour of progressive social policies and would therefore
vote for a vision of independence that was seen to be ‘fairer’ than remaining in the UK.
As we now know, not enough people were persuaded by this vision to deliver a majority
vote for independence.
However, immediately after the 2014 referendum it was clear there was an appetite
in Scotland for the further devolution of powers, particularly to address equality issues,
not least because of the ‘vow’ made by unionist political leaders promising the Scottish
Parliament more control over social policy. The Smith Commission – the cross-party
process set up to secure agreement on a new devolution settlement – took submissions
from over 14,000 organisations and individuals. Most of these were from the third sector,
and some of the most persuasive on issues of welfare benefits and care services came
from organisations working in the area of disability rights. The two pro-independence
parties, the Scottish National Party (SNP) and Scottish Green Party, as well as many civic
organisations, strongly advocated devolution of the full range of taxation and welfare
powers, to control economic growth and develop what was claimed to be a ‘fairer’
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welfare system (Smith Commission, 2014). However, the pro Unionist parties were
cautious about the development of differentiated welfare systems across the UK.
Eventually, a number of social security benefits – including Disability Living
Allowance/Personal Independence Payments, Attendance and Carers Allowances, and
Universal Credit – were devolved to the Scottish Government alongside a significant
increase in tax-raising powers and responsibilities. The Scottish Government was
already in control of social care and health funding for disabled people through the
administration of the block grant. The Scotland Act 2016 enabled the Scottish Parliament
to take control of 11 new welfare benefits affecting disabled people and carers, and a new
Social Security Scotland agency was created within the Scottish Government in 2018.
The Scottish Government now has considerable leeway to vary the administration and
delivery of welfare, care and support to disabled people and carers. To a certain extent,
the full development of new policies has been delayed by Brexit and Covid-19, but in
preparing to exercise these new powers there have been several indications that the
Scottish Government intends to take a different approach to care and welfare than the
UK Government has to date.
Firstly, there is an even stronger commitment to the cooperative production of policy
(see the chapters by Escobar and Cairney in this volume for an analysis of policy-making
and participation). ‘Experience Panels’ of users of social security benefits have recruited
over 2,000 volunteers to work over a four-year period to shape the social security system.
The design of new grants for young carers was prioritised by the panels, and Carers
Allowance has been increased to bring it in line with Job Seeker’s Allowance. Following
expert testimony from academics and disability organisations, the use of third-party
private sector organisations to undertake assessments for both the ESA component of
Universal Credit and DLA/PIP has been expressly ruled out. The third sector and wider
civic society is expressly involved in both the formulation and the implementation of
policy to a far greater extent than at Westminster. However, to date, this has not resulted
in the commitment to radical new policies such as Universal Basic Income (payments
to all citizens regardless of income, need or labour market participation) which have
been trialled but not rolled out (with full roll-out involving wider powers over welfare
policy than are presently devolved) (see https://basicincome.scot/). This is in part due
to an incremental and pragmatic approach to policy making (see Cairney’s chapter in
this volume). No political party has much incentive to develop or instigate radical or
untested policies that might not prove popular with the electorate.
Secondly, there already had been some deviation in the delivery of social care to
disabled people and carers with the development of Self-Directed Support, introduced
in April 2014 by the Social Care (Self Directed Support) (Scotland) Act 2013. This
enabled those who need social care support to opt to receive it as a cash payment,
employing their own carers; to allocate it to an organisation; to allow local authorities to
commission services; or a mixture of these. These options cover the whole of Scotland
and contrast with the rest of the UK, where the personalisation of social care remains
encouraged but optional, and the form of its provision is left to local authority discretion.
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However, unlike in the case of welfare benefits, disabled people and carers do not
have the right to access a particular level of income or service. Their rights are highly
contingent on the discretion of front-line professionals to assess needs, and of local
authorities to set criteria for accessing services. Just as in the rest of the UK, healthcare
for disabled people and carers is funded by national taxation and social care partly
through local taxation. Welfare benefits are set nationally at the UK or Scottish level.
Crucially, particularly for social care, Scotland is not immune to the impact of reduced
funding to local authorities in the post-2008 austerity regime. The Scottish Government
could have mitigated this by substantially increasing funding to local authorities, or by
removing the responsibility for social care from local authorities and creating a national
set of social care rights similar to welfare benefits. So far it has not opted to do so, and
responsibility remains at the local authority level.
Criteria for services have thus been drawn so tightly that only those disabled people
at ‘significant risk’ receive Self-Directed Support. In addition, despite the intention being
to make it available to unpaid carers, take-up has been negligible. Again, the Scottish
Government does, in theory, have the power to invest considerably more in social
care than it does already by raising the levels of the block grant to local authorities, or
by keeping social care funding at national rather than local authority level. Doing so
without substantially redesigning the policy landscape, however, would probably mean
moving funding from the NHS in conjunction with raising local taxation to enable
local authorities to invest more in social care. Neither of these options is particularly
palatable to the electorate, particularly middle-income voters who benefit the most
from the universal nature of the NHS and who would be required to pay more in local
taxation for increased levels of social care services. As a result, policy has not developed
in particularly radical ways.

The impact of Brexit and Covid-19 on
Scottish policymaking for disabled people
and carers
In the post-2014 political climate, there has been a strong incentive for the SNP to
demonstrate that it is capable of good governance, to maintain and grow political
capital. This is particularly so in light of issues such as the Brexit referendum in 2016
where Scotland (and Northern Ireland) voted to remain in the EU, at odds with the
electorate in England and Wales. In contrast, the Unionist parties arguably have a strong
political incentive to show that Scottish social policy is the same as the rest of the UK,
demonstrating that equity across the whole of the UK is preferable.
Recent figures suggest that long-term care spending in Scotland is not being reduced
on quite the scale that austerity-driven budgets have dictated in the rest of the UK. In real
terms, spending on long-term care has decreased in England by 35% and in Scotland by
only 7%. The efforts by the Scottish Government to mitigate the severity of cuts, as well
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as its commitment to raising taxes for the wealthiest and changing the design of welfare
(Hassan and Barrow, 2019), indicate that the Scottish Government is willing to make
different choices than the UK Government. This pro-welfare approach is likely to benefit
disabled people and carers. However, the cost implications of Brexit are likely to make the
post-2008 austerity regime imposed on public sector spending look mild in retrospect.
Covid-19 has also demonstrated that disabled people and carers in Scotland are no
more protected from policy weaknesses and failures than those in the rest of the UK.
The initial decision to keep in step with the UK government on the timing of lockdown,
and to allow hospitals to discharge elderly and disabled patients straight into care
homes without testing or protective equipment for care workers was, with hindsight, a
mistake (Bell et al, 2020). However, it was the result of a split between state and private
provision of social and nursing care that is the result of the 1990 NHS and Community
Care Act. This legislation, and subsequent reforms, meant that residential care is largely
commissioned from the private sector rather than being directly provided by the state.
The results of this policy since the reforms of health and social care services in the early
1990s are broadly the same in Scotland as the rest of the UK. Thus, devolution has not
seen substantial differences in the provision of private versus state residential care.
There is little the Scottish Government can do to ensure the private sector complies with
guidance without using punitive legislative measures which might have destabilised the
sector during the pandemic.
Research from the third sector in Scotland indicates that during the Covid-19
lockdown around 30% of disabled people had formal community-based social care
support withdrawn completely, and 40% have taken on new caring responsibilities
without support due to Covid-19. Around two-thirds of disabled people struggled to
get access to basic food and supplies: many of them fell outside the ‘shielding’ group
that were particularly vulnerable to Covid and received formal help from the NHS and
local authorities (Inclusion Scotland, 2020). This is broadly in line with the experience
of disabled people and carers in the rest of the UK (Inclusion London, 2020). Whilst
pressure from the third sector meant that British Sign Language interpreters were
used in Scottish Government daily briefings, the UK Government resisted similar
pressure. However, a more sustained approach to involving disabled people and carers’
organisations in Covid-19 policy and planning, particularly in planning for future
services at local and national level, does not appear to be more evident in the Scottish
Government and Scottish local authorities than it is in the rest of the UK.
To summarise, social policy for disabled people and carers since 2014 has deviated
somewhat from UK Government policy. However, the deviation has not been
particularly radical. The problem of the separation of funding and powers between
the nationally funded NHS and locally funded social care remains. Welfare benefits
for disabled people and carers may well become more generous and be administered
differently, but there is no indication that they will depart radically from the system of
work-related capacity and eligibility already in place in the UK. There are no explicit
plans to introduce radical changes to the system of funding and delivery of support,
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such as Universal Basic Income or a National Social Care Service, or moving substantial
funding from the delivery of acute health to community-based social care services.
There are calls from the third sector for such policies to form part of the post-Covid
policy landscape, but at the time of writing there have been no firm commitments from
the Scottish Government or legislative proposals for the autumn 2020 parliamentary
session from the SNP as ruling party. This is not necessarily down to the Scottish
Government not having sufficient control over the policy levers to deliver radical change,
although that is part of the issue. A more compelling explanation is due to political
pressure. At the time of writing, the SNP along with other parties were preparing for
the 2021 Scottish Parliament elections. No political party is likely to be elected on a
very radical policy platform that would fundamentally alter the funding and delivery
of welfare benefits and support for disabled people and carers if such proposals do not
directly benefit middle-class ‘swing’ voters. It may be that post-Covid, the failure of
social care services to properly support many disabled people and carers through the
pandemic will hold electoral power, particularly if opposition parties can offer more
radical but palatable solutions than the status quo.

The possibilities of independence
International comparative social policy research on welfare systems that have better
equality outcomes for disabled people and carers than in the UK demonstrate that they
have several key components (Rummery et al, 2021).
Firstly, the ideological commitment to gender equality is often enshrined
within national constitutions. For example, the Swedish constitution states that
‘Equality between women and men is a fundamental constitutional norm’ (Swedish
Gender Equality Agency, 2018). This means that the development of all welfare and
social care policies must be done in a way that does not exacerbate gender inequality.
Most explicitly, any policies that lead to the unpaid care of disabled people being
undertaken by women are subject to intense scrutiny. All developed welfare states with
better gender and disability equality outcomes than the UK have used this constitutional
framing to ensure that there is state investment in the provision of social care services,
minimal reliance on unpaid care without adequate compensation through the welfare
and/or social care system, and that formal carers are relatively well paid (Rummery et al,
2021). Moreover, some welfare states such as Iceland enshrine the right to access formal
services to meet needs (which includes social care) specifically to avoid the provision of
such services being a private or family obligation. This would have a profound effect on
the lives and equality issues faced by disabled people and family carers in Scotland.
At the moment there is no such ideological or political commitment underpinning
policymaking in Scotland; nor, due to the nature of the UK constitution, could there
be, unless the creation of a new country necessitated the creation of a new constitution.
This means that without independence there are not many constitutional levers that
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can be used to instigate the radical policy changes that would be needed to address the
inequality faced by disabled people and carers.
Secondly, both UK and international evidence indicates that the reasons for the
poverty and inequality that disabled people and carers face is multi-faceted, and needs
joined-up policy solutions to tackle it (EHRC, 2018). It is caused by lack of opportunities
to access education, training and work as well as low levels of welfare benefits, low levels
of pay for carers, and very low levels of welfare benefits for unpaid carers. Full control
over economic, taxation, work and welfare policies is needed to tackle it systematically.
To date, the Scottish Government has only had partial access to some of the levers it
needs to develop and implement the radical policies needed to address the complex and
multi-level causes of inequality.
Thirdly, both the UK and Scotland have to date not developed substantial institutions
such as government departments explicitly tasked with equalities, with powers and
budgets to effect substantial change. Iceland and many European welfare states with
better gender equality outcomes than Scotland and the UK have dedicated ministries
with cabinet responsibilities for equality (Engeli and Mazur, 2018). The UK and
Scotland instead have chosen to use ‘soft’ policy instruments such as equalities impact
assessments which are intended to mainstream equalities throughout each spending
department. However, the evidence that this approach improves equalities outcomes is
not persuasive. When equality outcomes are the responsibility of every department, they
are likely to receive less attention unless there are additional powerful policy levers. This
makes equalities the hostage of political fortune rather than embedded into the policy
architecture. Independence would provide a window of opportunity to create a dedicated
equalities architecture mirroring constitutional promises. However, just because the
opportunity is there does not mean that it would be taken. Equalities may well not be
high on the political agenda during the negotiation of a constitutional settlement.
Finally, whilst it is not necessarily possible or desirable to transfer policies wholescale
from one context to another, the international evidence also indicates that you do not
need have a ‘Nordic’ type of social democratic policy to achieve better equality outcomes
for disabled people and carers than the UK. Several models in developed welfare states
such as Germany and the Netherlands are predicated on a mixed economy of welfare,
with partnership in delivery of benefits and social care shared between employers, the
state and individuals. These models could easily be transferred to the social and economic
policy context of the UK if there were the political will and appropriate constitutional
powers to do so. It is very unlikely given the current political system in the UK that this
would be a possibility, but it would be possible within an independent Scotland.

Conclusion
Independence would give Scotland the policy levers that are necessary to tackle disabled
people’s and carers’ poverty and inequality. The Scottish Government would have
control over taxation, education, employment, welfare, and health and social care to
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create joined up solutions to the issue of inequality. It would also provide a window of
opportunity to change the policy landscape in radical ways, such as creating nationallevel social care rights for disabled people and carers, and replacing welfare benefits
with graded Universal Basic Income that was not means-tested or contingent on labour
market withdrawals.
However, these levers on their own would not be sufficient to address the inequality
faced by disabled people and carers. A sustained commitment to radical policy reform in
both welfare benefits, pay and conditions of care workers, and particularly the funding
and delivery of social care would also be necessary. There is no evidence that Scottish
policy makers are particularly radical. Most policy deviance since devolution in 1999
has either been in areas where Scotland previously had different policy systems (e.g.
education and crime policy) or has been incremental variation on UK policies (such as
free personal care – which does not change the criteria for accessing services, nor their
availability, but simply removes service charges for a narrow range of services) rather
than radical change (Rummery, 2016).
However, we do not know how radical the electorate would be prepared to be in
an independent Scotland compared to a devolved Scotland. On the one hand, it may
well be in particular that statewide parties such as Labour and the Liberal Democrats,
freed from the need to demonstrate policy congruence with the rest of the UK, would
put forward and get electoral success with a far more radical approach to policy than
has henceforth been possible. On the other hand, it may be that the inevitable costs
associated with gaining independence would lead to a shrinking of the appetite for the
radicalism that would be needed to tackle inequality for disabled people and carers.
Independence would give Scotland the possibility of radical change to address
equalities, but it would take wider political commitment to turn that possibility into the
changes needed.
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12
Chapter 12

In what ways have the
immigration issues raised
by Scottish independence
changed since the
2014 referendum?
Sarah Kyambi

Introduction
What is notable when considering how immigration-related issues have changed
is not only how much the context has changed since the referendum on Scottish
independence in 2014, but how uncertain the impacts of those changes still are. The two
biggest changes, the Covid-19 (coronavirus) crisis and the UK leaving the EU, would
have seemed remote possibilities in 2014. Now they dominate the political and policy
landscape. The potential impacts of these two events on immigration issues remains
uncertain in the event of a future referendum. This chapter argues that while upheavals
are possible, as things stand, the substance of probable future policy looks remarkably
unchanged. The chapter focuses mainly on policies relating to labour migration.
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Covid-19 and migration
At the time of writing it is too early to tell how the Covid-19 crisis will impact on
migration, and the policies seeking to direct it. Much will depend on the size and shape
of the economic recovery, particularly the labour market (see the chapters by Bell, and
Roy & Eiser, in this volume).
The Migration Data Portal assessment (2020) notes that ‘migrants - particularly
in lower paid jobs - may be both more affected by and vulnerable to the spread of
COVID-19… but migrants also play an important role in the response to COVID-19
by working in critical sectors.’ This looks to be true for the UK. Migrants tend to be
more affected than the general population when labour demand falls, experiencing
higher rates of unemployment (Papademetriou, Sumption and Somerville, 2009). If
unemployment rises, there will be pressure to fill jobs with UK workers and restrict
labour migration. But whether the UK workforce will be available to fill those vacancies
will depend on levels of labour market mismatch. Will UK workers in particular regions
or sectors be willing to move to where the jobs are?
The Covid-19 crisis has highlighted the importance of ‘essential workers’, often on
lower wages, such as those working in care homes and supermarkets. Migrants make
up a significant proportion of workers in sectors described as ‘essential’ during the
initial lockdown. One may have expected this appreciation of key workers to shape
immigration policy going forward. However, as yet, there have been no changes to the
proposals for the UK’s new points-based immigration system to reflect this (Home
Office, 2020b). The proposed UK immigration system favours selection of migrant
workers with higher qualifications and higher pay, with few exceptions. Nonetheless,
Mr Johnson’s Government may be more open to a less restrictive approach than his
predecessors, as indicated by the scrapping of the migration target in July 2019. It is
therefore possible that shortages in particular sectors will be addressed through shortage
occupation lists and other sectoral or seasonal programmes.
The effect of Covid-19 on the supply side is unclear. Global predictions identify highly
skilled migrants potentially postponing plans to move (OECD, 2020). The extent to
which international migration may be restricted due to public health concerns, actual or
perceived, if migration is linked to the spread of infection is another area of uncertainty
that makes predictions difficult.
Migrants are affected by Covid-19 in other ways too. Migrants have less access to
welfare support and less eligibility for services, including healthcare. Furthermore, as
a more disadvantaged group, migrants are more likely to live in overcrowded housing,
which makes social distancing and self-isolation more challenging. Barriers to accessing
services and support hampers public health and other responses, resulting in poorer
outcomes if infected. This combination of factors is identified as contributing to
disproportionate deaths and higher infection rates among Black, Asian and Minority
Ethnic (BAME) groups (Public Health England, 2020).
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As on other immigration issues, the Scottish Government’s view on how best to
respond to the migration-related aspects of Covid-19 is less restrictive than that of
the UK Government. Scotland’s Minister for Public Finance and Migration, Ben
MacPherson, wrote to the UK Home Secretary Priti Patel on 15 May 2020, urging her
to grant all migrants Leave to Remain or, at the very least, suspend the application
of the No Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF) rule and the Habitual Residence Test to
ensure everyone in the UK was able to access vital services during the crisis (Scottish
Government, 2020b). The Home Secretary declined the request, countering that existing
measures and assistance under the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme and the SelfEmployed Income Support Scheme were sufficient as neither scheme is classed as ‘public
funds’ and migrants subject to the NRPF rule would be entitled to access them if eligible.

Brexit and migration
With Brexit it has become more plausible to argue that there will be a need for some
form of border control between Scotland and the UK should Scotland become
an independent country (see the chapter by McEwen in this volume). In 2014 the
expectation was that an independent Scotland would either continue to be, or seek to
become, an EU member state. And that it would remain part of the Common Travel
Area (CTA), an arrangement between the Irish and British Governments that facilitates
free travel for their citizens in both territories (see below). There was disagreement on
the scale of the challenge that managing borders, citizenship and immigration would
pose for Scotland as an independent country. But the assumption was that Scotland and
the UK would continue to operate within shared international frameworks (EU free
movement law, CTA) that provide a great deal of commonality. Now, that underpinning
legal geography has changed: the UK is no longer an EU member state. And while the
CTA looks set to continue, the practical challenges of operating it will increase as a
greater number of persons will have free movement in one territory, but not the other.

1. Common Travel Area
The CTA outlives Brexit with a Memorandum of Understanding signed in 2019 between
the British and Irish Governments to take all necessary steps to ensure that CTA rights
and privileges remain protected (Cabinet Office, 2019). This suggests scope for an
independent Scotland to similarly remain part of an arrangement that keeps travel
open across the British Isles. However, it is difficult to see how this would operate
alongside membership of Schengen for which the UK and Ireland have secured an ‘opt
in opt out’ agreement. The expectation is that States joining the EU agree to eventual
Schengen membership. If a similar accommodation cannot be reached, then Scotland
may find itself having to choose between membership of the EU and membership of
the CTA. Otherwise, unless both systems are substantially the same, it is difficult to see
how a common external border can be achieved with two differently delineated, but
overlapping, open border zones.
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Pre-dating the EU, the CTA allows citizens of both countries rights to travel
and reside in either jurisdiction and supports this through a package of rights and
entitlements including access to employment, social security, education, healthcare and
voting rights. Open travel currently means checks are applied differently by different
authorities. Passport checks are generally operated at airports and for some sea crossings,
although citizens of either state are exempt from immigration control (Wilkins, Curtis,
Gower and McGuinness, 2019). Crucially, the CTA does not provide nationals of third
countries in either territory rights to enter or reside in the other. With the UK set to
operate different immigration rules at the end of the transition period, it is expected that
EEA nationals without settled status will become subject to some level of immigration
control in the UK – although not for travel or short-term stays.
For the CTA, much will depend on the extent to which EEA nationals entering
Ireland will use this as a route for unauthorised entry into the UK. Arguably, even once
transition arrangements end, EEA nationals seeking to stay in the UK without leave will
do so by overstaying rather than travelling though Ireland (Butler and Barrett, 2018).
Consequently, it is difficult to predict the scale of any difficulty this could pose, let alone
hypothesise the possible solutions that States may put in place. Past practice also shows
scope for operating bilateral agreements and selective border checks within the CTA
where immigration regimes diverge with respect to a limited number of third countries.
But the question remains to what extent unauthorised crossings will increase and
whether the flexible and evolving nature of CTA arrangements can provide responses
viewed as sufficient.
Applying the same reasoning to a newly independent Scotland, membership of the
CTA would keep the movement of UK and Scottish citizens open across the UK-Scottish
border. But there may need to be arrangements made for controlling the movement of
third-country nationals who would likely have rights to reside and work in Scotland,
but not the UK. This looks set to be a more complex and more divergent situation than
in 2014, but not necessarily one without flexible solutions. The continued operation
of the CTA post-Brexit provides something of a test case for how well this could work
(provided Scotland can secure a Schengen opt-out similar to Ireland’s). However,
geography complicates the transferability of the Irish case. The Scottish-UK border being
mainly a land border will pose greater difficulties in terms of overseeing crossings, given
the greater number of crossing points than for arrivals by sea and air between Ireland
and the UK.
Finally, historically the CTA has tended to pull Irish immigration policy into line
with UK preferences in order to operate a broadly similar system, obviating the need
for border controls (Ryan, 2003). If an independent Scotland became a CTA member, it
would be interesting to see whether this will similarly pull Scotland’s immigration policy
into closer alignment with that of its larger neighbour. Or, whether this situation will be
reversed, with the UK’s immigration policy pushed into alignment with the EU by virtue
of its CTA partners’ EU membership (actual or aspired).
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2. The border issue
As noted above, at a future Scottish independence referendum, the difficulties
concerning border control and immigration share similarities to the operation of
borders between the UK and Ireland under the CTA. This may not require controls at
the physical border, but divergence between immigration regimes will necessitate some
form of immigration enforcement. These may take the form of border controls, incountry controls (such as restrictions of rights to work or access welfare or services being
checked by employers and service providers) or a mix of both.
The publication of immigration proposals by both the UK and the Scottish
governments in early 2020 shows continued divergence in immigration policy goals.
The UK’s plans for its future points-based immigration system introduce an Englishlanguage requirement, skill and salary thresholds for all labour migrants (including EEA
nationals), and a reduction of EEA migrants’ family rights to the level required by UK
law, which uses a narrower definition of family and requires minimum maintenance
thresholds (Home Office, 2020a).
Discussion of the impact of the proposed system before the outbreak, showed the
Scottish Government in favour of a less selective approach and more concerned about
the impact on sectors like care, agriculture, and hospitality which combine lower rates of
pay with higher proportions of migrant workers. By contrast, the Scottish Government’s
proposals on migration assert a desire to attract and retain migrants, to operate an
immigration system that allows migration to Scotland from across a wider range of
skill and salary levels, and to review migrants’ family and naturalisation rights to better
support retention and settlement (Scottish Government, 2020a). Scotland, if seeking to
re-join the EU, would lean towards minimal restrictions on EEA nationals coming to
Scotland, and as a member state would be required to permit free movement of EEA
nationals (Scottish Government, 2013). The further these systems diverge, the greater the
potential need for enforcement activity, whether at the border or elsewhere.

Public attitudes on migration
One development that makes flexible solutions more possible is the change in public
attitudes to migration since the Brexit vote. Public concerns about immigration are seen
by many as a key driver behind the 2016 Brexit vote and a core argument of the leave
campaigns (Boswell, 2016). It is arguable that the desire to assuage such concerns has
motivated an approach to Brexit that rejects the free movement of persons and proposes
a future UK immigration system that rejects preferential treatment of EEA nationals.
However, polling data shows a softening of public attitudes and decline in the salience of
immigration as a topic of concern in recent years (Blinder and Richards, 2020).
In Scotland, this softening of attitudes could cement a more positive rhetoric on
migration. This is arguably reflected in attitudinal data, which shows more widespread
understanding of migration’s benefits than in England and Wales, even if appreciation
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of immigration’s benefits does not necessarily translate into support for it (Migration
Observatory, 2014). Pre-Covid-19, this more positive approach chimed with Scotland’s
economic and population needs, as well as the sense that immigration offers Scotland
social and cultural benefits (Expert Advisory Group, 2019). Scottish Government
proposals consistently suggest a preference for an approach to migration that is
less restrictive than current UK policy. By contrast, the UK Government remains
determinedly restrictive, justifying this on the basis of public hostility and its 2019
electoral mandate. The softening of public attitudes, combined with the economic
upheaval of Brexit and Covid-19, may provide the political space for policy to be
changed at the UK level, particularly if labour shortages bite.

Scottish citizenship
It is possible that the UK leaving the EU will also have consequences on how prospective
Scottish citizenship is to be defined. In 2014 the suggested definition was broad:
including British citizens habitually resident in Scotland, Scottish-born British citizens
living outside Scotland, and allowing citizenship acquisition by descent, demonstrable
connection to Scotland and naturalisation (Scottish Government, 2013). Yet this
proposal may have been underpinned by knowledge that the practical consequences of
this inclusive approach seemed remote. At the time, those resident outside Scotland who
would have become eligible for Scottish citizenship may have been unlikely to relocate to
a newly independent Scotland, even if they did avail themselves of Scottish citizenship.
It is difficult to predict how that calculus may change with Brexit underway. One
might expect that more migration to Scotland from the rest of the UK would be
desirable, particularly in the context of Scotland’s demographic challenges. Yet in
practice this may be influenced by the age profile of potential returning citizens. If
citizens are older, their return could exacerbate, rather than alleviate, population
ageing. The question of how to delimit citizenship is a fraught one. An inclusive
approach to citizenship chimes more closely with the current narrative that paints
Scottish nationalism as civic, rather than ethnic (see the chapter by Rosie and Meer in
this volume). Although it is unlikely, it is possible that a significant enough change, or
expected change, may yet alter Scotland’s approach to citizenship.

Conclusion
Brexit and the Covid-19 crisis hold potential for significant change in how immigration
is approached by an independent Scotland. But too much remains uncertain to make any
confident predictions regarding the eventual impact of either. The possibility of securing
a Schengen opt-out looks critical in framing the choices ahead for Scotland, such as how
to operate its borders with the UK and how to determine its immigration system in a
way that allows freedom to travel and reside with the EU and the UK simultaneously.
Without an opt-out it is difficult to see how solutions to these two issues can be secured,
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although the CTA’s near hundred-year history of developing flexible approaches cautions
against ruling out further innovation.
In terms of Scotland’s future immigration system, the Scottish Government has
been consistent in making proposals that favour a less restrictive system. Proposals
and discussion papers on migration include less emphasis on selection and arguments
in favour of lowering salary and skill thresholds for labour migration. There has been
consistent emphasis on the role migration could play in addressing population decline
and in sustaining more remote locations, as well as encouraging migrant retention
and settlement through more generous family rights and routes to settlement. The
demographic driver of this looks unlikely to change. The impact of the Covid-19 crisis
on the economy, particularly labour demand, is still unclear. However, it seems sensible
to expect the direction of travel to remain broadly the same, particularly if the softening
of public attitudes remains sustained. Nonetheless, in the current context, it is still
possible for significant shifts to materialise.
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13
Chapter 13

How would an
independent Scotland
tackle climate change?
Antje Brown

Introduction
The question of how an independent Scotland would tackle climate change is difficult
to answer as Scotland is so inextricably tied into wider political-economic structures,
at the UK, EU and international levels. It would therefore be misleading to assume that
Scottish independence would equate to complete policy autonomy on climate change.
Even if Scotland became independent from the rest of the UK and chose to take radical
(and radically different) policy measures, Scotland would still not be able to singlehandedly and independently tackle climate change as climate change is, in essence, a
complex and truly global challenge.
However, while an independent Scotland would not single-handedly tackle climate
change as such, it would certainly be in a much better position to shape its own political
discourse on climate change as well as policy targets and societal behaviour. So perhaps
a better question would be: how and to what degree would an independent Scotland
pursue its own ambitions and targets on climate change?
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The following chapter will argue that a second referendum resulting in Scottish
independence would offer Scotland constitutional and legal clarity which in turn would
enable Scotland to pursue a much more bespoke and arguably more ambitious set of
climate change aims. As a policy area, climate change is currently shared between, and
often contested with, Westminster. While the often-ambiguous relationship between
Westminster and Holyrood has spurred some competitive ambition to outdo one
another on climate change, Scottish independence would give Scotland a chance to
navigate more freely and without competitive distraction.
Scotland benefits from a comparatively strong civil society (Haf et al, 2019: 935) and
its political landscape is currently relatively favourable towards a strong climate change
policy. It is therefore likely that we would see a more ambitious drive in that direction.
Having said that, we are currently in a period of fundamental change and uncertainty:
apart from the impacts of Brexit, we are also dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic,
which is unprecedented in its scale and impact. Both events, one arguably more seismic
than the other, will leave their mark on every aspect of Scottish politics and society. The
following chapter is therefore an attempt to provide an overview of climate change in the
Scottish political context while also remaining mindful of the current uncertainties and
fundamental challenges that we are facing.

Scotland’s climate policy under devolution
In order to understand current developments, we need to understand the wider, historical
context within which climate change is being discussed in Scotland. Since devolution in
1999, Scotland developed an environmental policy that has been shaped by a range of
constitutional, political, societal and natural resource factors. There are facilitators in the
climate change discourse such as a comparatively strong civil society (Haf et al, 2019),
but there are also a number of constraints in what Scotland is able to achieve regarding
complex and persistent environmental challenges such as climate change.
Indeed, Scotland is operating within a complex system of governance with multiple
interfaces, in which institutions and agencies at the Scottish, UK, EU and global levels
shape decision-making on climate change. Indeed, when we add energy policy to the
equation, a policy area that is inextricably linked to climate change, this multilevel
governance becomes even more complex and intricate as both policy areas are devolved
to varying degrees. And yet, successive Scottish governments have been striving for
a distinct, ambitious and even pioneering approach (Brown, 2019) that would take
Scotland beyond the climate change targets set by Westminster. This narrative has
been persistent despite some distinct logistical, legal-constitutional and resource
interdependencies between Scotland and the UK. For instance, Scotland and the rest
of the UK are tied into an energy market and national grid that cannot be disentangled
overnight nor would it be in everyone’s interest to do so.
Scotland’s ambitious climate narrative needs to be understood in the context of
policy networks that shape the climate change discourse: here we see a well-established
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policy network that engages a range of actor groups, both governmental and nongovernmental, from a wide spectrum of stakeholders of society. However, what has
facilitated this particular narrative has been a notable development of linkages between
pro-independence actors and environmental organisations in Scotland. This feature
is perhaps due in some part to the pro-independence position of the Scottish Green
Party, which currently holds the balance of power in the Scottish Parliament. In some
specific cases, such as Scotland’s decision not to build a new generation of nuclear
power stations (Scottish Government 2017: 60), the increasingly symbiotic relationship
between environmental and Scottish independence actors has proven to be beneficial
for both groups; certainly the emerging dynamic between the two groups reinforced
both green and independence causes (Brown, 2017). In fact, this dynamic relationship
extends to the parliamentary level and has facilitated a working relationship in the
Scottish Parliament between the minority SNP Government and the Scottish Greens
who since 2016 have claimed a number of environmental policy (and other) victories in
the Scottish Parliament (Harvey, 2019).
When we investigate this somewhat symbiotic relationship between green and
independence actors, it is useful to contextualise the 2014 referendum. Long before the
referendum, networks between pro-independence and environmental actors inside and
outside government were already well-established. This relationship gained momentum
in the run-up to the referendum with key actors in environmental groups such as Friends
of the Earth Scotland openly and publicly endorsing the pro-independence campaign.
The rationale was that an independent Scotland would offer environmental groups
opportunities to push for greener policies and a more sustainable society. The outcome of
the independence referendum did not change the rationale for both actor groups, nor did
it change their symbiotic relationship or the environmental policies themselves. But what
the outcome did alter was an increased determination to persevere with distinctly Scottish
and more ambitious policies. This increased determination cannot be explained entirely
by the outcome of the 2014 referendum. More crucially we need to look at the next major
event in Scottish politics: the UK Brexit referendum of 2016.

Brexit and climate change politics
in Scotland
Researchers with an interest in environmental policy have seen the EU as a positive
influence on the UK as a whole (Burns et al, 2019). There is therefore a consensus
among environmental researchers as well as activists that Brexit is likely to have an
overall negative effect on the environment. Some academics predict a process of
de-Europeanisation in the UK (Copeland, 2016) whereby EU ties and obligations
are intentionally de-constructed and reversed, although a softer, gradual process of
disengagement is more likely (Burns et al, 2019).
However, what does not stand out in these UK-wide projections is the Scottish
context and, more importantly, the Scottish Government’s opposition to Brexit and
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de-Europeanisation. In fact, a majority of people in Scotland (62 per cent) voted to
remain in the EU and the Scottish Government has taken a clear stance on seeking to
re-join the EU while setting out a commitment to continue following EU environmental
principles and rules post-Brexit.
Alongside this EU alignment, we have also seen a persistent pattern whereby Scotland
has taken on a deliberately tougher stance on a wide range of policy areas (e.g. fracking,
nuclear energy, GMOs, plastics) than the rest of the UK. On climate change, Scotland
recently adopted the Climate Change (Emissions Reduction Targets) (Scotland) Act
2019, which sets out a net-zero emission target by 2045 (although the 75% cut by 2030
is the more interesting inclusion in the new Act). The Scottish Government has also
established a Citizens Assembly on Climate Change reporting to the Scottish Parliament,
whilst also setting annual targets and including the principle of just transition in its
policy framework.
The Scottish Government has been able to pursue these and other ambitious
objectives in areas where competencies were devolved to Scotland, often adopting higher
standards when implementing EU directives. Interestingly, the Scottish Government has
been able to go further with its targets precisely because the EU (and EU Article 193 in
particular) permitted Scotland to go beyond EU-wide environmental standards. Since
the UK withdrawal from the EU in January 2020, there is already some evidence that
England and Wales seek to move away from EU policy (for instance in the agricultural
sector). Before the UK-EU trade deal, the UK Government already intended to further
de-align from EU environmental standards after the transition period ended, and
refused to abide by the EU’s Level Playing Field commitments duringthe UK-EU trade
negotiations (UK Government, 2020; see also Fontanelli in this volume). The Chancellor
of the Duchy of Lancaster, Michael Gove (2017), claimed this to be a first step in the
direction of a Green Brexit, although many other observers, including the Scottish
Government, have been more sceptical. With the outcome of the UK-EU trade deal,
the UK Government assures non-regression for some standards, with the environment
and climate change included, however this new deal does not include an explicit
commitment to dynamic alignment, which would involve UK adjustments in line with
EU regulations.
With the recent Environment, Agriculture, and Fisheries Bills, the UK Government
appears to introduce a weakening of environmental standards in policy areas such as on
the chemical status of water. In other areas, there are concerns about the creation of a
competence vacuum. For instance, a proposed new Office for Environmental Protection
– intended to take over monitoring and enforcement functions from the EU after Brexit
– is likely to lead to significant weakening of environmental policy in England as this
new office will not have the same binding powers as previously held by the European
Courts. The Withdrawal Agreement of October 2019 did not included an earlier stated
commitment to non-regression of environmental standards, an omission which the
Scottish Government (2019a) strongly criticised. Now, with the UK-EU trade deal, a
non-regression arrangement has been included, however, a dynamic alignment has been
deliberately left out, much to the dismay of the Scottish Government.
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In Scotland we are witnessing a notable trend in the opposite direction: more
stringent targets are being pursued alongside an explicit alignment with (and reenforcement of) EU legislation. As the Scottish Government put it, ‘[t]he Scottish
Government is committed to making sure it meets EU Environmental Standards after
Brexit’ (Scottish Government, 2020). There is still uncertainty regarding a number
of statutory powers as a result of the disappearance of an EU level of governance.
The Scottish Government has warned against any efforts by the UK Government to
‘centralise’ powers set to be repatriated from the EU that sit within Scotland’s devolved
competences, such as the environment, fishing and agriculture. While the details still
have to be established, one thing is clear: unless the UK tries to take power back again,
the policy divergence between UK and Scottish environmental policies that we have
seen over the past few years can only increase as Brexit evolves and the future of an
independent Scotland is being deliberated.
Green pressure is maintained by pro-independence actors and environmental actors
in Scotland with the latter regularly reminding the Scottish Government not to fail in
safeguarding environmental interests. For instance, in an open letter, sixteen influential
bodies, including the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF), Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO),
National Trust for Scotland and Royal Scottish Geographic Society, appealed to the
Scottish Government to ensure that,
“[w]e must not let Brexit derail us from tackling these huge global challenges head
on. Whatever the outcome of the current political uncertainties we need robust,
binding, targets for the recovery of Scotland’s natural environment, to safeguard
both nature and people” (cited in The Guardian, 2019).
In an effort to secure these environmental targets, the Scottish Government already
introduced a Continuity Bill that would “allow the Scottish Parliament to ‘keep pace’
with EU law in devolved areas” (Scottish Government, 2019b). The Scottish Government
also declared that the “EU exit must not impede [Scotland’s] ability to maintain
high environmental standards” (quoted in Savaresi, 2020). In practice, the Scottish
Government has already identified nearly 50 Scottish Statutory Instruments and has
been putting these in place before the impacts of Brexit come to the fore. Judging by the
numerous statements and measures coming from both the Scottish Government and
Parliament, there is a palpable sense of urgency in securing not only the EU principles of
environmental law (such as the ‘polluter pays’ principle) but also securing the legal and
enforcement practices that come with these principles.

Independence and environmental policy
in a post-Brexit Scotland
It is against this backdrop of Brexit that we are now considering the possibility of a
second independence referendum in Scotland. While political forces on either side of the
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border debate whether a second referendum will (and should) take place (see the chapter
by McCorkindale and McHarg in this volume), the rationale that drove the alliance
between pro-independence and environmental actor groups is unlikely to change. Brexit
will likely give this alliance further momentum and an increased sense of urgency.
The UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties COP26, which is now rescheduled
for 2021 due to the Covid-19 pandemic, already had contributed towards tensions
between the UK and Scottish Governments. Prior to the Covid-19 outbreak, both sides
sought to use this COP26 opportunity to showcase their ambitions and commitments
on climate change, in the usual competitive fashion. With the climate conference
postponed, the issue of who is taking the lead is no longer a matter of immediate
concern, at least for the time being.
Regardless of whether there is a second independence referendum of not, it is unlikely
that the environmental policy networks that have grown in Scotland will evaporate
or be distracted from their policy ambitions. However, where a second referendum
resulting in an independent Scotland will make a difference, will be in the higher degree
of constitutional autonomy and legal clarity that Scotland would enjoy in shaping its
own environmental destiny. For now, environmental actors operate within devolved
and ‘polycentric’ (i.e. dispersed) systems of governance, and their actions are shaped
by the constraints of this system. For instance, a key aim at present is to secure as many
environmental objectives as possible in the negotiations over a future UK-EU trade
agreement and beyond (see the chapter by Fontanelli on trade in this volume), despite the
removal of EU-level institutions from the polycentric system of governance due to Brexit.

Covid-19: a shift in Scottish environmental
and climate change politics?
The past year has seen seismic changes in the way we live and the way we conduct our
social, economic and political affairs. Indeed, Covid-19 has not only changed the way
we live, it has also exposed fundamental weaknesses in our economic structures and
practices. While each government is currently seeking to address the challenges that we
face, the narrative by policy-makers and experts is already shifting in Scotland.
As far as a second Scottish referendum is concerned, criticism about the Westminster
Government’s handling of the pandemic appears to be playing into the hands of the
Scottish Government and arguably the Scottish independence narrative. In terms
of environmental and climate change politics and policy, the Scottish Government
postponed an update on the Climate Change Plan which was due in April 2020 and
instead proposed that environmental and climate change policies should be considered
with the Covid-19 crisis and its impacts in mind. This synchronisation of climate change
and Covid-19 urgencies is reflected in the Scottish Government’s current consultation
call on the Green Recovery for Scotland, a post-Covid-19 plan that would allow for
economic recovery while meeting climate change ambitions and ensuring a just
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transition towards a more sustainable society. Current conversations on Green Recovery
go well beyond the established policy networks described above and it is clear to see that
Scotland is capitalising on an already ‘strong civil society’ (Haf et al, 2019). The call for
stakeholder views regarding the Green Recovery has already generated a large number
of responses in the form of documents, public statements and events from researchers
at the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, environmental groups such as Friends of the
Earth Scotland, business associations such as the Scottish Council for Development and
Industry plus other representations such as the Church of Scotland. It is noticeable how
wide ranging this engagement is and how all consultees put emphasis on a green and just
recovery following Covid-19.
There appears to be a consensus that the few environmental gains emerging from
the lockdown, such as a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, are only a temporary
improvement and no substitute for more sustained climate action. It is interesting
to note that consultees such as the Committee on Climate Change, an independent
advisory group of climate experts, recommend a Holyrood-Westminster partnership in
addressing the double challenge of climate change and Covid-19 (Committee on Climate
Change, 2020). Whether this partnership comes to fruition in view of the political
tensions between the two governments remains to be seen. The postponement of COP26
by one year gives both sides a respite and the main priority of both governments is
now to ‘manage our way out’ of the Covid-19 crisis (Roseanna Cunningham, Scottish
Parliament, 4/6/2020). Further considerations following on from the Green Recovery for
Scotland may well be dependent on cooperation with the UK. What is certain is that the
Scottish political system has started a devolved conversation into how we can address in
tandem the complex challenges of climate change and Covid-19.

Conclusion
From the perspective of an environmental politics scholar, addressing the question of
how an independent Scotland would tackle climate change is an intriguing and complex
exercise. There is still a lot of uncertainty as power constellations are still shifting with
the impacts of Brexit and now Covid-19. Whereas the 2014 Scottish referendum result
took the wind out of the pro-independence sails, Brexit brought the wind right back and
with it came a knock-on effect in the form of environmental and climate change policy
reinforcement and strengthening.
But not all is well in Scotland in environmental terms and the Scottish Government
could pursue even greener policies in all aspects of socio-economic life. As paradoxical
as it may sound, the Covid-19 crisis may present an opportunity to convey and then
cement a carbon-free future for Scotland as the Scottish Government, Parliament and
civil society need to find radical answers to pressing and complex problems.
No matter what constitutional shape Scotland is going to take in future, there will
always be complexity and interdependency when it comes to global challenges such
as climate change and Covid-19. Scotland is on track, however, to becoming a climate
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change leader. Independence, if it ever were to happen, would give Scotland more
freedom to accelerate on that track if the political will remains. It will be interesting to
see how the constitutional debate over the next few months and years will further shape
environmental and climate change policy. Hopefully for the better.
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Chapter 14

An independent Scotland
in the European Union: is it
realistic and is it a good idea?
Kirsty Hughes

Introduction
The UK, including Scotland, has left the European Union. If Scotland, as an independent
state, re-joined the European Union, this would mark a substantive change to its
relationship with the rest of the UK (rUK).
This is rather different from the situation in 2014 where, had there been a Yes vote in
the independence referendum, the rUK would still have been in the EU. In that scenario,
if Scotland had stayed in or re-joined the EU, both Scotland and the rUK would have
been part of the EU’s single market and most of its other policies.
There is a Brexit conundrum here. On the one hand, the fact that Brexit has happened
appears to have shifted some previously pro-UK ‘remain’ voters towards supporting
independence. In early 2020, some polls showed support for independence at 50-52%
(see, for example, YouGov, 2020); by June, this had risen to 54% (Panelbase, 2020). As
well as the Brexit impact on opinion, the different leadership styles on display in the
Covid-19 crisis and the differing paths out of lockdown also seemed to be having an
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effect by the second half of 2020 too. But, on the other hand, if an independent Scotland
were in the EU and the rest of the UK outside, this would create more challenges, not
least over the Scotland-England border (see the chapter by McEwen in this volume). So,
Brexit may have increased, and may continue to increase, support for independence, but
the fact of Brexit will raise new challenges around the impact of an independent Scotland
being in the EU – not least compared to 2014.
This chapter first considers whether an independent Scotland could join the EU,
what the process would look like and what hurdles there would be. It then considers the
implications of being in the EU for the Scotland-rest of UK border and asks whether
joining the European Economic Area instead could be preferable.

Could Scotland be an independent
EU member state?
Let’s first, though, consider whether an independent Scotland could re-join the EU (as
discussed in Hughes, 2019; Hughes, 2020a) – or indeed whether it could, like Norway,
be part of the European Economic Area (EEA). And, secondly, let’s ask whether either
would be a good idea.
If Scotland became independent in a legally, constitutionally sound way and reached
an agreed divorce settlement with the rest of the UK (see the chapters by McCorkindale
& McHarg, and Douglas-Scott, in this volume), then it would be an independent
European state. And European states are all allowed to apply to join the European Union.
Indeed, since the EU was first founded 63 years ago in 1957, it has expanded from six
original members to 27 (down from 28 member states now the UK has gone).
A whole range of European countries have joined the EU. Greece, Spain and Portugal
came on board in the 1980s – welcoming the chance to underpin their relatively newly
restored democracies within the EU (after over-turning fascist governments in the
1970s). Then in 1995, Austria, Finland and Sweden joined, followed a decade later – in
2004 – by Malta, Cyprus and eight of the Central and Eastern European countries that
had until 1989 – or 1991 in the case of the Baltic states – been part of the Soviet bloc.
Bulgaria and Romania joined three years later in 2007, and Croatia in 2013.
These new members came from very different backgrounds. The Czech and Slovak
republics had gone through a ‘velvet divorce’ in 1993 bringing an end to Czechoslovakia.
Cyprus joined despite the island still being divided (with only Turkey recognising the
northern part of the island since 1974). Croatia was formerly a part of Yugoslavia, which
fell apart amidst the dreadful conflict in the 1990s. And these countries are very different
sizes – with Malta having a population of just under half a million, while Poland’s
population is almost 40 million (see Keating’s chapter in this volume for a discussion
of small states). They are also at different levels of economic development and have
different economic structures.
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Scotland’s accession prospects
Diversity is a watchword for the EU’s 27 member states. There is no obvious reason why
an independent Scotland would face bigger challenges than the 22 countries that joined
the EU since its founding. Indeed, if Scotland became independent in the next few years,
then it is quite likely its laws and regulations would still be rather close to the EU’s after
47 years of being part of the EU through UK membership. So it might be relatively
straightforward to prove that Scotland could meet the EU’s rules, which is a necessary
and sometimes lengthy process all accession candidates must go through.
Scotland could certainly apply to join the EU – but it would also need to be able
to demonstrate that it had fully established democratic institutions and a properly
functioning market economy, as an independent state, not as part of the UK. And it
would have to take on any new EU laws and regulations that had been adopted in the
EU since Brexit as well as adjust any Scottish laws and regulations that had diverged
from EU ones in the time since Brexit. The Scottish Government has stated it will aim
to stay aligned to EU laws in devolved areas. However, with the UK Government’s
plans to create a UK internal market – and the associated political clash over that – this
alignment may become problematic. The European Commission would assess all of this
and set out any areas where changes were needed and assess the steps taken to comply
fully with EU laws (including full implementation of the laws).
In a first stage, Brussels would decide if Scotland should become a candidate for
membership. This is something that the 27 EU member states would agree together, with
all member states having a veto if they thought anything was problematic. Vetoes have
been used – notably by France in the 1960s to stop the UK’s accession application at that
point. But they are rarely used. Concerns have been expressed, in Scotland’s case, that
Spain might veto its application given its own internal constitutional challenges. This is
unlikely as long as Scotland’s independence process is fully legally and constitutionally
sound. A contested independence process between London and Edinburgh would raise
alarm bells in several EU member states.
Once Scotland had candidate status, then the Commission would decide when the
time was right to start the actual accession negotiations – and again get agreement from
the EU27.

UK opt-outs not on offer
Scotland would be highly unlikely to get the range of opt-outs the UK had – a budget
rebate, a euro opt-out, an opt-out from the border-free Schengen area, and an opt-in
so the UK could choose whether to be part of common EU justice and home affairs
cooperation. The UK and Denmark were the only two member states with an opt-out
from the euro – and they got agreement on that when they were already inside the EU,
not as candidate countries. But there are eight member states currently outside the
eurozone, who aren’t yet ready (or in fact willing) to join. Scotland would be expected
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to commit to eventually join the euro, but it wouldn’t join it on day one and would be
unlikely to meet the debt and deficit criteria to join (for more analysis, see the chapters
by Peat, Bell, and Roy & Eiser in this volume).
But, those countries outside the euro have to make clear commitments in terms of
their monetary policies – they must aim at price stability, and they must consider their
exchange rate with the euro as a ‘matter of common concern’ (Hughes, 2018). This is
where an independent Scotland could hit a problem. The current policy of the SNP on
currency, in the case of independence, is to first use the pound sterling and then move
to a Scottish currency ‘as soon as practicable’ (BBC News, 2019; Sustainable Growth
Commission, 2018). But if Scotland was using the pound, then it wouldn’t be in control
of the pound-euro exchange rate – that would depend on monetary policies in the rest of
the UK.
Of course, if Scotland moved relatively rapidly to a Scottish currency this might
not prove to be a problem (although see the chapter by Peat for potential difficulties).
But if it took a longer period of time, then Brussels might choose one of two routes. It
could decide that Scotland would have to wait to join until it did have its own currency
(or met the criteria to join the euro). Or it could decide that Scotland could be allowed
a transition period so that it joined the EU, while using the pound, but committed to
joining the euro or establishing a Scottish currency within a negotiated number of years.
In the end, this would be a political decision taken by the member states.

Managing the fiscal deficit
There are other economic challenges too. EU member states are meant to keep their
fiscal deficits below 3%. An independent Scotland is quite likely to have a considerably
larger deficit than this – some suggest around 7% (Gow, 2020). This would have to be
brought down to meet the criteria for EU membership. But again, the EU might well
decide – as it did with Croatia – that if the deficit is on a clear downward path, with
appropriate economic policies, that Scotland could join with a short transition period
inside the EU to bring it fully down to 3%.
Also, it’s important to factor in that Scotland will not join the EU overnight. The
process of applying to join the EU, then negotiating that membership, and then the
18-24 months needed for EU member states to ratify the accession treaty, could at best
take four to five years. So bringing a 7% deficit down to say 4.5% over 5 years – and then
bringing the remainder down 0.5% a year for the first three years inside the EU is one
possible path. How challenging this would be – in terms of the impact on government
spending and austerity – would depend on Scotland’s overall growth rate at the time – a
matter of much debate (see the chapters by Bell, and Roy & Eiser, for an overview of
these debates).
Whether the EU’s fiscal criteria may change in the coming years due to the impact
of the Covid-19 crisis is an interesting question. There would be substantial political
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resistance to changing the criteria but given the major increases in public debt due to the
crisis, there may still be pressure to either change the criteria (currently suspended due
to Covid) or be more relaxed in applying them. Whether any greater flexibility in the
criteria, if it occurred, would also apply to accession countries is also uncertain but the
key criteria on debt has always included that it be on a sustainable downward path.

Scotland’s border with the rest of the UK
A separate type of challenge would arise with Scotland’s border with the rest of the UK
(rUK). If Scotland was an EU member state, its border with the rest of the UK would be
an external border of the European Union (Hughes, 2020b; Hayward, 2020; Bell, 2020).
This is very different to the situation back in 2014. Then the debate was about whether
an independent Scotland would stay inside the EU – perhaps in a ‘holding pen’ – or
whether it would have to leave then re-join. But the end point in either scenario would
have been both the UK and Scotland being part of the EU. There wouldn’t have been any
border challenges.
Brexit has changed this scenario. Now, Scotland is part of the EU-UK Trade and
Cooperation Agreement, which was agreed days before the end of 2020. But, in the event
of independence and subsequent EU accession, instead of being part of the new UK-EU
trade agreement from the UK side, Scotland would be party to this agreement from the
EU side. Even though the UK and EU succeeded in agreeing a zero-tariff, zero-quota
deal, this also depends on other criteria being met including rules of origin. So there are
other UK-EU customs (and VAT) checks to make sure goods from another country, like
China, were not taking advantage of lower tariffs into the UK than EU. And there would
also need to be regulatory checks on goods and agricultural products to ensure they met
EU rules (see also the chapter by McEwen in this volume).
So the border checks we have now seen from the start of January 2021, at DoverCalais and other GB-EU border points, will be the same as those between an
independent Scotland and England and Wales (Northern Ireland being different again
– in the EU’s single market for goods). And, as with Brexit, those border checks would
be expected to impact negatively on trade and so have substantial economic costs. At the
same time, borders would disappear between Scotland and the other EU member states.
But there would probably be one big difference – on free movement of people (Maher,
2020). Ireland and the UK benefit from being in a Common Travel Area (CTA) with UK
and Irish citizens (as well as those from the Isle of Man and Channel Islands) having the
right to live and work in each other’s countries. Even though the UK has left the EU, that
will continue. Since the UK opted-out of the EU’s border-free ‘Schengen’ area, Ireland
did so too, so that that the CTA could still operate effectively. This is the key opt-out
an independent Scotland would want to negotiate (see Kyambi’s chapter in this volume
for more on migration and the CTA). This could potentially be the best of both worlds
– Scotland would then benefit from EU free movement of people, and free movement
under the CTA with rUK.
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There are other differences from the first indyref in 2014, due to Brexit. The UK has
left the EU and become, in international trade jargon, a third country. But if Scotland left
the UK it would, as an independent state and following a successful accession process, be
in the EU while the UK was not. This could see it benefit from being part of that larger
single market and customs union. But currently Scotland’s trade with the UK is three
times higher than its trade with the EU (see the chapters by Fontanelli, and Bell) so there
will be economic costs from a border with the rest of the UK. However, there will also
be benefits from being part of EU free movement of people again, and potentially from
attracting foreign direct investment (see Roy and Eiser, and Bell, in this volume).
The EU-UK trade agreement does very little for services – a major part of ScottishrUK trade. More analysis is needed to see to what extent an independent Scotland and
rUK could do a bilateral deal on various aspects of services to facilitate trade (as long as
it didn’t contradict the EU-UK agreement or EU single market rules).
Northern Ireland also has a special status under the Brexit agreement, which sees it
stay effectively inside the EU’s single market for goods and customs union. If Scotland
was in the EU, its trade and border with Northern Ireland would therefore be easier to
manage than its border with England and Wales. In the end, there would be much work
to do to see how to manage effectively economic relations between Scotland and the rest
of the UK – within the overarching EU-UK trade deal.

Should Scotland follow Norway instead?
Norway applied to join the EU but this was rejected in two referendums (in 1972 and
1994). Instead, Norway stayed in the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and
became part of the European Economic Area (EEA). EEA membership means that
Norway is fully part of the EU’s single market but not its customs union. All the EU
member states are also in the EEA alongside Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein (with
Switzerland in EFTA but not in the EEA). All EU member states must also join the EEA.
EFTA countries can join but do not have to. EEA membership is agreed by consensus of
all 30 members. This could take some time and Scotland would have to show it was fully
compliant with all EU single market laws and regulations.
The challenge of being in the EEA, is that, unlike being a full EU member, there’s
no seat at the EU table, and no vote when the EU agrees new laws and policies. There
is a whole set of consultative and institutional arrangements but broadly, despite these,
there is a ‘democratic deficit’ in being in the EEA. This may explain why, since the EEA
was founded in 1995, its membership hasn’t expanded while the EU’s has gone up by 16
states since then.
Some argue that Scotland would benefit from being in the EEA. This would give it
direct access to the EU single market, but enable it to have an independent trade policy,
currency policy, and be free to develop its own policies in fishing and agriculture.
Scotland would be an independent coastal state, in terms of fishing waters, and it
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wouldn’t have to join the euro. However, even in early 2021, the deep problems for
Scotland’s fish exports being outside the EU’s customs union became rapidly apparent.
And, like Norway, it would face a customs border with the EU and a democratic deficit,
in that it would be a ‘rule-taker’ from the EU without representation in EU institutions.
Scotland could then also agree a separate trade deal with the rest of the UK. But this
wouldn’t solve all the border challenges set out above. The UK would no longer be in the
EU’s single market so there would need to be regulatory checks on goods and services
between rUK and Scotland, and customs checks between Scotland and the EU. It might
be the worst of both worlds with a customs border between Scotland and the EU and a
regulatory border with the rest of the UK.

Transition
In any event, there would have to be some sort of transitional arrangement for an
independent Scotland. On the first day after it had left the UK, it would not be
a member of the EU or of the EEA. It would probably need to agree a so-called
association agreement with the EU to remove trade barriers and help it participate in EU
programmes while it negotiated membership. The negotiation of association agreements
could take a year or longer, so there might need to be a phase where an independent
Scotland stayed, effectively, within the UK-EU trade agreement – this would need to be a
three-way discussion and agreement between the EU, the UK and Scotland. There might
be some informal Scotland-EU discussions ahead of the actual date of independence
so that an association agreement could then be agreed more quickly – but formal talks
would need to wait until independence.

Is either the EU or EEA a good idea?
Most European states are either in the EU or the EEA. The UK has now left. Switzerland
has its own complex set of treaties with the EU to enable it to participate in the Single
Market – an arrangement the EU is in no hurry to repeat. But all the countries of similar
size to Scotland – such as Norway, Finland, Ireland, Denmark, Croatia and more – are in
one or the other.
So, an independent Scotland would, realistically, face a choice between joining the
EU or the EEA. Joining neither would either leave it as a very isolated, small third
country outside both the UK and EU/EEA, with potentially very negative economic
consequences and giving it little voice in the world. In this case, an option might be for
an independent Scotland to stay very close to rUK – perhaps joining a customs union
or even staying, effectively, part of its internal market. But then we would be looking at a
rather ‘lighter’ version of independence.
In the 2016 Brexit vote, 62% of Scottish voters were for remain. Re-joining the EU
would therefore seem the most obvious route – giving Scotland the chance to have a
voice on big EU questions such as climate change, human rights, and industrial strategy.
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But because of Brexit, voters in another independence referendum would now have
to weigh up the choice of leaving the UK and re-joining the EU, or staying in the UK
outside the EU.
This is a political as well as an economic choice. And the fact that the rest of the UK
would be outside the EU means that a serious debate around the challenges of a rUKScotland border would need much more discussion. One way to open this discussion
up a bit would be to ask the question: what sort of EU member state would Scotland be?
Would it aspire to be like Ireland – a pro-active, pro-European country situated in the
core of the EU, having adopted the euro? Or would it aspire to be like a smaller Sweden
– outside the euro (however informally) and aiming at influence in other priority areas
such as the environment, gender equality and human rights?
There is much to debate – and there would be some serious work to do to join
the European Union. But the EU route is one that would be open to an independent
Scotland.
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15
Chapter 15

Would independence
change Scotland’s approach
to human rights?
Kirsteen Shields

Introduction
We often talk about democratic practices, but it was Charles Tilly who really made me
think when he described democracy as a process. In his 2007 tome, Democracy, Tilly
sets out that democracy is “a dynamic process that always remains incomplete and
perpetually runs the risk of reversal — of de-democratization” (Tilly, 2007). I find this
concept useful when thinking about human rights.
Human rights institutions, like the Council of Europe and the United Nations Human
Rights Council, emerged from the ashes of the Second World War. They were established
on the premise that limiting the powers of the state through multilateral institutions
would prevent the atrocities of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust from ever being
repeated. Specifically, these institutions sought to limit the persecution of individuals by
the state, and to protect individuals from abuse of state power. They did so by placing
limits on what governments (and government authorities) could lawfully do (or fail to
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do). It is due to the capacity of these institutions to limit state powers that regional and
international human rights courts and monitoring bodies have such special significance.
Human rights are not necessarily tangible ‘end goals’ that once achieved can be ticked
off. Instead, they must be actively experienced and protected in order to exist. When we
say ‘we have human rights’ what we really mean is, ‘we are entitled to have our rights
respected’ – and this is a process.
The process of respecting human rights largely depends on actions and events driven
by political pressures and historical precedent. For instance, governments can support
upward processes in building human rights standards both within their territory and
internationally.
To give you some examples, major ‘upwards spirals’ in human rights standards
occurred in the period following the Second World War, and again during the period
of decolonisation around the world in the 1970s. Both periods were marked by the vast
majority of states deciding to incorporate human rights standards into their written
constitutions, often by direct reference to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948). The UK is an anomaly in this regard. It does not have a written constitution.
Along with Israel, Saudi Arabia, Canada and New Zealand it is one of the few countries
to operate on the basis of an ‘unwritten constitution’.
It is widely acknowledged that the UK played a pivotal role in drafting the European
Convention on Human Rights, notably Conservative politician and lawyer, David
Maxwell-Fyfe. Meanwhile, at home, the UK’s constitution has developed in a somewhat
haphazard fashion, building on common law, case law, historical documents, Acts of
Parliament and European legislation. It is not set out clearly in any one document.
Whether you regard this a design feature or design flaw may depend on whether you
have ever had to rely on it to defend your rights.
As the former Justice Secretary Jack Straw once put it: “Most people [in the UK]
might struggle to put their finger on where their rights are.” This is because the transfer
of power from the monarchy to the people has not been fully realised.
Instead, power has been transferred from the Crown to the Parliament in a
piecemeal fashion, leading to a constitutional monarchy arrangement rather than
a republic. This was achieved through the Magna Carta 1215 and the Petition of
Right 1628, which are historic documents that have no legal force as constitutional
documents. Unlike other modern democracies, the UK Parliament has not transferred
power back to the citizens through granting constitutional rights in a written
constitution. Instead, the Parliament has ‘reserved power’, and the Crown retains some
residual powers (such as the Royal Prerogative).
The UK’s constitutional arrangements create a concentration of power, which have
increased risks of abuse of power. The composition of the House of Commons is based
on a majoritarian first-past-the-post electoral system, and therefore the government of
the day will normally have a majority in the House of Commons. The consolidation of
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government power in the UK Parliament is combined with the party whip system that
serves to quiet dissent from within government, to create what has been described as an
‘electoral dictatorship’ (Lord Hailsham, 1976).
The Parliament is also above the law courts and is coupled with the leftovers of
a hereditary peer system in the House of Lords, which creates the potential to pass
any law that the government decrees. The need for external limits and controls (from
international institutions) on both the government and the parliament is therefore more
acute due to the UK’s constitutional design.
It is these limitations that the UK Government seeks to remove through Brexit.
Citizens of European Union members states benefit from the oversight of three layers of
external human rights protection: the United Nations (UN), the European Convention
on Human Rights (ECHR), and EU law.
The UK’s relationship with a global and supranational system of governance presents
an unprecedented challenge to the UK’s ‘elective dictatorship’. Prime Minister Boris
Johnson has portrayed Brexit as a way of freeing the UK from the ‘supervision’ of the
EU (Barber, 2020). Mr Johnson’s spokesperson said that the goal of the UK Government
in EU trade talks was to “restore political and economic independence” for the UK,
including independence from the vast body of EU law and the authority of the European
Court of Justice (Mason, 2020). This chapter examines the implications of the UK’s
departure from the EU’s human rights framework for Scotland, and the challenges and
opportunities of independence.

Human rights trajectories
As Brexit has shown us, the UK has the power to dismantle as well as create human
rights standards. It is useful to put this into context, by considering instances in the past
when the UK has improved its human rights commitments (‘upwards spiral’), as well as
times when the UK has reduced such rights (‘downwards spiral’).
A moment of upwards spiralling for human rights occurred in the UK around the
turn of the millennium. At this time, the UK adopted the Human Rights Act 1998 and
the new devolution agreements (the Scotland Act 1998, the 1998 Belfast Agreement and
the Government of Wales Act 1998) contained commitments to respect the European
Convention on Human Rights. These pieces of legislation increased the opportunity and
grounds to protect some human rights in UK courts (although it should be noted that
the Convention rights are focused on civil and political rights and the reach does not
generally extend to economic, social and cultural rights). These legal commitments to
human rights served to promote a pro-human rights political climate whilst also limiting
the instances where the UK or devolved governments were taken to the European Court
of Human Rights (as potential violations would be heard in UK courts instead).
More recently, however, we have seen a distinct downwards spiralling in UK human
rights standards. This is evident in the following legislation:
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•	anti-terrorism legislation (the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005, Terrorism
Act 2006, Counter-Terrorism Act 2008)
•

the Bedroom Tax (British Welfare Reform Act 2012)

•	reductions in social security benefits (Welfare Reform Act 2012 and Welfare
Reform and Work Act 2016)
•	changes to asylum rules that deny people the right to work for 12 months (it
was previously 6 months)
•

and the reduced provision of legal aid.

In these cases, the UK Parliament passed legislation that counters and lowers existing
human rights standards. These measures were condemned internationally by United
Nations representatives; for instance, Raquel Rodniz, the UN Special Rapporteur on
the Right to Housing, criticised the Bedroom Tax, and Prof Philip Alston, UN Special
Rapporteur criticised austerity measures.
This inward dismantling of rights in the UK has been accompanied by explicit
anti-ECHR rhetoric amongst government ministers. In March 2020, the EU’s chief
Brexit negotiator, Michael Barnier, reported that the UK did not want membership
of the European Convention on Human Rights written into the future UK-EU trade
agreement, which was confirmed by UK officials. At the time of writing this chapter, the
UK Government is reportedly undertaking a review of the Human Rights Act with a
view to ‘opting out of parts’, in other words, reducing its scope.
These developments demonstrate the flimsy nature of UK human rights protection,
stemming from the problem with parliament sovereignty where we have a government
that rotates between two political parties with bipolar politics.
Under the UK’s unwritten constitution, government officials are free to pass laws that
disregard legal, ethical and moral constraints. Due to the two-party system that defines
UK politics, the (apolitical) human rights project has been politicised as a left-right issue.
The only way to escape the politicization of human rights is to create and strengthen
legal limits that protect rights despite political attacks or ploys, combined with a
commitment by the government to respect the rule of law.

Brexit as a downward spiral?
Brexit has removed the EU’s legal limits on the UK government. Before considering the
impacts of different types of Brexit on the UK’s human rights obligations, it is important
to note that the procedural aspects of Brexit may be most significant as they could
determine the UK’s main approach to human rights for years to come.
As a result of the conclusion of the Brexit negotiations, through the UK-EU Trade and
Cooperation Agreement, the UK has lost an external overseeing institution which has to
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date provided one arm of strong supranational system of human rights protection (the
other arm being the Council of Europe and European Court of Human Rights). The EU
has developed the most advanced mechanisms for protecting human rights in the world:
the UK is opting out of this with Brexit.
Substantively, Brexit is likely to impact human rights in two ways: by reducing human
rights obligations and simultaneously increasing the need for human rights protections
as a result of the socio-economic impacts of Brexit (Hepburn, 2020).
If the UK had pursued a ‘soft Brexit’ and agreed to maintain a close future relationship
with the EU including incorporating most EU primary and secondary legislation, and
CJEU case law, into UK law, there would have been less risk of a loss of rights in the UK
in the immediate term. (It’s important to note that citizenship rights are not considered
here as human rights.) Beyond traditional civil and political rights, the EU has begun
to develop social rights, such as rights to healthcare, social security and pensions, and
under a softer Brexit existing provisions could have been directly transferred into UK
statute law.
Instead, the UK Government has chosen a ‘hard Brexit’ which means a looser
relationship with the EU and a ‘thin’ trade deal. Under this arrangement, UK citizens
lose established and future social rights protections from the EU. This loss occurs
through not only the UK’s withdrawal from the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights but
also through the potential replacement of existing rights commitments with weaker
frameworks than those currently in place.
The impact of Brexit will be all the more acute in the UK because it has essentially
been outsourcing its human rights standards from the ECHR. The UK does not have
an effective constitutional statement on human rights (the Human Rights Act does not
explicitly refer to rights but instead refers to the rights within the ECHR). Although
the institutional memory of human rights cases in UK courts would linger (through
legal precedent), courts would be obliged to apply any statutory law that replaces (or
effectively reduces) the Human Rights Act.

How would independence affect
human rights?
As I wrote a long time ago, it appears that unionists tend to think of Scottish
independence as the ‘break-up’ of a state, while independentists think of it as the
‘creation’ of a state (Shields, 2014). In the creation of a new state there is the potential
to do things differently. By drafting a written constitution enshrining human rights,
Scotland could attempt to move beyond the politicisation of rights that we’ve seen in the
UK. By establishing domestic legal commitments to human rights at the constitutional
level, Scotland could share a similar constitutional model to modern European
democracies. Such a model would create a clearer separation of powers between
government, the Parliament, and the courts on rights issues than currently exists under
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UK arrangements where courts’ powers to strike down UK Acts of Parliament are
limited, even with regard to rights.
In contrast, by remaining within the union, Scotland would continue to be bound
by the UK-wide commitments on human rights that are passed by the UK Parliament.
For the time being the UK remains within the European Convention on Human Rights
(ECHR) and therefore Scotland benefits from ECHR protections. However, should the
UK government decide to leave the ECHR, Scotland would lose these protections. The
present UK conservative government regularly gestures that it intends to leave the ECHR
(e.g. Stone, 2020; Bowcott, 2020).

Conclusion
While there may be evidence of a downward spiral in human rights at the UK level, there
is also evidence of an upward spiral in devolved Scotland. This upward spiral can be seen
in institutional resourcing, the passing of new laws that protect rights, and in respect to
international commitments to human rights.
Whilst the UK Government has dismantled some of its human rights commitments,
the Scottish Government has equally sought to build them. This is evident in a number
of areas, including the newly formed Scottish Land Commission (SLC), the Scottish
Human Rights Commission (SHRC), and the First Minister’s national task force on
human rights advises on policy and strategy. The Scottish Land Commission reviews
land policy and law with regard to the UN International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, while the SHRC promotes awareness of human rights and
the taskforce advises on policy and strategy. It should also be noted that the Scottish
Parliament has created cross-party committees concerned with human rights, in
particular, the Equality and Human Rights committee (EHRiC).
In addition, the Scottish Parliament has increased commitments to human rights
since 2014 through, for example, the passing of the Human Trafficking and Exploitation
(Scotland) Act 2015, an increase in the age of criminal capacity, and the establishment
of the First Minister’s Advisory Group on Human Rights Leadership. There have
also been new legislative developments on voting rights reform (Scottish Elections
[Reduction of Voting Age] Act 2015 and Scottish Elections [Reform] Bill 2020) and new
litigation around abortion and conscientious objection (Greater Glasgow Health Board
[Appellant] v Doogan and another [Respondents] (Scotland) 2014). In comparison, the
UK government has set out a review of human rights, courts and judges as amongst its
priorities (Human Rights Watch, 2020).
Besides institution-building and resourcing, the Scottish Parliament has voted to
increase commitments in law through references to the UN International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in the Community Empowerment
Act 2015 and the Land Reform Scotland Act 2016 and through the introduction of the
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UNCRC (Incorporation) (Scotland) Bill, which seeks to incorporate the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child into domestic law.
These developments are innovative by global standards. In particular, by integrating
references to the ICESCR, the Scottish Parliament has extended the scope of rights
considerations at the domestic level beyond civil and political rights to economic,
social and cultural rights. In other words, these are rights that create obligations on the
government to protect not just the vulnerable but also the poor and the ‘working poor’.
This broad support for human rights and the rule of law bodes well for the enhanced
protection of human rights in Scotland, and it also contributes to the depoliticization of
rights globally.
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16
Chapter 16

What would an independent
Scotland’s defence and
security priorities be?
Colin Fleming

Introduction
The establishment of the Scottish Parliament in 1999 meant that political parties had
well-established positions on many of the policy areas debated during the independence
referendum in 2014, and there was public awareness of how these might be affected by
independence. However, this was not true for defence policy, which – given its reserved
status – had largely been neglected by the SNP.
The lack of political salience around a post-independence defence policy also meant
that few researchers had broached the subject in any meaningful way prior to 2014
(for an exception, see Chalmers & Walker 2001). However, with defence and security
so closely linked to the purpose of the state, the prospect of independence changed
this position markedly, with defence becoming a prominent issue throughout the
independence campaign. A number of documents – including the Scottish Government’s
2013 White Paper on Scotland’s Future, the UK Government’s analysis papers on
defence and security, and a series of parliamentary committee reports at the Scottish
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and UK parliaments – underlined the salience of defence and wider security questions
throughout the referendum campaign (Scottish Government, 2013; UK Government,
2013a,b). Key issues during the referendum campaign included:
•

the viability and cost of an independent Scottish defence force;

•

nuclear weapons, notably the UK’s nuclear deterrent;

•

membership of NATO;

•

security needs in the face of new threats;

•

and the economics of defence spending.

The Yes and No sides advanced opposing policy arguments and analysis during
the 2014 campaign. The Yes side approached the question from the perspective of
a small state (Wival, 2005), envisaging Scotland as an independent European state
embedded in collective security systems such as NATO and the EU (Bailes et al, 2013).
In place of global ambitions, an independent Scotland’s focus would be on the defence
of its territorial integrity and territorial interests as well as taking on a regional role
contributing to the security of the strategically significant High North.
The No side, led by the UK Government and the Conservative Party, took the opposing
view. As a larger state, the UK provided Scotland with a defence dividend that would
be in jeopardy should Scotland vote Yes (Fleming, 2017). With global reach, superior
military spending power, existing international status (as a permanent member of the
United Nations Security Council, EU and NATO), and an economy of scale for its
defence industries, starting from scratch was posited as a risk simply not worth taking
(UK Government, 2013a). Thus, while the Scottish Government extolled the defence
opportunities that would flow from independence, the UK Government and wider Better
Together campaign highlighted the challenges and possible vulnerabilities of that outcome.
A lot has changed since 2014. The result of the 2016 referendum on UK membership
of the European Union (EU) has raised a new set of questions about what would happen
if Scotland became independent. Does Brexit make defence and security planning
easier or more difficult for an independent Scotland? Will the UK’s exit from the EU
lead to isolation from European defence and security initiatives, making it harder to
maintain current levels of defence spending and military capability? These are important
questions, especially in the context of calls for a greater role for NATO outwith the North
Atlantic area. Would a Scottish Government campaigning for independence continue to
seek membership of NATO if it sought a role outside the North Atlantic area? Although
the Scottish Government supported NATO membership in 2014, this position was not
universally supported by the Yes movement or across the SNP.
Add to these issues the global Covid-19 pandemic, and the resulting tightening of the
economic purse strings for defence (and other public) spending which are an inevitable
consequence, then there is a lot to consider. This chapter explores the extent to which
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these factors might impact on the debates about defence should a second independence
referendum take place.

The 2014 independence referendum
In the independence referendum of 2014, the Scottish Government presented a very
different model on defence compared to that of the UK. Despite significant cuts to the
UK defence budget following the then Conservative-Lib Dem Coalition government’s
Strategic Defence and Security Review (HM Government, 2010) the UK continued
to provide a full spectrum of military capabilities and was involved in military
interventions such as those in Iraq and Afghanistan.
By contrast, the Scottish Government (2013) identified five ‘defence priorities’ for an
independent Scotland:
1.

commitment to the annual budget of £2.5 billion;

2.

ensuring a speedy safe withdrawal of nuclear weapons from Scotland;

3.	a focus on maritime capabilities, such as air and sea-based patrol, and
specialist forces;
4.	progressively building a total of 15,000 regular and 5,000 reserve personnel
over the ten years following independence; and
5.	reconfiguring the defence estate inherited at the point of independence to
meet Scotland’s needs.
These policies would have included the transition of Faslane in the west of Scotland
(currently used for the UK’s Trident nuclear weapons) to a conventional naval base and
joint headquarters of the Scottish Defence Forces (SDF). These core policy promises fed
other aspects of the defence debate.
For example, critical to the Scottish Government’s transition of forces was the need
for a high level of goodwill between Scotland and the rest of the UK (rUK). Cooperation
was central to the Scottish Government’s defence plan. Not only did it advance defence
cooperation with the rUK (as a normal element of defence planning), it also sought to
join NATO, as well as remaining within the EU, thus taking on a role in EU Common
Foreign and Defence Policy (see the chapter by Hughes in this volume on Scotland’s
relationship with the EU).
The Scottish Government’s approach paid heed to the deepening defence cooperation
between European states as well as between NATO and the EU in defence matters, with
a joint NATO-EU defence pact coming into force in 2016 (Fleming, 2014b). However, in
the campaigns, there was a clear divergence on how this might be applied, with the No
side highlighting problems associated with joining these organisations. For example, there
was a clash of arguments around the Scottish Government’s anti-nuclear stance and its
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commitment to removing the UK’s nuclear deterrent from the Clyde and whether this
would prevent Scottish membership of the alliance (Scottish Affairs Committee, 2012).
These arguments had a bearing on the transition of Scotland’s defence forces. As
noted above, the White Paper proposed to undertake a phased transition to a fully
operating SDF, which would require close cooperation with rUK. This proposal mirrored
the high level of defence cooperation between European states, as well as between
NATO members. Yet, while defence cooperation has become an increasingly normal
aspect of defence planning across Europe and the wider Transatlantic area, cooperation
is by no means assured and would be dependent on the goodwill of the rUK. Close
Scotland-UK cooperation on defence matters would require a level of trust that might
be severely tested if, for instance, Scotland fast-tracked Trident’s removal from Scottish
territory (see Douglas-Scott’s chapter in this volume for more analysis on Scottish-UK
negotiations post-independence). So, taking a hard stance on the deterrent may not only
be detrimental to Scotland’s chances of joining NATO, but also Scotland’s close defence
relationship with rUK.
Of course, it is difficult to gauge how members of the Alliance would respond to
Scotland becoming independent and its application for membership. If Scotland played
ball on the nuclear issue, preventing the weakening of a key NATO member, it would
likely soften barriers to Scotland joining (Fleming & Gebhard 2014).

Defence in a post-Brexit world
After the failed 2014 independence referendum, the SNP’s success in the 2015 General
Election provided the party with the policy and research capacity to re-examine the
defence case. This research was further shaped by the outcome of the Brexit referendum
one year later, which is an ongoing area of development.
One major change related to what defence equipment a Scottish Defence Force might
have on gaining independence. The 2013 White Paper on Scotland’s Future underlined
the Scottish Government’s intent to seek a population share of military assets; however,
that has now been dropped. The foundation of the SDF’s capabilities should instead be
based on the Scottish Government’s own strategic analysis of the structures required to
underpin its security interests, especially in the North Sea and Atlantic where it believes
a more substantial maritime force would bring added value to allies.
As a reserved policy area, the SNP’s Westminster team has been proactive in
demonstrating the importance of defence to the independence prospectus, both in the
House of Commons and in submissions to defence-related reviews, such as the UK
Government’s Ship Building Strategy (2016) and the Modernising Defence Programme
(2018). Its submission to the upcoming Integrated Review on security, defence,
development and foreign policy, which was delayed due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
sets out its position on a range of areas, including the importance of the Eastern
Atlantic and High North, cooperation with regional/neighbourhood allies, hybrid
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warfare, the equipment plan, recruitment, and nuclear weapons (SNP Submission to
the Integrated Review).
Yet, there are several aspects of how the SNP are thinking about defence ahead of a
potential second referendum that should be explored further, not least the SNP’s position
on Scotland’s likely defence budget and proposed membership of NATO and other
defence and security organisations.
It should be highlighted, too, that UK defence in a post-Brexit and post-Covid world
is also under scrutiny, and the financial fallout looks certain to diminish UK capabilities;
with the UK’s armoured capability being potentially shelved (The Sunday Times, 2020).
Outside of the EU’s defence structures (and without access to the spending power of
the European Defence Agency), it will be harder for the UK to save costs by closer
defence relationships with European counterparts. Of course, defence relationships
will not disappear completely, and it seems likely that the UK will seek further bilateral
relationships, such as that agreed between the UK and France through the Lancaster
House Agreement (2010). However, given the financial impediments that were already
hampering UK defence, the ability of the UK Government to refocus its attention on the
range of challenges it faces (China, Russia, Islamic Terrorism, and cyber-crime, among
others) will be challenging, despite the promise of money from the Prime Minister (BBC
News, 19 November 2020).
The knock-on effect for the independence debate is whether financial restrictions also
mean that defence of Scotland (or at least what the Scottish Government and SNP deem
Scottish interests, such as the High North) will be harder to articulate than in 2014. Does
the UK still have the same level of global reach? And if it does, is this at the expense of
capabilities across Scotland?
Although defence was not explored fully in the SNP’s Sustainable Growth
Commission report (2018), it ‘assumed’ that the budget earmarked for defence would
be around 1.6 per cent of GDP, which was ‘significantly ahead of the small European
country average (1.1%) and the 8th highest in NATO’. Although this figure sits under the
2% benchmark set by NATO, it is unlikely that a slightly smaller defence budget would
be a barrier to membership if Scotland met the other criteria. However, it does beg the
question as to what that money would buy.
Seeking shelter in NATO and other organisations (notably the EU) makes sense from
an economic perspective as well as a security one. Integration into the alliance is likely
to cost significantly less as opposed to undertaking all defence and security functions
outside those structures. Scotland’s determination to join NATO would also allay any
fears that neighbouring states may have about the fracturing of UK-wide defence; this
is especially so for Norway and Denmark, both of which have national interests in the
Eastern Atlantic.
There is little doubt that Brexit (and Scotland’s desire to remain tied to Europe) has
softened international opinion about Scottish independence, potentially removing a
barrier to full membership of defence organisations. Certainly, should Scotland vote
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to become independent in a second referendum, international goodwill coupled with
a new strategic dynamic could help the Scottish Government integrate into these
organisations. Membership of NATO, and the security guarantee that it would provide,
would also allow the time for a robust strategic review of its own; providing the Scottish
Government with the opportunity to better understand what threats are most pressing,
and transitioning its defence capabilities accordingly.
This is a key point. What and who is it that Scotland would be defending against?
What would be an independent Scotland’s strategic calculations? And what type of
capability would it need to meet its defence and security objectives?
Of course, Scotland’s interests would be shaped by whoever was in power, as
different governments may have different defence priorities. However, the window
of opportunity during any transition to independence would mean that important
decisions would have to be made that could be harder to change at a later date. Would
Scotland require its own fast-jet fleet, for example? This was a point of debate in 2014,
and although the Scottish Government’s policy at the time was to build a fleet from the
division of assets with the UK, there were questions as to whether Scotland needed such
an expensive capability (Crawford & Marsh, 2012). It is likely an independent Scotland
would be able to afford a fast-jet capability – either through an existing share of UK
assets or building its own force from scratch. However, it would have a financial cost,
and that cost could be spent elsewhere – both in military capability or in building the
economy and delivering public services.
The SNP’s defence team at Westminster have used the time since 2014 to develop
a better understanding the international defence sphere and how Scotland could fit
into that 1. The SNP have analysed the challenges emanating from Russia’s reenergised
position as a military player, climate change, and the rising prominence of China,
the latter of which has produced calls for a restructuring of NATO to work outside
its original geographical area. The ties binding NATO have undoubtedly become
frayed during the Trump Presidency of the US, which backed an enhanced role for
NATO in limiting Chinese influence. NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg has
recently underlined this point in a speech in June 2020, arguing that to increase its
political and economic unity the Alliance should not baulk from embracing a global
role (Stoltenberg, 2020). Given the antipathy towards NATO membership in sections
of the independence movement (The Guardian, 2012) the SNP will need to clearly
articulate the defence and security benefits of membership if a referendum becomes
a real possibility 2. Each of these factors will require careful assessment before a new
prospectus goes before the Scottish people.

1. I was Senior Researcher for Defence with the SNP Westminster Group during 2016.
2. The 2012 SNP Annual Conference overturned the party’s long-term policy against
NATO membership by a margin of 425 – 332. Following the vote, two SNP MSPs (John
Finnie and Jean Urquhart) defected to the Scottish Greens.
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Conclusion
Although there is some continuity in the SNP’s position on defence issues since the
2014 referendum, there has been a rethink regarding what defence equipment Scotland
might claim as part of a division of assets. This would allow the Scottish Government to
better plan and build a defence force around Scotland’s primary strategic interests rather
than trying to use equipment unsuited to the country’s needs. Continuity is evident in
terms of the desire for defence cooperation and the promotion of Scotland taking a role
filling regional security gaps. Furthermore, there has been a continued emphasis on
membership of collective security organisations such as NATO.
This approach may work well to assuage voters’ fears that a security gap would result
from independence, and it could play well to an international audience that seeks
reassurance that Scotland would prioritise regional defence and security. Scotland would
face a range of potential security challenges, such as the development of a Scottish
Defence Force, joining NATO and nuclear disarmament, however none of these seem
insurmountable. Furthermore, despite the unpredictability of international relations,
Scotland is unlikely to face a direct state-on-state threat to its security. The 2014
proposals demonstrated both a willingness for Scotland to play its role in the world and
an understanding of what was at stake.
The questions that would face an independent Scotland in the area of defence and
security are thus political ones, rather than whether Scotland has the long-term capacity
to defend its citizens or its immediate strategic neighbourhood. Of course, further
analysis of defence capabilities is necessary, such as the need to explore the repositioning
of NATO and Scotland’s role outwith its immediate strategic ambit, the impact of
removing Trident on the SDF’s transition, and the impact of Brexit on an independent
Scotland’s defence alliances and rUK relations.
However, just as Brexit has changed the context in which an independent Scotland
may pursue its ambitions, equally the UK Government must examine the implications of
Brexit for its existing defence plans. The UK will remain a significant military power and
will continue to exert influence, but it has lost its authority in Europe and will sit outside
many of the discussions relating to EU defence and security. The UK will also not
participate in moves to deepen EU cooperation across defence acquisition. The danger
for the UK is that despite promises of a cash injection, it is unclear how the UK will
maintain its current capabilities and may result in less assets for regional defence and
limitations placed on its current global role (Chalmers 2020). Just as the Yes-supporting
Scottish Government will be required to demonstrate its competency in defence matters
in any second independence referendum, so will the No-supporting UK Government
have to demonstrate that Scotland’s defence and security is still best served in the Union
after Brexit.
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17
Chapter 17

What kind of international
role and influence would an
independent Scotland have?
Daniel Kenealy

Introduction
Debates during the 2014 referendum campaign focused predominantly on the effects
of Scottish independence on the economy and on public services. Yet, one of the most
significant changes that independence would bring is the capacity of Scotland to develop
its own foreign policy. Although the Scottish Government currently engages in external
affairs, it would have greater opportunities to attempt to influence international politics
as an independent – albeit small – state with a distinctive foreign policy (see Keating in
this volume on small states).
The term ‘foreign policy’ is a broad one, ranging from how a state seeks to profit
from trading in the global economy to how it defends itself from security threats.
Given the discussions elsewhere in this volume on global economic (Bell, Roy &
Eiser) and defence (Fleming) issues, the focus here is on foreign policy as a diplomatic
activity. This is where states seek to promote their policy preferences and their values
internationally, including how they deploy military and civilian capabilities. The
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chapter begins by considering the foreign policy blueprint contained in the 2013 White
Paper, Scotland’s Future (Scottish Government, 2013). It goes on to consider some of
the factors that determine the success or failure of small state foreign policies. The final
section focuses on developments since 2014.

The 2013 White Paper
Ahead of the 2014 referendum, the Scottish Government’s independence White Paper
included a vision of an independent Scotland’s international role (Scottish Government,
2013). That document remains an important reference point. The 2013 vision blended
continuity and change. In an attempt to reassure voters, the White Paper emphasised
that many of the international frameworks and institutions that structured the UK’s
place in the world would continue to structure an independent Scotland’s place in
the world. NATO and the EU were the two principal institutions that would do so,
the former in the military and defence sphere (see Fleming’s chapter) and the latter
principally in the economic sphere (see the chapters by Bell, Roy & Eiser, Peat, and
Fontanelli in this volume).
The emphasis on change rested on the idea of Scotland possessing a distinctive
set of national interests that set it apart from the UK, and a distinctive set of values
that it would seek to advance internationally. UK foreign policy was characterised
as ‘increasingly insular and isolationist’ and there were numerous references in the
document to the importance of Scotland taking its ‘own decisions about involvement in
military action’ – a reference to the UK’s participation in the Iraq war. An independent
Scotland would seek an international role as a good global citizen, upholding and
strengthening international law, and working to protect human rights, in contrast to a
UK Government that was complicit in some of the most unsavoury aspects of the USAled Global War on Terror.
The other crucial difference between the UK and an independent Scotland that was
emphasised in the 2013 White Paper concerned relations with the EU. Frustrated by the
‘distrust and disengagement’ that ‘has dominated Westminster’s attitude to the EU for too
many years’, the White Paper argued that Scotland’s interests would be better defended
through its own seat at the table and by a Scottish Government that was unequivocally
committed to the EU. Such arguments resonate more loudly now that the UK has left the
EU, against the wishes of 62% of those in Scotland who voted in the 2016 referendum.
The White Paper distinguished between the principles that would drive Scottish
foreign policy and the instruments through which policy would be pursued. The
Scottish Government would champion ‘international justice and peace’ through a
commitment to ‘international development, human rights, climate change, and climate
justice’. The principles of cooperation, multilateralism, and the rule of law would see
Scotland supporting existing international norms as well as seeking to develop and
embed new ones. The emphasis would be on working with coalitions of like-minded
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small- and medium-sized states – particularly the Nordic states and Ireland – and within
international organisations.
The principal instrument of Scotland’s foreign policy would be the development and
use of ‘soft power’ – that is, influence derived from a state’s diplomatic skills, culture, and
reputation, as opposed to ‘hard power’ relating to its military or economic size. Scottish
foreign policy would be successful where it was premised on exporting ideas and policy
solutions that had worked at home. A 2,000-person-strong foreign service, with between
70 and 90 international offices, would integrate the Scottish Government’s international
trade, development, and diplomatic activities, delivering a coherent and joined-up
foreign policy. International development was to play a prominent role as an instrument
to deliver on the principles of human rights and climate justice, as well as gender
equality. An independent Scotland would commit to spending 0.7% of gross national
income on development.
Where the White Paper was weaker was in identifying priority areas for action.
A long list of international policy areas – from energy to health, from education to
development, from migration to peacebuilding – demonstrated a lack of serious thought
about the hard choices that face a small state, and especially a new small state.
Although softer forms of power would play a dominant role in Scotland’s foreign
policy, the White Paper embraced Scotland’s ‘proud military tradition’. An independent
Scotland would build-up, over a decade, a defence force of 15,000 regular and 5,000
reserve personnel with military hardware focused on ‘maritime capabilities, such as
air- and sea-based patrol’, and ‘specialist forces’ with strengths in ‘conflict prevention,
disarmament, and defence diplomacy’ (see Fleming in this volume). Once again drawing
an implicit contrast with UK military interventions, Scotland’s defence forces would only
be deployed ‘in accordance with the principles of the UN Charter’ and with approval
by the Scottish Parliament. The nature of the envisioned defence forces would allow
an independent Scotland to contribute to NATO collective security and to UN, NATO
or EU missions focused on peacekeeping, peacebuilding, post-conflict stabilisation,
and humanitarian assistance. Crucially, the White Paper was clear that an independent
Scotland would be unwilling to house the UK’s Trident nuclear deterrent, seeking to
negotiate an agreement with the UK for its ‘speediest safe removal’.
The ‘No’ campaign in the 2014 referendum was quick to challenge many of the
assumptions in the White Paper, such as the ease with which an independent Scotland
would be able to secure membership of international organisations and whether
Scotland would be entitled to a share of existing UK diplomatic and military assets
(UK Government, 2013). At a philosophical level, however, the debate boiled down to
whether Scotland’s interests were best advanced and protected by being part of a large
state – with a seat on the UN Security Council and world class military and diplomatic
assets – or by being able to define and pursue its own national interests as a small state
(Kaarbo and Kenealy, 2017).
In some respects, therefore, the two sides of the debate were talking past each other
with ‘No’ speaking the language of big states and power politics and ‘Yes’ speaking the
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language of small states punching above their weight. The debate is a familiar one to
International Relations researchers and practitioners.

The foreign policy strategies of small states
There would undoubtedly be situations where an independent Scotland would find itself
dependent on others, for both economic and military security. Smaller states are more
likely to have to compromise their interests and their values in the search for guarantees
from alliance partners (see Keating in this volume for a more in-depth discussion). One
thinks again of Trident: major powers such as the United States could attempt to exert
pressure on a newly independent Scotland to continue to house the UK nuclear deterrent
for a longer period of time in exchange for membership of NATO. Generally, for those
who view international politics through the lens of big states and power politics, small
states are destined to be rule-takers, not rule-makers.
That classic view of international politics as dictated by raw, hard power – whether
military or economic – has been nuanced by the emergence of global challenges
ranging from migration to health, from data privacy to climate change. Many of these
challenges are best met through ideas, innovation, research, and the ability to develop
policy solutions that work. States that are strong in those areas are not necessarily the
biggest states with the most powerful militaries and the largest economies. Indeed, it is
often small states’ lack of conventional hard forms of power that enable them to carve
out niche roles, or act as brokers, in international politics, because they enjoy more
credibility (on the example of climate change, for instance, see Brown’s chapter in this
volume). There is no single recipe for success but a rich collection of case studies suggests
some basic ingredients for small state foreign policies, namely: prioritisation, reputation,
networking, and patience (Ingebritsen et al, 2006; Archer et al, 2014).
The bureaucratic capacity of small states demands that they must focus their efforts
on specific policy issues of importance to them and where they are likely to have
an impact. This requires a willingness on the part of political leaders to prioritise.
Armed with a sense of priorities, small states should attempt to develop a reputation
for expertise. Domestic accomplishments – or successes through working with close
geographical neighbours – allow small states to speak authoritatively in international
arenas. That makes them attractive to others facing similar challenges. Such an approach
allowed Scandinavian states to become leading players in the development of global
environmental norms through the 1990s and 2000s (Ingebritsen, 2002). Even tiny
Liechtenstein has managed to shape policy debates at the United Nations by prioritising
and building expertise on issues such as civilians in armed conflict, women and security,
and post-conflict peace-building (Thorhallsson, 2012).
Networking and coalition building are vital skills for small states, working not
just with like-minded small and medium states but also with non-governmental
organisations. Norway and New Zealand, for example, were pivotal in building and
sustaining a coalition of actors that resulted in the 2008 Convention on Cluster
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Munitions (Bolton and Nash, 2010). International organisations are a good arena for
small states seeking to build coalitions, provided they have invested sufficiently in
their diplomatic capabilities. Such organisations can serve as key nodes in diplomatic
networks, allowing small states to collect information about the interests of others and
to try to shape policy agendas at an early stage. Beyond working these arenas effectively,
small states often host headquarters and offices of international organisations and
actively try to place their nationals into key leadership positions.
Using international organisations smartly has allowed Nordic countries to be
significantly represented in UN leadership positions and states such as Ireland and
New Zealand to accomplish meaningful things during their terms on the UN Security
Council. Within the EU – the most institutionalised and networked of international
organisations – smaller states have often punched above their weight, from Belgium
and the Netherlands on the development of the Euro, to Sweden on the development of
the civilian dimensions of EU defence policy (Maes and Verdun, 2005; Jakobsen, 2009).
More recently, Finland used its presidency of the Council of the EU to influence the
development of a European Green Deal.
Small states will find few short cuts and those that attempt to bluff – or to free ride on
the reputation and image of others – typically fail in their efforts (for example, Iceland’s
failed bid for membership of the UN Security Council in 2010). Norway, for example,
built its reputation as a skilled international mediator over many decades: its role in
mediating conflicts in the Middle East and in Sri Lanka enhanced its international
reputation, which in turn allowed it to lead within the UN Security Council on
negotiations between Ethiopia and Eritrea during 2001-2002. Similarly, Nordic states
are taken seriously as humanitarian and peace-building actors because of their long
history of military, police, and civilian support for UN operations dating from the 1960s.
Patience and a willingness to commit to a medium-to-long term strategy are crucial.

Developments since 2014 (and a dose
of realism)
In the context of the referendum, experts on the foreign policy of small states descended
on Scotland during 2014 for conferences and policy dialogues. Their presence had a
profound effect within the Scottish Government. It prompted more serious thinking
about both Scotland’s external affairs strategy whilst it remained part of the UK and an
independent Scotland’s foreign policy.
Recent years have seen Scottish ministers – and in particular the First Minister – far
more visible on the international stage. High-profile speeches on climate change and on
the role of women in conflict resolution have been delivered at the UN. Organisationally,
the Scottish Government has maintained investment in external affairs activity through
successive budgets and has taken measures to work more closely with the various
agencies that promote Scotland internationally, such as the enterprise agencies and
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Scottish Development International. Co-locating government staff with those of the
enterprise agencies in Innovation and Investment Hubs in Dublin (2015), London
(2017), Berlin (2018), and Paris (2019) is evidence of a desire within the Scottish
Government to develop a more coherent, joined-up approach to its external affairs.
Given the insights from existing research on small states, the Scottish Government could
go further in prioritising what it wants to develop an international reputation for. The
tendency is to promote all of the good things happening in Scotland rather than focusing
on key strengths such as energy and climate change, international development, and how
wellbeing can be meaningfully embedded in an economic strategy.
Brexit, the most important development since 2014, has strained the resources
of the Scottish Government. Although doing little to alter the principles and values
set out in the White Paper, which have been reaffirmed in numerous speeches
and policy documents since then, Brexit raises tricky questions for Scotland, most
notably in economic terms (see Bell, and Roy & Eiser, in this volume). In the event of
independence, the Scottish Government remains committed to seeking EU membership
(see the chapter by Hughes). The future relationship between the EU and the UK will
be one of the most important factors shaping an independent Scotland’s international
role. The EU-UK Trade and Cooperation agreement featured few details about foreign,
security and defence policy. The UK Government is currently completing an Integrated
Review of Security, Defence, Foreign Policy and Development. Formal, institutionalised
arrangements with the EU look unlikely in the near future. The less the UK wishes to
cooperate with the EU, the more difficulty Scotland might face in trying to balance
its relationships with those two important partners. This is especially so in the area of
defence where it remains unclear how far EU states will press ahead with cooperation
outside of NATO and to what extent the UK will participate – or even actively work
against – such initiatives.
Given that small states tend to work cooperatively with each other on foreign
policy challenges – and often as part of bigger coalitions with non-state actors – an
independent Scotland’s natural partners would likely be smaller states within the
European neighbourhood. Scotland could deepen existing relationships with the Baltic
and Nordic states, building on shared interests within the EU and in other international
organisations. The Scottish Government’s closest external relationship at present is with
Ireland and this would likely continue in the event of independence. As a member of
the EU that punches above its weight – whilst also managing a close and complicated
relationship with the UK – Ireland has many interests in common with Scotland.

Conclusion
Closing on a note of realism and caution, a vote for Scottish independence would
be followed by several years of work to establish a new state. The effect would be felt
domestically as new institutions would be required to handle new policy responsibilities.
Internationally, Scotland would have to invest considerable time and energy to join
the organisations, treaties, and agreements that it is currently within by virtue of being
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part of the UK. Few experts in international law or international politics doubt that this
could be done, but it would take time and resources. Although the existing Hubs provide
a base on which to build, setting up a Scottish diplomatic service would take several
years. Scotland would begin its life as an independent state with a strong reputation and
image, which is only growing more distinctive in the aftermath of Brexit. It would take
many years for Scotland to have international impact equivalent to the Nordic states or
New Zealand. But, with a willingness to prioritise – alongside some patience and a lot of
hard work – an independent Scotland could develop a successful and distinctive role in
international affairs.
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Chapter 18

Independence and
interdependence:
re-imagining Scottish
independence after Brexit
Nicola McEwen

Introduction
In the 2014 independence referendum, the Scottish electorate was asked: Should Scotland
be an independent country? But what does it mean to be an independent country in an
interdependent world? And can it mean the same now as it did in 2014?
Ahead of the 2014 vote, the SNP Government’s White Paper, Scotland’s Future, offered
a vision of independence framed within the context of transnational interdependence
(Scottish Government, 2013). An independent Scotland was to take its place alongside
the UK as a European Union (EU) member state. At the same time, independence
would herald a new ‘partnership of equals’ with the rest of the UK, with open borders,
shared markets and, in some areas, shared governance. This was, according to many
commentators, ‘independence-lite’.
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The UK’s departure from the European Union, and the ‘thin’ nature of the EUUK Trade and Cooperation Agreement concluded in December 2020 (European
Commission, 2020b), pose challenges for a version of Scottish independence that is
at once interdependent with the rest of the UK and the EU. The UK’s departure from
the EU single market, and the government’s resistance to firm ‘level-playing field’
commitments in defence of national sovereignty, point towards the prospect of greater
divergence in EU and UK regulations in future. That prospect sits uneasily alongside
an independence for Scotland that rests on interdependence with its neighbours. In
particular, were an independent Scotland to accede to the EU, the Anglo-Scottish border
would become an external EU border. This article considers what this may mean for
the meaning and scope of Scottish independence, and the relationship an independent
Scotland could have with the rest of the UK.

Independence and interdependence in 2014
The Scottish National Party’s election to government in 2007 and, in particular, its reelection in 2011 with an overall majority, gave it the opportunity, the resources and the
obligation to develop a detailed prospectus of what independence might entail. The 2007
document, Choosing Scotland’s Future, provided little detail but underlined that 21st
century independence for Scotland ‘would reflect the reality of existing and growing
interdependence: partnership in these Islands and more widely across Europe’ (Scottish
Government, 2007: 24).
The 2013 White Paper, Scotland’s Future, as well as emphasising the new powers
that independence would bring, fleshed out this vision of independence with
interdependence (Scottish Government, 2013). It made frequent references to the
close trading links between Scotland and the rest of the UK (rUK), and the common
regulatory structures within which business, consumers and public bodies operated.
Many of these have been shaped by EU law and it was assumed that the free movement
of people, goods, services and capital across the Anglo-Scottish border would continue
to be facilitated by common membership of the European single market shared by an
independent Scotland and the rUK.
But the White Paper’s version of independence foresaw a closer relationship between
an independent Scotland and the rest of the UK than would emerge from their shared
EU membership. Indeed, core elements of the acquis communautaire – the body of EU
law that new members are expected to adopt – were shunned in favour of continued
interdependence across the British Isles. For example, instead of joining the European
Schengen area, it was expected that an independent Scotland would remain part of the
Common Travel Area (CTA), thus facilitating the free movement of people across the
Anglo-Scottish border. The CTA has been operational between the UK and Ireland since
1952, giving citizens of each state special status in the other, including free movement
and citizenship rights (see the chapter by Kyambi in this volume). It was assumed
that, upon independence, the existing boundaries of the CTA would remain, while
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accommodating Scotland’s new status as an independent state, ‘meaning there will be no
need for passports, exchanges or border checks’ (Scottish Government, 2013: 215).
The SNP also rejected adopting the Euro in favour of a formal sterling currency union
with the rest of the UK, in which Scotland’s government would effectively become a
shareholder in the ownership and governance of the Bank of England (see the chapter
by Peat in this volume). There is nothing especially unusual about currency unions
between independent states, but the loss of monetary policy autonomy it would entail
left some independence advocates feeling uneasy (see Brown Swan and Petersohn, 2017).
Moreover, its rejection by the then Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Osborne, was a
reminder that a partnership of any kind requires a willing partner.
The ‘renewed partnership of the Isles’, as Nicola Sturgeon described it in a speech
at the University of Edinburgh (Sturgeon, 2013), was foreseen in a range of other
cross-border arrangements. These included a formal energy partnership, more deeply
integrated than the European energy market, a ‘joint venture’ between a new Scottish
Broadcasting Corporation and the BBC, and a continued cross-border remit for a host
of public bodies, such as the Office of Rail Regulation, the Civil Aviation Authority, the
National Lottery and the UK research councils. It was assumed that Scotland and the
rest of the UK would ‘work together’ in cross-border arrangements on health treatments,
in combating serious and organised crime and terrorism, and in administrative
arrangements to deliver public services ‘when this makes sense’ (Scottish Government,
2013: 216). In social security, the Scottish Government accepted the recommendations
of its expert working group on welfare to maintain an integrated social security
bureaucracy for an undefined transitional period after independence.
Throughout the White Paper, emphasis was placed upon ‘the realities of an
increasingly inter-dependent world’, and an assumption that an independent Scotland
would work in partnership with the rest of the UK and other countries to confront
policy challenges (p. 215). The then First Minister, Alex Salmond, spoke of Scotland
being part of six unions: the European Union, the Defence Union through NATO, the
Currency Union, the union of the crowns, the social union and the political union
(Salmond, 2013). Independence, he argued, would only end the political union. As for
the others, ‘we can embrace them in that spirit of interdependence… while using the
powers of independence to renew and improve them’ (Salmond, 2013).
Elements of this harmony between independence and interdependence may have
been inspired by the late Neil MacCormick, Regius Professor of Public Law and the Law
of Nature and Nations at the University of Edinburgh, as well as an SNP parliamentarian
and latterly a constitutional adviser to the SNP Government. MacCormick’s vision was
of a ‘post-sovereigntist’ independence. He believed that, as a matter of law, the European
Union constrained the sovereignty of its member states, while also enhancing their
sovereignty when they act in concert: ‘the sovereignty of the Community’s member states
has not been lost, but subjected to a process of division and combination internally,
and in a way enhanced externally’ (MacCormick, 1999: 133). From this perspective, he
regarded the pursuit of independent statehood to be compatible with, and enhanced by, a
vision in which sovereignty is shared with multiple co-existing polities, both recognising
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their interdependence and reinforcing the benefits and influence that comes from their
collective endeavours.
The 2013 White Paper didn’t go quite this far. It underlined that sovereignty in
Scotland, always emphasised in contrast to Westminster parliamentary sovereignty, rested
with the people of Scotland to whom ‘all state power and authority would be accountable’
(Scottish Government, 2013: 548). Nonetheless, the emphasis upon ‘partnership’ with the
rest of the UK, the EU and international organisations throughout the document reflects
a view of independence at ease with pooling and sharing decision-making authority.
Whatever the political and constitutional barriers that might have confronted such
a vision in the harsh light of independence negotiations, it is reasonable to assume that
historical links, economic interests and geography would generate some form of coexistence between an independent Scotland and the rest of the UK. Moreover, had the
2014 referendum led to independence, Scotland and rUK as co-members of the EU
would have been equally bound to EU regulatory governance (assuming an independent
Scotland would have acceded to the EU in parallel with, or shortly after, independence
negotiations). Under that scenario, whatever other challenges it would have confronted,
independence posed few barriers to trade and mobility across the Anglo-Scottish border.
Now that the UK has left the EU, this can no longer be taken for granted.

Brexit, independence and the
Anglo-Scottish border
The powerful call to ‘take back control’ in the Brexit referendum may have meant
different things to different people – control of borders, control of laws, control of
resources, control of destinies. But the idea that Brexit will lead the UK to reclaim
national sovereignty has been a prominent feature of the UK Government’s Brexit
discourse since the 2016 referendum. In contrast to the version of Scottish independence
articulated by the SNP, where cooperation and ‘partnership’ are regarded as routes to
enhance Scotland’s authority and influence in the world, the independence envisioned
for the UK by the Johnson administration places a premium on maximising exclusive
national decision-making authority.
Although the rhetoric masks some of the compromises made in the Trade and
Cooperation Agreement, the deal reached points towards a looser political and
economic relationship between the UK and the EU, outside of the EU single market, the
EU Customs Union, and the system of EU rules and regulations.
The politics of Brexit have created new opportunities for the Scottish independence
movement; this was not, after all, the constitutional future that most Scots wanted.
However, Brexit also raises doubts about the degree to which the cross-border
cooperation and integration envisaged in the 2013 White Paper would now be tenable.
This is especially the case if Scotland, upon independence, was to negotiate reentry into
the European Union. The steps EU membership would entail and the barriers to be
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confronted are discussed elsewhere in this volume (see the chapter by Hughes). I focus
here on the issues that would arise for Scotland’s social, fiscal, economic and political
relationship with the rest of the UK should the border between them become an external
border of the European Union.
EU accession would require meeting the obligations of membership and adopting
the acquis. In principle, this includes being part of the Schengen area, which permits
unrestricted movement across the internal borders of participating countries while
committing to protecting their shared external border. Being part of the Schengen area
has many attractions that are in keeping with an interdependent vision of independence,
but it would require tighter control over the movement of people across the AngloScottish border. That would not be compatible with maintaining the Common Travel
Area and would surely be too high a price to pay for EU membership. The Irish
precedent, however, suggests that an agreement that permitted Scotland to opt-out of
Schengen, given its unique geographic and historic circumstances, could be reached as
part of accession negotiations. The Common Travel Area is already recognized in the
Lisbon Treaty, reflecting ‘the existence for many years of special travel arrangements
between the United Kingdom and Ireland’ (EU, 2012: 293).
Adopting the acquis would also imply a commitment to European economic and
monetary union at some point. Again, this would be compatible with an interdependent
vision of independence that looked towards Europe. But the Sustainable Growth
Commission’s (SGC) lengthy 2018 report into the finances and currency options of
an independent Scotland gave no serious consideration to adopting the Euro, even
as a long-term objective (SGC, 2018). This may be difficult to maintain in accession
negotiations, and could be seen in Brussels as signalling a lack of enthusiasm for the
project of European integration.
The SNP has moved away from the commitment to negotiate a formal sterling
currency union with the rest of the UK. Following the SGC’s recommendation, its policy
is now to continue to use the pound sterling, accepting the costs to monetary autonomy
this would entail (for more analysis of Scotland’s currency options, see the chapter by
Peat in this volume). Transition to an independent Scottish currency would only be
pursued once six tests relating to fiscal stability, credibility and sustainability had been
met. Having different currency arrangements north and south of the border would incur
some transaction costs but is unlikely to have a dramatic impact on cross-border flows
of people, goods, services or even capital. There are plenty of examples of free movement
between currency regimes, including within the European single market where 12
countries are not part of the Euro area. The tortuous process of negotiating the UK’s exit
from the EU while maintaining an open border on the island of Ireland suggests that
bigger challenges would be presented in relation to goods and services (see the chapter
by Fontanelli in this volume on international trade).
There is no precedent for an EU member state not being part of the EU Customs
Union or the single market. Thus, with regard to goods and services, the AngloScottish border upon Scotland’s accession to the EU would become a border between
two customs and regulatory regimes. Hayward (2019) suggested that in all systems of
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border management, it is essential to know: what is crossing the border; that it meets the
criteria for doing so; and that we can prevent entry/exit if necessary. The Irish example is
illuminating. The Ireland/Northern Ireland protocol to the EU Withdrawal Agreement
maintains an open border on the island of Ireland by ensuring that goods produced
in Northern Ireland will continue to be subject to EU regulations, thus meeting
single market criteria (European Commission, 2020). Implementing that Agreement
necessitates checks on goods coming into Northern Ireland from the rest of the UK
to ensure they meet the EU’s rules of entry. While the ‘zero tariff, zero quota’ deal has
avoided some costs that would otherwise have affected goods trade across the Irish sea,
it does not prevent the need for checks and controls on goods in transit. The bureaucracy
this entails for traders has already generated frictions, delays and associated additional
costs. While some problems might ease as new systems get up and running, the need for
checks will remain. Moreover, the prospect of the EU and the UK adopting divergent
rules and regulations can be expected to increase non-tariff barriers over time and thus
generate more friction in EU/UK trade.
The EU’s approach to the Irish border showed that flexible arrangements are possible
when there is political will. But that flexibility has to be seen in the light of the unique
circumstances of Northern Ireland, the importance of upholding the Good Friday
Agreement, and the vital interests of Ireland as an EU member state. It can’t be assumed
that the same flexibility would be extended to Scotland. An independent Scotland
seeking to become a member state of the European Union would have to demonstrate
capability to manage the entry and exit of goods and services entering the European
market via Scotland. This would include enforcing compliance with EU rules for trade
entering Scotland from the rest of the UK, including rules of origin requirements,
sanitary and phytosanitary checks, and customs’ declarations, and compliance with
broader EU regulations.
It is sometimes mooted that it may be advantageous for an independent Scotland to
participate in the European Economic Area, via membership of the European Free Trade
Association, instead of joining the EU. This could enable access to the EU single market
while remaining outside of the Customs Union and other areas of cooperation, including
the single currency, fishing and agriculture. This would mean Scotland being subject
to EU single market rules without being part of the decision-making structures that
determine those rules but, in principle, it could open up the opportunity to negotiate
separate trading arrangements with the rest of the UK to minimize cross-border friction.
However, this would not eliminate the need for checks on goods and services crossing
the Anglo-Scottish border, and would leave an independent Scotland seeking separate
trading arrangements with the EU and others. Under that scenario, Scotland could be
faced with two new major borders instead of one: a customs border with the EU and a
regulatory border with the UK.
Thus, in the post-Brexit environment, independence is likely to require new structures
and processes of border management under any scenario. It would be for the UK
Government to decide what checks it deemed necessary for goods entering its market,
but a Scottish Government would be obliged to check that goods crossing its borders
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complied with EU regulations. While it might be possible, as part of EU accession
negotiations, to agree a derogation for goods that are clearly not destined for onward
distribution within the EU single market outside of Scotland, this is far from certain and,
even then, some system of border management is inevitable. This may involve officebased bureaucracy as much as physical border posts at Berwick. Either way, post-Brexit
independence is likely to generate additional barriers to trade and mobility across the
Anglo-Scottish border just as it opens up trade and mobility with the EU.
This bordering process could also make it considerably more difficult to share services
and governance, for example, in energy, social security, and service delivery, as was
envisaged in 2014. To the (variable) extent that they fall within EU competence, such
services in Scotland would have to be regulated according to EU law. If UK law diverges
significantly from EU regulations, the efficiency gains that were anticipated by sharing
the management and delivery of services across the border are likely to diminish.

Conclusion
The SNP has long sought independence for Scotland whilst recognising the reality
and value of interdependence with its neighbours. It is unlikely to depart from that
perspective. This contrasts with the nationalism that drove the UK Government’s
approach to Brexit negotiations, where the repatriation of sovereign authority was
paramount. Were it ever to be realized, Scottish independence would not be a
constitutional destination. Rather, it would mark a resetting of Scotland’s evolving
relationship with the rest of the UK, as it negotiated a new, direct, relationship with the
EU and the rest of the world.
The same is true of the UK’s ‘independence’ from the EU. The Brexiters’ call to ‘take
back control’ may yet confront the reality that statehood always involves degrees of
cooperation and collaboration with others. Furthermore, Westminster parliamentary
sovereignty means that the current UK parliament cannot bind its successors. Future
UK leaders may take a rather different view of the relationship with the EU and seek
closer regulatory alignment or perhaps even renewed membership. Or not. Instead, the
UK may continue to drift from its European neighbours, charting its own distinctive
regulatory course.
The relationship between the UK and the EU has profound implications for an
independent Scotland. The closer the alignment between the UK and the EU, the
more feasible it will be to combine Scottish independence within the EU with intimate
relations and fluid borders with its closest neighbour. Conversely, further UK-EU
divergence raises difficult challenges and choices for advocates of independence
regarding which economic, political and institutional relationships would be most
beneficial to an independent Scotland. No relationship can be determined unilaterally.
The SNP’s vision of an independence that embeds even a loose partnership with the
rest of the UK will require cooperation and goodwill from the UK Government on an
ongoing basis.
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Chapter 19

An independent
Scotland? What might
the English think?
Michael Kenny

Introduction
The Scottish Referendum of 2014 was one of the few constitutional events in the last
half century – other than Brexit – to leave a deep impression upon the English mind.
The campaign leading up to the vote was viewed with great interest south of the border;
English politicians and commentators mainly expressed their aversion to the prospect
of independence; and the devolution ‘vow’ made by the leaders of the three main parties
in British politics in the final days of the campaign, generated a significant, negative,
response from many Conservative MPs (Wintour, 2014).
Prime Minister David Cameron judged that this changing national mood needed to be
assuaged. And so, in the immediate aftermath of his relieved announcement of the result,
he declared that ‘the millions of voices of England must also be heard’ (Cameron, 2014).
For the UK’s Prime Minister to speak directly to a collective sense of English neglect
was itself a striking moment in British constitutional politics. But the remit of the
subsequent review that he launched was deliberately narrowed to the issue of whether
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English legislation at Westminster needed the consent of England’s MPs alone, as well as
those of the House of Commons as a whole. This culminated in a new set of rules being
added to the Commons’ Standing Orders in 2015 – known as ‘English Votes for English
Laws’ (EVEL) – which established a new right of veto for England’s representatives over
government business that only applied to it (Gover and Kenny, 2016). The technical
complexity of this new system, and its irrelevance given the electoral arithmetic of every
UK parliament that has been elected since (which has resulted in UK governments which
have the support of a majority of English representatives), means that it remains invisible
to the wider public and unloved by MPs who struggle to understand its operation.
But while the ‘English moment’ triggered by the 2014 Referendum petered out in
institutional terms, its legacy at the level of national culture and awareness was, arguably,
much more profound. For a lengthy period, British politics had been conducted on
the assumption that people living in England were uninterested in the questions of
nationhood and self-determination that animated Scotland, Wales and, in more complex
ways, Northern Ireland. Englishness was, for the most part, defined around culture and
tradition, and the patriotism of England’s leading post-war politicians was expressed in
stolidly British terms (Kenny, 2014). The lack of interest taken by the English majority to
the introduction of devolution in the years after 1999 seemed to confirm this orthodoxy.
But this assumption no longer holds. From the mid-2000s, the English people and
their political representatives were increasingly drawn towards issues of sovereignty and
nationhood. Partly this was because of the increasingly salient and divisive impact of the
immigration issue, but it also reflected the growing importance of the UK’s membership
of the EU and the absence of a popular referendum on the issue. The divisive nature of
these issues began to filter into high politics. And while there was some annoyance about
the undue influence of Scottish MPs at Westminster and the disproportionate funding
of public services in Scotland, the changing mood of the English was not primarily
driven by reforms in the governing structures of the UK (Curtice, 2010). It was much
more directed at the perceived constraints upon British sovereignty associated with
membership of the European Union (Wellings, 2012).

England and the 2014 referendum
But the 2014 Scottish independence referendum broke this mould. This was the moment
when the broader, institutionally unanchored feelings of nationhood, which had begun
to coalesce since the previous decade, connected with the complicated realties of the
multi-national union in which England was the dominant player.
This referendum was a watershed for the English because of the shock it engendered
at the prospect that Scotland might decide to end the union which had bound the
two nations for over three centuries. And it was notable too for the panic which the
closeness of the polls in the final days of the campaign instigated among many of
Britain’s politicians. The rush to assemble an enhanced devolution package in response
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served to crystallise a rising feeling in some of England’s poorest regions that the English
‘provinces’ were, by contrast, invariably neglected by the central state.
Another feature of this historical episode mattered for the English too. The sight of a
neighbouring people being given the opportunity to exercise its sovereignty through a
popular referendum made a considerable impression, especially for those people from
different parts of England – left-behind towns, rural hinterlands and more affluent shires
– who had for various reasons come to see themselves as increasingly disenfranchised.
‘When do we get a vote?,’ was the question I recall being asked at almost every event at
which I spoke on this issue, south of the border, in the run up to the 2014 vote. In polling
conducted on the eve of the referendum, ICM found that 50% of respondents felt that
“England and Wales should also have been given a say” on whether Scotland should
remain within the union (Clark, 2014).

England and the Brexit referendum
Two years later, the English - along with their fellow UK citizens – got their chance to
vote on a question where issues of sovereignty, national identity and statehood were all
key, and which also afforded a rare opportunity to signal to the political establishment
in London the belief that their interests were neglected. The decision to extricate the
UK from the EU – a union of much shorter historical duration – had the inadvertent
consequence of setting the UK government on a collision course with the devolved
governments (Keating, 2018), and instigated an extended political crisis given the
scepticism of a majority of MPs at Westminster towards Brexit. The deep, geographically
rooted divide within the English mindset which this vote threw into relief, turned into
one of the major fault lines within British politics.
These complicated developments – which are caricatured by clichés about ‘English
nationalism’ – form a crucial historical backdrop to any future referendum on Scotland’s
future. Judgements about how the English might respond to IndyRef2 – and indeed
other domestic constitutional questions – tend to assume a degree of certainty about the
collective English mind when, in truth, the latter has only just begun to awaken to the
asymmetrical and lopsided nature of the UK’s devolution model (Kenny, McLean and
Paun 2018).
Equally, the depth and nature of England’s deep internal divisions over whether the
English are an ancient, self-governing nation, or a people happy to share the state they
feel is their own with other minority national groups on relatively accommodating
terms, are also now an important influence on judgements about the union. Over time,
the orientation of many younger, metropolitan graduates in the largest cities, especially
London, has been towards a capacious, multi-cultural and ethnically diverse idea of
Britishness. Elsewhere, a growing pride in a distinctively Anglo tradition has developed
over the last two decades, and is a characteristic attitude of many of the voters, in former
Labour seats, who swung behind Boris Johnson in December 2019 (Jennings and Stoker,
2016; Matharu 2020).
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Public attitudes
These dynamics may well condition popular responses to a second Scottish Referendum
and its potential outcomes. Overall, polls from the last few years report a plurality of the
English electorate who feel comfortable with the idea that the Scottish people have the
right to determine their own future. And there are few signs of mass support for older
visions of Britain as a unitary state and a unified nation.
During the campaign leading up to the 2014 vote, polls showed large majorities of
those south of the border who wanted Scotland to remain in the UK.

Table 1: People in England who prefer Scotland to remain in the UK

YouGov, April 2014
Populus, May/June 2014*

Yes
59
55

No
19
15

* ‘I hope that Scotland votes to remain part of the United Kingdom’ or ‘I hope that Scotland
votes to leave the UK and become an independent country’
More recently, a survey undertaken for the Future of England series, in the summer
of 2018, found that 20% of people in England wanted Scottish independence, and 52%
were clearly opposed to this outcome (YouGov, 2018). And it may well be that a similar
pattern recurs in the face of IndyRef2.
But it would be unwise to take for granted how the English will respond in future on
this issue for two particular reasons. The first of these concerns Brexit, and its impact on
domestic territorial relationships. For many supporters of this cause, in England - and to
a slightly reduced extent in Wales (Scully 2019) - the belief in the imperative to deliver
on the mandate secured by the 2016 Referendum assumed a priority over some of the
values and purposes long embedded in British politics, including, for some, preservation
of the domestic union. At times during the political crisis engendered by the struggle
to pass an agreed deal with the EU through parliament, 2018-19, the idea of exercising
British sovereignty by leaving the EU seemed to run into conflict with the preservation of
its internal constitutional order (Kenny and Sheldon, 2020). Whether the prospect of the
will of the English majority being thwarted by politicians arguing that the domestic union
could not be risked carries longer term consequences for English perspectives remains to
be seen. But it may well colour some perceptions of the prospect of Scotland – which has
signalled its clear priority to remain closely aligned to the EU – leaving the UK.
The other factor that makes future attitudes increasingly hard to anticipate is the
impact upon English sensibilities of growing awareness of the electoral strength of the
SNP, and of nationalist politics in Scotland more generally. Over time, this appears
to have made the English more pessimistic about the future of the union. Whereas in
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2014 most English respondents expected a ‘No’ vote in the Referendum, by July 2016
70% of British voters thought Scotland would vote for independence in a future poll
(Learmonth, 2016). And in the 2019 Future of England poll, 66% of English voters
thought a second referendum in which Scotland voted to leave the UK was ‘likely’
(YouGov, 2019).

The Union and territorial politics
This growing pessimism about the continuation of the union in its current form may well
become an important factor within the UK’s territorial politics. It overlays a traditionally
rooted fear among English unionists of the rise of potential threats to the state, and an
enduring tradition of worry about the undue influence that nationalist politicians can
exert at the heart of British politics and decision-making, when neither of the British
parties enjoys a clear majority of seats in parliament. The rather casual indication by
Labour leaders John McDonnell and Jeremy Corbyn, in the run-up to the 2019 election,
that the party would very likely permit IndyRef2 in return for SNP support (BBC, 2019),
revealed much about the hostility to the British state encoded within their brand of
politics. It also reflected a wider movement in progressive English opinion in recent years
that is particularly admiring of Nicola Sturgeon, compared to other political leaders, and
which sees Scottish independence as a noble cause (Harris, 2019).
Within England’s Conservative heartlands, by contrast, an opposite reaction has set
in, and the belief that the union needs to be more actively defended and promoted has
become prevalent in the upper echelons of the Tory party. First under May’s leadership,
and latterly under her successor, a more muscular and assertive approach to the unionist
cause has emerged. And there is a commitment to a policy agenda involving greater direct
investment by the state in devolved territories – in contrast to the focus upon greater fiscal
autonomy pursued by the Cameron administration – and a more assertive promotion
of the benefits of union. This strain of ‘neo-unionist’ sentiment (Keating, 2020) became
apparent in the upper echelons of the Tory party at Westminster during the Brexit crisis,
and was kindled both by heady talk of the reclamation of sovereignty for the UK as it
left the EU and also by a growing concern that Brexit itself might well put England on a
collision course with Northern Ireland and Scotland (Kenny and Sheldon, 2020).
While this discourse is closely related to the party’s political positioning in both
Scotland and Wales, it is also intended for English ears, and reflects a growing awareness
of the need to respond to the diminishing consent there for governing arrangements
which many view as remote and unresponsive, and some see as unfair. The risk it runs
in Scotland and Wales is that central government appears to be losing respect for the
devolution arrangements in these territories and alienates moderate unionist opinion.
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Conclusion
Winding forward to a future IndyRef 2, and the prospect of a majority of Scots voting
for independence, the feelings of the English will be one of the factors that shapes and
constrains negotiations on the future relationship between the two countries. Polling
conducted at the time of the first referendum indicated that a fairly trenchant approach
would be favoured by most people in rUK – the English included.
The Future of England survey in 2014 found a plurality of voters who thought that
in the event of a Yes vote, Scotland should not be able to use the pound, and the British
government should not support an independent Scotland in joining the EU and NATO –
and that those who identified most strongly as ‘English’ rather than British felt this most
strongly. Most people did though favour the continuation of free movement across the
English-Scottish border (CCC, 2014; see also the chapter by Kyambi in this volume on
migration and the Common Travel Area).
A large number of the English have been on an unheralded journey, during the
course of the past two decades, towards a new sense of nationhood – still British, but
with a new, more decidedly Anglo accent. Brexit provided an occasion for the political
expression of this vein of national sentiment, but it also revealed a deep internal division
within the English psyche. As Brexit wanes from the political horizon, there is a good
chance that it is on questions of domestic governance and the UK’s own constitutional
order that the conflicting politics of English identity will play out. And any assessment of
the territorial and political implications of IndyRef2 will need to factor in the changing
feelings towards Scotland and the union that are apparent south of the border.
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Chapter 20

Small states in a big world
Michael Keating

The small state debate
Much of the argument about an independent Scotland has focused on how it could fare
as a small, independent state in the global era. At one time, it was generally thought that
large states had the advantage in the modern world. They could defend themselves; they
commanded large domestic markets; they could mobilise resources for welfare; and there
were economies of scale in government and the administration of public services. In
recent years, however, attention has turned to the advantages of small units in general
and small states in particular.
It is difficult to say whether small states are more or less effective than large ones, not
least because of the difficulties in defining what is meant by a small state. The ‘smallness’
of a state could be measured by population, by land area or by Gross Domestic Product.
It might also refer to geo-political location or whether it commands a strategic position.
Size is always relative. So, Canada, despite its vast area and population of 37 million, is
seen as a small state in North America while Sweden, with a population of 10 million, is
a large state in the Nordic region.
The relative nature of ‘smallness’ is one reason to be suspicious of analyses that
present statistical correlations between the size of states and GDP per capita (or rates
of growth) to show that small states do better than large ones. The variance within each
group always threatens to swamp differences between the groups of ‘small’ and ‘large’
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states. There are so many other factors at work that we can rarely say that size is the
crucial one. In any case it is unlikely that size, however measured, is the key factor. At
best, size might make some choices easier or harder in specific contexts.
Recent work on small states avoids broad generalisations based on size. Instead, it
examines the different ways in which small states can adapt to a globalised world. Small
countries are vulnerable in a world of large states. On the other hand, they may have
opportunities not open to their larger neighbours. This chapter examines three different
models of adaptation, concluding that, whichever model is adopted, it will require
internal reform as well as external independence.

Opportunities
Small size may provide states with opportunities. Decision-making and adaptation
may be easier where there is a small population and shorter lines of communication.
In countries where the relevant stakeholders can fit into one room, priorities may be
identified more easily and consensus reached. Ideas may circulate more rapidly. It may
be easier to engage the public in debate and allow more voices into debate. Policy may be
implemented more effectively, and veto-points reduced, if the chain of action is shorter.
Feedback to policy-makers may be more effective. On the other hand, small policy
communities may be prone to group-think and too much emphasis on consensus might
inhibit risk-taking or pushing through necessary adjustments that affect one section of
the population.

Vulnerabilities
Small states do not control their external environment but must adapt to changing
economic trends, trading patterns, currency fluctuations and economic cycles in other
countries. Unable to command substantial militarily forces, they are vulnerable to
security threats. Only the largest and most powerful states can ignore these constraints,
although even they (whatever some of their politicians think) are also embedded in webs
of international interdependency.
Small states will also lack the policy-making capacity of their larger counterparts.
Their research capability may be limited, and they may not have the wealth of policy
institutes and think tanks that encourage new thinking in the modern world. This means
that they must mobilise their potential to best effect. Publicly funded research is often
highly important to small states, as are universities as centres of innovation. The public
service may be another source of innovation, rather than a mere transmission belt for
policies decided by ministers. It is also important that small states engage in policy
exchange and learning with other jurisdictions, both importing and exporting ideas and
experiences (Keating et al, 2012).
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Scholars in recent years have identified two requirements for small states to deal
with these vulnerabilities and thrive in the era of globalisation (Baldersheim and
Keating, 2015). The first is an external shelter to provide security and access to markets.
This could take the form of military alliances or free trade agreements (see Kenealy,
Fleming, and Fontanelli in this volume). Often it means membership in international or
supranational organisations such as NATO or the European Union (see the chapter by
Hughes). Small states have little use for doctrines of absolute national sovereignty, which
are of more interest to those states with the means to enforce it. Rather, they have a large
stake in rules-based international regimes.
The second requirement is an internal buffer or adjustment mechanism to allow
them to respond flexibly and rapidly to changes in the external environment, including
recessions and shifting patterns of trade. This can take many forms, but we can identify
three ideal-types: the homogeneous state; the market-liberal model; and the social
investment model (Keating and Harvey, 2014).

The homogeneous state
The first model is the small ‘homogeneous’ state, which has featured prominently in
international debates (but not much in Scotland). The economists Alesina and Spoloare
(2003) argue that small ‘nations’ (by which they actually mean states) are ethnically
homogeneous. They further argued that, because of this homogeneity, people share
attitudes and preferences and can better engage in common endeavours in competition
with other nations. This is a misleading and dangerous idea. Ethnicity is a complex and
contested concept and, however it is defined, no society is ever homogeneous. Indeed,
the idea of ethnic homogeneity is widely seen as morally repugnant. It is widely agreed
that social, technical and economic innovation springs from diversity (see Rosie and
Meer’s chapter in this volume for an analysis of identity and diversity in Scotland).
Alesina and Spoloare extend their argument by stating that small states emerge in
eras of global or regional free trade, when they can enjoy wide market access without
belonging to larger political units. This enables them to remain homogeneous and small.
However, this assumption is factually wrong. The emergence of small states between the
two world wars actually coincided with a breakdown in the global trading order. Small
states are not necessarily outward-looking.

Market-liberal state
The second model is the market-liberal state, which entails accepting and bending
to external pressures. This strategy is commonly known as neo-liberalism and is
associated with Thatcherite policies in the United Kingdom, where the aim was to
‘roll back’ the state. It is based on attracting foreign and domestic investment with low
taxes and consequently low levels of public service provision. Welfare benefits are low
and provided only to the most needy, rather than being universally available. Wages
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are flexible downwards as well as upwards to retain competitiveness in international
markets. Trade unions are weak and collective bargaining largely absent. There is free
movement of workers in and out, to adjust to the needs of the labour market. Such a
model, rolling with the global waves, may generate high rates of overall growth but it
is highly cyclical, with steep booms and recessions. This is sometimes (misleadingly)
described as the Singapore model. We have found evidence of it in the post-Soviet
experience of the Baltic states (Keating and Harvey, 2014). It is also illustrated by the
experience of New Zealand in the 1980s as it adjusted to the loss of British markets when
the UK joined the European Community.

Social investment welfare state
The third model is the social investment welfare state (Hemmerijck, 2013). Social
investment is a way of treating public expenditure not as a drain on resources, but as
a contribution to development. This includes directly productive investments, such as
infrastructure and research, as well as appreciating that things like health and education
enhance the quality of the labour force and are valuable in themselves.
A social investment welfare state requires a large public sector in order to provide
these public goods. Public expenditure also acts as a stabiliser across economic cycles,
sustaining demand and employment during downturns. Tax levels are correspondingly
high. In a globalised world, where investment capital can move around, there are limits
to the rates of business taxes. Instead, there are broad-based consumption taxes. There
is a universal welfare state, meaning that public services are for everybody, not just the
poor. This reconciles the middle classes to the welfare state and sustains public support
for it, generating a sense of shared national purpose.
With these commitments and limited resources, high-welfare small states cannot
afford to allow high and persistent unemployment. They therefore use active labour
market policy to get people back into work quickly. Being vulnerable to currency crises
and unable to sustain the huge debts that are accumulated by super-powers, small states
will be fiscally prudent and balance their budgets, at least over the economic cycle. This
does not mean that they cannot sustain large welfare states, but that these must be paid
for through taxation.
The evidence suggests that small states can generate consensus around social
investment policies, but it is not ethnic or cultural homogeneity that encourages social
cooperation and trust. It is, rather, the performance of government (Rothstein, 2017)
and repeated success, which is then communicated back to the population in a virtuous
circle. Strong government performance may be combined with political literacy in
the form of knowledge of social and economic issues. It is therefore important that
institutions be properly designed so as to encourage innovation and cooperation and not
allow multiple veto points to develop.
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Another adjustment mechanism is ‘social partnership’ in which business, labour and
the state cooperate to make necessary adjustments without massive unemployment
or loss of production. This requires broadly representative employer and employee
groups with a high coverage, so that each can plausibly be presented as speaking for
the community rather than a sectoral interest. Sometimes, these states have a model
of capitalism that embraces a ‘coordinated market economy’ rather than being based
on short-term share value maximisation. The result is that levels of output can be
maintained and economic cycles are less pronounced.
A specific version of the social investment state is the ‘social democratic’ one, which
places an emphasis on social and economic equality as an end in itself. The argument is
that there is not a trade-off between growth and equality, as exponents of the marketliberal model tend to assume. On the contrary, more equal societies tend also to be more
efficient (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2010; Stiglitz, 2012). This ideal-type resembles the
social democratic ‘Nordic model’ that has been invoked in the Scottish debate, although
in practice the Nordic countries have all taken rather divergent paths over recent years.

Mixing and matching
Ideal-types should never be confused with real cases. Social partnership in particular
has declined in much of the Nordic zone from the old days of corporatism, when the
key representatives of capital and labour could bargain and deliver deals. Capital is
now much more footloose, while trade unions have lost members and influence. Social
partnership is more evident in Norway these days than in Sweden. Austerity has affected
public services, which have themselves become more differentiated. Yet there is still a
difference between the low-cost, market-liberal mode of adjustment and the high-cost,
social investment mode.
What is not possible is to mix and match elements of these different modes at will, as
each of them has an internal logic in which the various elements support each other. The
SNP Sustainable Growth Commission’s (2018) efforts to combine models from Denmark,
Finland and New Zealand is thus questionable, as these start from very different points.
Ireland may have committed this error during the Celtic Tiger years. Public spending
was increased but the country did not develop a fully-fledged universal Nordicstyle welfare state; the health system remains an inefficient mix of private and public
schemes. Low corporate taxation was used as a prime development tool, building up an
extensive foreign direct investment (FDI) sector, which was detached from the domestic
economy. There was an effort at social partnership, but it was undermined by low union
membership while the FDI sector was able to free-ride on it to secure wage control.
Public sector workers appear to have benefited disproportionately. Ireland’s revival since
the Global Financial Crisis has again depended on attracting foreign direct investment
with the lure of low taxes, neglecting the domestic sector. The health service is not up to
European standards and a property book has led to a crisis of affordable housing.
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How does Scotland compare?
Few people in Scotland have entertained the idea that it is a ‘homogeneous’ society. On
the contrary, nationalists and unionists celebrate diversity and welcome immigration
(see Rosie and Meer, and Kyambi, in this volume). There have been occasional advocates
of the market-liberal pattern of adjustment for an independent Scotland, such as
MacLeod and Russell (2006). Politically, however, it is scarcely viable as, unlike the postCommunist republics, it has a mature and extensive welfare state. Scotland is highly
dependent on the public sector not only for social services but for economically crucial
sectors such as research (where it has a low private contribution and a large public
one) and education. The model that is favoured in debate is, rather, the Nordic, social
democratic, social investment welfare one. What is less often appreciated is the degree
of internal adjustment that this would require were Scotland to operate this model as an
independent state.
There is a tendency in Scottish public policy towards universalism in the provision
of public services and there has been less political disparagement of public provision.
On the other hand, Scottish public opinion seems to share the proclivity of England
for low taxes, with only a few tentative moves to higher and more progressive levels.
Income taxes have been increased by one penny except in the lowest range. Thresholds
for the higher rate have not been raised as much as in the rest of the UK. The Sustainable
Growth Commission (2018) correctly notes that small states cannot finance extended
welfare provision by borrowing, and they have to live within their resources. However,
the conclusion of the SGC – that Scotland’s expenditure increase must be linked to that
of the economy – does not follow; the tax base can be broadened and taxes increased.
That would require Nordic levels of trust in government and the public services.
Scotland does have small policy communities with short lines of communication and
it is not difficult to fit the key players into one room if necessary. Scotland, like the UK
as a whole, had some experience of social partnership in the 1960s and 1970s. There
were British and Scottish-level development councils and extensive planning for the
future. Even in those days, however, membership of the partner organisations was never
universal enough for them to stand in for society as a whole. Partnership was eventually
reduced to a mechanism for wage and inflation control. It collapsed altogether in the
1970s, paving the way for a much more costly and less effective strategy for controlling
inflation through mass unemployment. Since then, trade union membership has steadily
declined, especially in the private sector.
Since devolution, social partnership has hardly featured, in contrast to other devolved
territories in Europe. In some ways, there was probably more cooperation before
devolution, when Scottish actors could unite to lobby Westminster. Since devolution
they have to compete with each other for limited resources. There is a lot of consultation
and working with civil society groups but this is on a sectoral basis, within the distinct
policy communities around economic development, social inclusion, education or the
environment. What is lacking are forums for bringing these together and making the
positive-sum compromises that could underpin a national development strategy.
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Scotland has also suffered from a lack of capacity in making policy and innovation.
It has avoided some of the big mistakes made by UK governments in England (like the
repeated reorganisations of the health service) but has not lived up to expectations about
new ideas. There is still a lack of spaces where people from academia, the public service
and civil society can engage in sustained exchanges about policy ideas and practice.

Conclusion
The argument about small states is not only relevant for the debate about independence.
A devolved Scotland with enhanced powers could potentially exploit its size and small
policy communities to link up welfare, active labour market policies, training, education
and economic development. It could design a less punitive and more productive social
security regime. The example of Quebec shows how a non-sovereign government
can reshape the social and economic model in significant ways, resisting the general
Canadian drift to social and economic inequality. It is not small size in itself or formal
sovereignty that matter, but the way in which small nations can adapt to the global
marketplace and steer their own futures.
Successful small states have usually developed their social and political institutions
and practices over a long period of time, or following critical events such as war or
regime change. Older nations, like Scotland, have a legacy of institutions and practices
from the industrial era, which may make adaptation more difficult. So, becoming a
successful independent state would require not merely external adaptation but also
extensive internal change.
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